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ABSTRACT

There is no denying that an urgent need existo to establish
a tactical means for all-weather landing. Although techniques are
now being teRte... uderciv±1ausplcc, for low landigconditions of "1see to land" from a 150-foot height with 1200 to 1800

feet of runway visual range, they are not applicable to most tacticalsituations. Furthermore, it is tunlikely that bz,, a fortnitous set of

circumstances a so-called "break-through" in this technically sophisti-
cated area will occur.

The proliferation) in recent years, of industry-developed
equipment intended for tactical landing is a partial indication of
the rroblem. It. is unlikely-that any of these systems as they are
presently configured will meet the real needs of a iactical landing
system. To acquire an inadequate landing system for tactical deploy-
ment can not only produce lethal results, but can also forestall the
much-needed development for several more years. It is unfortunate
that the characteristics for such a landing system have not been
previoucly clearly established. This report is an attempt to outline
the methodology and means required to establish these characteristics.

Low visibility landing, and particularly the restraints
placed on a tactically acceptable system, are probably the most
demanding of any of the current technological problems facing the
Air Force. As experience indicates, there are no short-cuts to success
in this field. First, a logical step-by-step process for synthesizing
a tactical landing system program is essential. With adequate interest,
personnel, facilities, and funding, a suitable solution can be developed.

The magnitude of the effort, and the often unsuspected
inter-governmental impact of tactically justified development of
navigation facilities are outlined. Those not familiar with these
somewhat non-technical aspects of the problem should carefully
consider their significa[nce.

Since the Civil-ICAO systems are also used by parts of
the Air Force (at permanent bases) and are not likely to be replaced
for some years, the inference is that the Air Force will actually be
burdened with two landing systems. Only by a concerted effort can
this be limited so that a third or fourth system does not evolve
and stalemate what could be a future Air Force standard. Thus, in
the determination of the program, the effort must be sufficiently
organized and visionary to avoid these pitfalls. Fortunately, landing
technology has advanced to where this is pcssible. By their very
nature, landing systems must be as common among the Air Force Commands
as the English language itself.

The challenge is to establish a program that will lead
to the adoption of an electronic "Signals-in-Space" standard. This,

-. 4
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in turn, will permit various forms of the basic system to evolve

while maintaining airborne commonalit-y with as many ground services
as possible.

Just as an aeronautical engineer designs a successfJul air-
craft by use of recognized ground rules or by consideration of wi-ns,
engines, mission, etc. so must the designer of tactical landing
systems learn to consider radio frequencies, beams, modulation tech-
niques, etc.

This document is subject to special export controls and
each transmittal to foreign governments or foreign nationals may
be made only with prior approval of the Air Force Flight Dynamics
Laboratory (FDCS), Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433.
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SECTION I

THE PHILOSO•PY OF SYSTEM PLANNING

The likelihood that the Air Force (or other services) will
arrive at a satisfactory Tactical Landing System that can be estab-
lished with a "Signalsoin-Space" standai-d by random developments is
very low. About three dozen landing system developments, many of
them with possible tactical applications, have been undertaken over
the past several years. Since World War II, no new system has been
worthy of quantity production and utilization. As noted in references
61 and 62, the need for commonality among the military services and
particularly within a given service is essential. Several incompat-
ible landing systems simply cannct be tolerated.

Each past landing system development, because it has not
adhered to a set of common standards,operates at a different frequency,
with different beam configurations, beam encoding methods, etc.;
thus, those responsible for assuring some integration of military
electronics among the Services, cannot find a clear path for a
decision. The inconsistency of claims, numbers of techniques, lack
of suitable test data, etc., has simply stalemated the decision-
making process. Perhaps no decision has been the best decision.
Although a "no-decision" is often regarded as poor in the military
sense, the lethal nature of a poorly conceived and used landing
system is undeniable. Already, 50 percent of aviation fatalities
are related to landing accidents. The cost to Rchieve the Air Force
Tactical Landing System goals will be high; therefore, the pressure
to use a short-cut solution to such a system will be great.

The problem is a complex one: to establish a "Signals-in-
Space" standard that will meet the diverse needs and at the same time
retain simplicity and require minimum air and ground equipments. The
best of guidance is needed for its solution. As reference 77 notes,
"expediency is false economy, reduces engineering to tinkering,
poisons initiative, etc.." and "real economy in engineering is the
best use of every available aid in arriving at an understanding of
the problem and an expeditious solution." It is most difficuIt and
in fact requires very hard work to find the "easy way." Finding the
solution to the class of..roblems makes the solution of a specific
problem almost routine.

Reference '7 notes that since the complex solution is
usually taken to save time, yet costs enormous amounts more, "decision
makers are coming to believe that the best way to avoid development
costs and problems is to skip the development phase altogether and
begin by designing the production model." He further states that
an argument for reducing complexity is "The operators of our fighting
ships and aircraft of today, and more so in the future, will require

1



long years of training and experience to cope with the complexitybuilt into the devices." Complexity is characterized as a "shortcut in time to the m m'1 I•. . .
.u.i.tmet h .-.... - ai, at a terrific pricewhen insufficient knowledge exists." "As a sufficiently-wealthynation weae come to accept the price for the Pnke of ý-+4- -Somethingwe waat very badly as fast as possible."

As one looks broadly at the current Air Force and otherService Positions with regard to instrument landi-g and particularlytactical instrument landing, it is evident that a well-organized,funded and managed development program must be first formulated.Otherwise, a continuation of the proliferation of dozens of potentiallanding systems will persist. The latter is tragic, since theindustry engineering effort being spent is often wasted and thefunding of random programs is a major fraction of what a balancedorganized program would cost. Therefore, a completely definedproject approach is the only expeditious route to success.
If one were considering inertial navigation equipments,for example, where several contenders exist with different technology,accuracy, etc., one is not forced into the same kind of a decision.Being self-contained and non-cooperative even a half-dozen systemdevelopments (for various missions, prices, and accuracies) mightbe good planning. Where a cooperative system with high user riskand an obvious common solution is needed, the simple approa~chtM'i-fied by the inertial programs cannot be taken. The tactical landingsystem problem falls into the latter category.

Although not generally recognized, low visibility landingio the most demanding of all forms of navigation. Not only is therequired precision high, but the necessary aircraft instrumentationto fly safely without seeing the ground obstacles before visualcontact is made at low altitudes, requires the epitome of engineering.Great ingenuity is required to provide the ability to have a "Signals-in-Space" standard that satisfies the bare base for full portabilityand the main base for large aircraft. There L a reasonable degreeof assurance that the technology of the 1968 era can achieve this,
and that this major bottleneck to a complete all-weather capabilityfor the Air Force is within view.

The price tag should be mentioned. In rough terms it islikely to be equivalent to the development of a new aircraft. TheAir Force management structures in cooperation with industry haveachieved many successful airborne weapons systems. The extent ofthe effort is likely to be of this magnitude. If this is not recog-nized another decade of frustration and incompatibility will prevailwithout arriving at the essential ingredients needed for successfulall-weather use of military aircraft.

2
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Often, planners look to a fully "self-contained" solution,
so that the problem seems easier and one does not have to worry
about -c• th;!~u as :-Signais-l.n-space," inter-service compatibility,
and commoiiality. Ground units are not needed. At this stage of
development, this is only n dream and shcuAld bc recognized as 6uch.
No self-contained guidance system today can come anywhere near the
accuracy, flexibility and dependability, essential for low-visibility
landing. The principles of Doppler, inertial celestial, etc., may
be fine for long-range navigation wherein a mile (6,000 feet) or
more of positioning error is acceptable. IMR landing accuracies are
measured in feet--about three orders of magnitude more precise than
self-contained aids. Admittedly, extremely complex units for special
purposes have been developed that can do better on a fully self-
contained basis, but they are not applicable to the large numbers
of aircraft that are in serious need of a tactical landing capability.

It will require recognition that full emphasis must now be
placed on the cooperative concepts of (air and ground7 units. For
example, a small ground unit with a microwave localizer can provide
far superior accuracy (alignment, precise location of poorly mapped
forward strips, etc. than any self-contained aid; furthermore, use
of such a unit would considerably reduce the cost for the airborne
units. The basic argument, of course, against the ground cooperative
unit (no matter how simple and light) is the need for a person or
persons to install it. An examination of Air Force doctrine, particu-
larly with regard to safety and accident investigation, indicates
that personal ground inspection and preparation is made for a new
landing site. No matter how trivial it is, whether it be a "bare
base," "hasty base," or "rapid base," it is studied.

Thus, the effort to establish even a clearing for a heli-
copter in a brush warfare exercise depends on the ground inspection
and some simple aids such as communications. Obstacles, night-time
operation, unknown winds, overshoot areas, climbout rates, etc.,
all must be established. In doing this, the additional small units
needed for a cooperative landing system can become a part of the SOP
for this determination.

In fact, it can be argued that the addition of such
guidance units might well qualify a greater number of sites. The
tactical advantages of a wider site selection are obvious.

1. IANDING SITE COORDINATES

For example, a site can be used with a cooperative
ground unit, even though the site has not been fully surveyed or
located on maps with respect to other known locations. Thus, an
essential requirement of any fully self-contained system (knowledge



of precise coordinates) is avoided. Many parts of the world, where
tactical landing may be eSR ntia!, are not c u yed ` The interior
so that destination coordinates are lacking. A small localizer
at the intended site solves many of these problems. The site may
neve..... be ..... s-¢V d, since the battle lines may have movedbefore such measurements are completed.

Thus, in recapping the philosophical observations, one
concludes that, though initially a difficult undertaking, the
cooperative system with a "Signals-in-Space" standard is essential.
Distractions of potential, fully self-contained landing aids are
illusionary for the present, and for operational reasons may
possibly never be realized in many remote parts of the world.

The section of this report relating to the "Synthesis
of a Multi-function Tactical Landing System" is based on these
premises. Assistance in locating the Approach Signal Coverage,
utilizing some of the existing airborne electronics, is broadly
assessed. It is somewhat distressing that although dozens of
references relating to the capability of cooperative systems exist,
little similar data exists for the instrument approach or landing
use of airborne radar, inertial, celestial, or Doppler.

Some field data on an organized basis should be gathered
and published sotiat the record is complete on this subject. The
estimates possible from the very limited data on these subjects
leads one to believe that these aids are far from suitable for
actual low-visibility guidance. They may be used, however, in
special cases for louating the wide signal coverage of a portable
localizer.

2. SUMMARY

It is unlikely that the requirements for a tactical
landing system will be met by random selection of the many varied
systems prcrerred by industry. The developers do not have the
insight and they do not have the large resources needed to go
through the complex development of what-will eventually be a
simple tactical landing system. Engineering for simplicity without
losing utility and safety is the most difficult engineering.
Industry cannot afford to provide this function without guidelines,
which are rightly the responsibility of the government. The Air
Force will be the customer, and is the only one that can define
and prepare standards for the solution of its own needs in the
tactical landing area. With such leadership, the numerous industry
interests, if then funneled toward a common objective, can be most
beneficial. Their investments can be more rewarding: their services
will see useful results and a DOD common objective is realizable.

4
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The Air Force has the most at stake in the decision
because of its large numbers of aircraft. nersonnnh ni mQnlebecause of the great diversity Of aircraft-types and mi~ssions.•
The Army is typified by the melicopter tactical mission; theNavT bv tihs ai rn ipra MUa t Ai ... etei" " -..... • • A .L X" • ' i6 more

diverstfied. Airline type operation with the iAC, which is
staffed with over isw ,l00 personnel,ais but one form of activity.
The Air Force uses helicopters, the fast landlrg jet fighter withits GPIP problems, the SAC heavy bombers, etc. An adequate AirForce solution to tactical landing is likely to meet mopt otherservice requirements.

Thus, it is important that the Air Force take the viewthat it develop within its own ranks a common "Signals-in-Space"
concept for its own purposes. having done this, the Tri-Servicecoordination is well advanced, since all but a few special missions
and aircraft types are included. The Navy is already pursuing
its carrier landing problems through a special project office(ACLS Office--All Weather Carrier Landing System). The Aormy Jsintensifying its effort to establish an oFR helicopter landingand guidance capability. From the magnitude of the problem itwould appear that each Service can pursue its objectives withoutduplication of other activities once an agreement on the "Signals-in-Space" Standard is reached. If anything, the gross effort-is
currently inadequate.

a. Landing System Developments

Mani o of the landing system developments since World War11 have had definite tactical applications. Although not completeit is very informative to review some of these developments, tonote the variety and particularly the lack of any common standards(Signals-ini-Space). It would seem that each program hoped somehow

to become dominant and then to somehow encompass the other missionsand objectives. That this has not happened is obvious, probablybecause of the extreme tecluiological demands placed on a tacticallanding system that is common to many mis;sions. It must en-.compass
many diverse types of aircraft, be suitable for rapid installationand commissioning in a wide variety of sites all around the world,
and have some close relationshiD with the International Civil
Requirements where such overlap' exists.



TABLE I

LANDING SYSTEM DEVELOIMtENTS SINCE WORLD WAR II 3
Natre ofLLa~ V indiemComp or

Freg- A .. yency

1. VHF overlapped beams (glide
path) 400 Mc MIT-CAA2. Overlapped microwave beams

(Loc. & GP) 2600 I1c Sperry-AF
3. Military-ICAO-ILS (MRN-7,MRN-8) 110-330 Mc ITT-AF .

4. Locked radar data link (GSN-5) 36 kMc Bell-AF
5. Locked radar data link (SPN-l0) 36 kMc Bell-Navy
6. Selectable glide angle microwave 5 kMc Sperry-AF
7. Scanning beam vertical guidance 10 kMc Gilfillan-AF
8. Scanning beam conceptual study open AF with Sperry,

Hughes, Gilfillan,
AIL

9. Scanning beam with DME (REGAL)
(vertical only) 10 kMc FAA-Gilfillan

10. VORLOC (small VHP unit) VHF Cubic
11. VHF approach and letdown UHF Sperry (Phoenix)

(Aimy-AF)
12. Radio Altimeter Concepts

a. Autonetics (APN ll4) Pulses, AF
b. FAA-CAT II FM, etc. FAA
c. Minneapolis Honeywell of about BLEU
d. Litton three ATA
e. ITT/Standard Cables different IATA
f. Sperry microwave ICAO
g. Lear frequen- NAVY
h. Collins cies
i. Etc. (about 5 smaller

projects)
13. Flarescan-ILS (flare guidance) 15 kMc AIL-FrenchS~FAA/AF/NASA
14. AILS (integrated beam guidance

and GCA) 15 kMc AIL-FAA
15. SPN-42 Modernized, SPN-I0 with

beacon micromin, etc. 36 kMc Bell-Navy
16. SPN-41 Scanning beam carrier

approach (loc. and GP)
microwave ILS 15 kMc AIL-Navy

17. TALAR (single site, light
weight, conical scan GP and
Loc.) 15 kMc GPL with AF,

Navy, etc.

6
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TABLE I (cont'd)

1i. TALAR II (improvements) 15 klc GPL-Navy

19. STATE, single site microwave ILS
20. RAILS Airborne directive antenna

aimed at ground beacon X-band Bell-Army
21. SAILS improved system ? Bell-AF
22. Magnetic cables, approach, flare

and roll-out guidance 1-2 kc Murphy radio
RAF-BLZJ PAA

23. Optical Glide Slopes
a. Fresnel lens (carrier directive Navy

stabilized) red, green Burroughs
and white
light

b. Mirror System similar NAA-Navy
c. "Rainbow" glide slope Path Lockheed

according Navy
d. VASI to color FAA-UK

24. GCA (about 5 models) 10 kMc Gilfillan
radar talk-down system Bendix
scanning microwave beams ITT

25. PAR Civil version of GCA with 10 kMc US/Europe/ICAO
landing guidance (horizontal sad ITT
vertical scanning beams) Gilfillan

Lorenz
26. Quad radar--light weight GCA 10 kMc Gilfillan-Army
27. SPAR--light weight GCA 10 kMc LFE-Army-Marine
28. TPN-8 Light weight GCA 10 kMc Gilfillan

Tri-Service
29. SPN-35 Light weight GCA 10 kMc Navy
30. Zero-zero- pictorial landing UBF

beacons outlining runway microwave NASA-Cubic
51. Microvision X-band Bendix

beacons outlininU runway view Sperry
with airborne r.uar display FAA-AF

32. Fully self-contained landing various Tri-Service
guidance proposed for C-5A C-5A -AFASS
and similar missions etc.
Airborne-radar-inertial, etc.

33. Interferometer-terrain radar various Navy-Norden
and surface reflectors or A6A typical
beacons

34. ATLAS (light weight REGAL type) ? Gilfillan
35. Army MK II (study) microwave Cooke-Army
36. Future-Army (study) radio, IR RCA-Army

microwave,
others
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TABLE I (cont'd)

37. CSF La-1-.ng Sý:.• m; L-band CSF-CEV:
Ad ..rct, I .. k, . . h French
split localizer DI'lE military

38. TAILS (light-weight landing microwave Tridea (McDonnell)
*sysLem study) Marines-

study stage
39. Time/Frequency (use of air microwave TRG

and ground time standards) Si,,rra
McDonnell
National Co.

40. TACAN-IIS L-band ITT-AF
compatible
with TACAN

modulation
41. DME let-down computers DME and Bendix-AF

altimeter FAA-Navy-
for corn- John.sville
puted Air Force
descent to others
specific
point

42. Adcole Helicopter System Kuband with F AA-Adcole
VHF conver-
sion

43. FAA-UHF Microwave Conversion S- or C- FAA proposed
band
converter
to ILS
frequencies

8
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iI
It should be noted that this list is not comDlete.

iOW1Cv. 9, it exempiiries tne technical confusion and prolifera-
tion of landing system developments. As will be noted, there
are at least five diffprent. incor-patible bctnds of radio
frequencies. Many conceptually different techniques exist.
Even the radio signals using the same band have no commonality
of modulation signals: there being pulse, tones, F1, FSK,
T/F, phase and amplitude comparison, pulse spacing, pulse
length, digital coding, etc.

As a matter of fact, it is doubtful whether more
than two of the many systems listed have any commonality
in the sense that either the ground or air equipments are
mutually inclusive. The national cost to date for these
developments is enormous. On the positive side, however,
is the fact that in the last twenty years the IIS and GCA
of World War II have undergone several refinements. There
have been at least twenty programs for ILS improvements
(null reference, directive dipoles, flush antennas, directive
waveguides, M array, capture arrays, V-rings, waveguide
localizers, 1IRN-7 and MRN-8, CAT. III, and solid state).
These have primarily taken forms suitable to ICAO-FAA for
lack of definitive military guide lines. Certainly, the
concept of mobility, por'tability, or even rapid airlift
have been completely lost in the developments of standard ILS.

The current ILD is much further from a portable
system than it was in 1942 (SCS-51). Admittedly, the current
ILS systems work much better and do not have as serious
deficiencies as the 'jCS-51, such as course bends, false
courses, weak signals, etc. Fortunately, there is a
lesson to be learned here. What has really happened is
that beam d~rectivity of one form or another has been
added in each improvement of the ILS to obtain improved
quality of courses and monitoring stability. These improve-
ments resulted in large increases in the size of antennas
(now 100 feet high for glide slopes and 100 feet wide for
localizers), each weighing several tons for their support
and radiating elements.

This same beam configuration at microwave fre-
quencies can be achieved with 1/50 to 1/10 of the same
dimensions. Directivity and beam radiation cozitrol are
undoubtedly as essential (if not more so) to a tactical

9



landing system as to a civil syster, because the wide
obstacle elearan-.e criteria for qualifying civil fields

cenn~t b ~e~re~ n rnid F epcU'CU L~tWU.Lr16sites inU
the military zone. This is true of the obstacle (vertical)
and horizontal (approach and off centerline) criteria
of a tactical site. The Army criteria for a tactical
heliport state a 1/10 obstacle line on approach and a
1/2 obstacle line on the side. These obstacle lines of
6 degrees and 45 degrees infer that reilecting objects
can occupy the space beneath these areas. These objects
can reradiate or become landing hazards, two serious
tactical landing considerations.

It can be argued perhaps that the wide diversity
of landing system developments should continue as in
Lhe ancient case of alchemy, since someone might discover
the ideal landing system and all the problems of low
visibility, tactical solutions, and other related matters
would be resolved. Probably no other aspect of the
fields of electronics and aircraft area is more replete
with failures. During the last three decades, over fifty
recognized attempts have failed. The above list-speaks
for itself. Some of the reasons for the failure to achieve
an acceptable tactical landing system are:

1. Lack of understanding of the problem.

2. Lack of any coordinated or sustained governmental
support for tactical systems.

3. No center for such developments exists in the
Air Force, since the termination of the All
Weather Flying Division. The Navy now has one.

4. Many self-stylod experts with limited understanding
of the total problem (human, instrument, radio,
aerodyrniacs, flight control, visual, landing
criteria, etc.) have invented solutions to
limited portions of the problem that they have
encountered.

5. No comprehensive analyses of all aspects of the
total problem and their many inter-relationships
exist.

10



VI

6. No realistic means is now available for f•lly
testing the validity in the appropriate environ-
ments, with quantitative published results of
many of the past deCl opm.nt.s. 'uBL i. a
small-scale example of what is meant here.
The total environment is: visual aids, radio
guidance, aircraft instruments, pilot factors,
aircraft controls and aerodynamics, actual
current operational aircraft available for
testing (not slow piston aircraft for testing
a jet fighter system), etc.

Broadly stated, perhaps the mont important reason
is the lack of an organized attack on ail aspocts of the
problem in a logical engineering manner. The price for not
having a landing system suitable for tactical and other
military applications is already costly in terms of acci-
dents. The new airlift concepts costing billions will not
be realized to their true potential unless this major step
is taken. The reduction in landing accidents alone could
justify this effort (say about 25 million/year for five
years). The Navy has funded about 250 millions for
(references 86 and 98) the overall carrier landing program
up to the present.

The recognition that the solution to the Air Force
landing problems is the equivalent of a major weapon system
development with appropriate funding, management, and top
echelon recognition is essential to their rapid resolution.
Once established, the system must also be able to cope with
continuing landing problems brought on by the rapid advances
in aircraft, such as V/STOL, etc. The likelihood that a
continuation of random technical efforts, each with insuf-
ficient funding, without any standards of "Signals-in-Space,"
will create a satisfactory solution is only wishful thinking
in today's technology. A well-funded, well-engineered
"total" systems approach can get results.

11



[V.

b. What Can Be Gained From the Past

As stated previously, all the effort is not lost
simply because the desired tactical system has not evolved.
The past efufoiLw, 6hough ineffective, should. be culled over
by a qualified group to extract the gains that have been
made. Even the cause of failure is important to future
success. The large numbers of companies, agencies, and
countries involved have contributed pieces and parts,
many of them without thought to a gross, integrated approach,
but with several of them providing something of value.
Even reports on projects costing large sums of money are
hard to locate. Some of the areas worth looking into from
past experience are:

1. Propagation of radio signals for landing guidance
(reflections, weather absorption, stability,
interference, etc.).

2. Accuracy of various techniques for beam formation,
beam modulation, and processing of data in the
aircraft for control purposes.

3. Flight test results. Quantitative measurements
of flight path, course quality (beam perturbations),
signal levels, adverse affect (prop or rotor modula-
tion), and variation in vertical and horizontal
course direction and sensitivity. Pilot opinion
is too varied, even among professionals, for the
engineer to make progress without these measure-
ments. Do qualified test results exist that will.
aid in establishing a "Signals-in-Space" standard?

4. Pilot response to combinations of displays, instru-
ments, control parameters and guidance signais of
various types.

From such a re-examination perhaps many paths can
be avoided that would lead to future failure. Today, only
through personal contact does this integrated knowledge
exist. Even there it exists as "islands of knowledge"--
some relating only to the airlines, some to the carrier
landings, some with the many forms of ICAO, ILS, and some
in pilot instrnumentation. The objective would be to bring
the millions spent in the past into focus for evaluation.

12



A re-examination of past efforts may or may not beof worth when engineering imid I a rodnA I Iwill probably be essential politically since so many indi-viduals have been involved in parts of these programs andavoda..o. du u i important. The integrated
documentation should serve for years in the future since notext books exist, no universities teach the subject, andmany of the older developers have moved on to other betterrecognized fields. It will be necessary to create a "science"of the landing guidance field. It touches every aircraftflying. To do this, records of past experience must be keptand means of passing on what valuable information and dataexist to those that will enter the field. Perhaps a universitygroup could undertake this, not delaying or interfering withmany possible concurrent efforts.
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£3iCLLON II

LANDING PRO1IILE rMEASUIRREMJTTS AND THEIR LE-Af:T1 01.42K PI. ___

Little flight-validated information iii .. t!-, ..
form is available to bhe gruidance system desig~ner' relating to
the actual flight path followed by modern tact.-" ,al aircrafL I .. I
below 300 feet to touchdown. References 10, I1 1,, ; 4,

81, 92t 93, 100, and 106 have some information on zhis sibnif', .-o
system parameter, but much of it is conflictif;, iind more
detailed information is needed. References 23 ,nA 3 are t.i,!
only significant engineering reports on this matter. One i. ýi
FAA (photo-theodolite) measurement of VFR land•ij parameters of
current jet transports operated by the airlines in civil fiuI.:
The other is a WADC report of a photo-grid meastuiemýin of cui';.'*
Century-series Air Force fighters.

Both reports throw considerable doubt on. ;urrent
standards used by the FAA and the Air Force. C.'nU (Lc.pV,: -:

include aiming points, threshold heights, toucido,•w Ui•tsnce.,
threshcold sink rates, and other landing paramet; P''4. ? itheLcJ: ,I
little or no published data on IFR operations exio s. Howeve:,
the FAA is now sponsoring an IFIZ landing measuruec.nt3 nprojoct
(for Civil jets at large Civil fields) that will provide aaou-
tional information toward the end of 1967. A siriliiar ZFR Peus.
ments project is sorely needed in the Air Force because of t',e
(1) widely divergent flight paths of the variety of tactical
aircraft it uses and (2) widely divergent envirozuaents each '<
these aircraft may encounter in tactical deployi'c(it.

Figuire 1 illustrates this point. A Yew .x.rcraft t,,
,with differing landing profiles are plotted it , !± ninuev tlhiai,
3auses all touchdowns to coincide. k.ith this oco=.on tc;u1c'-.
point (most significant to a landing system 0.5JL .ý;;-cWV), it.
dent that trajectories emanate from it into tha a'i-oach 'zon
angles from around 1/2 degrees to as high as 10 do'zeesA Thc
higher approach angles suggest a possible futu.e V-S3J0L caprPC
of IFR approaches up to around 15 or 20 degrees. "'tc lowet2
approach angles suggest a 1rery high performance , c (ad'.-,,
8ST or equivalent--or an enormous, oversized Jiu. :%ii-lJft ve!,V

In. the hip.;h-a••,-le cases, the heavy,
helicopters of the V-107 are shown (based., ad":,,,' l' .,.1 , --
data) that might represent the C-T.-47, CH-541, -
others currently operatio:,ial. With the enormous nc i. 1.
the V-STOL field, muclh aimed at almost vertical d•io-. r'.-- .- ,
landing system for tactical usage (1C to J.5 yeo- life .
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should consider angles up to perhaps 30 degrees. Beyond these
angles (considered high by some experts) wind shear, control
problems, aerodynamics, sarety piloting problems, vehicle
response, etc., become overwheming operational problems.Thin In na rti.n l.rly tmi#. an .J_ Reede (.A) recently n#ted4when he pointed out the following IFR-V-STOL landing problems

to an AIAA gathering.

1. Specific path to a specific point is much more difficult.
2. Most designers think o of free space instrument

flight with no specife _path or point of termination.

3. Few pilots have tried it.

4. A specific path flown to a spec4fic spot at low speedt
and steep angles encounters problems such as:

a. High angular rates of deviation from path due to
low speed.

b. Vanishing acceleration cues for the pilot.

c. Pronounced wind gradient and shear effects on
glide path and track.

d. Backside of the power or thrust curve.

e. Small inherent stabilizing moments and damping
with respect to all axes.

It is apparent that a whole new area of tactical landing
guidance exists if V-STOL are to be utilized in IFR. Returning
to the other extreme, little is known about some of the advanced
large vehicles with supersonic (or even subsonic) capability.
Because of their very size and gross landing weights (inertia),
maneuvering (flexibility) below a 100-foot landing height (to
touchdown) will be much less than is possible even with the
current jet transports. The large sizes result in poor handling
properties, poor pilot judgment, poor and misleading visual cues
(pilot's eyes 200 feet ahead and 70 feet above bottom side of
landing gear), etc. Lacking anything better it is suggested that
the F-l10 data that is representative of many current jet
fighters serve as an indication of trends toward flat, minimum
maneuvering, IFR landing flight paths until 3uitable additional
data is accumulated.

A likely addition in future years to the tactical
aircraft inventory is the medium and large STOL aircraft. As
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the need to cope with Southeast Asia (SEA) type operations in-
creases, the STOL has the attractive features of large payloads,
low cost per ton per mile, and a basicallv simvler concept than
eitner the helicopter or V-STOL (conversions).- It will land in
short strips from rather steep approach angles. It is shown on
tbA 11lluvtration as the Beut!lwith -t pat"h4- angle of around
6-8 degrees.

1. ROLL-OUT GUIDANCE

Tactically, with a Runway Visual Range (RVB) of 1200
feet or more, it is desired that no electronics will be needed
for V-STOL roll-out. The helicopter rolls to a stop after a
flare in such a short distance that often a figure of two to
three times the rotor blade diameters is considered an adequate
landing dimension. The STOLU falls in the 400 to 1000 foot class,
while the prop jet is in the 2000 to 3000 foot category. Pure
jets range from 5000 to 6000 feet for tactical field lengths.

In cases of longer roll-outs it is evident that a
localizer signal at the roll-out end of the landing strip is
essential to assure centerline alignment and to indicate crab
angle for low visibility and nightt;Lme (minimum lights) opera-
tions. From the landing system design viewpoint, this requires
adequate beam accuracy, stability, and freedom from beam bends
to meet this requirement. This is evident since guidance sources
may be located up to 5000 to 8000 feet from the threshold of the
runway (at roll-out end). Proposals to locate the localizer
signal source at the approach end of bhe runway have serious
deficiencies because of the extreme angular convergence, blocking
of the radiated signal by the airframe, and the lack of guidance
during the flare, touchdown and roll-out. The latttr may be
extremely important for anything approaching a 100$ capability
with tactical jet fighters or airlift aircraft.

The roll-out characteristics of an aircraft can have a
far-reaching effect on the design parameters of a tactical landing
system. As noted elsewhere, it is not considered likely that the
3000 feet of approach, runmway centerline, and parameter lights
will be installed at forward bases. This places demands on
radio guidance that are much more stringent than Civil examples.
This is one basic difference between a Civil or permanent Military
field and can be coped with if adequately considered in the
synthesis stages of the development of a tactical landing system.

A minimum, visual guidance light, similar to the Navy
portable (trailer) optical glide path or "meat ball" is proposed
to give some assurance in low visibility. The "see-to-land"

A pilot visual decision height of 100 feet with a runway vinual

range of )4 mile or 1200 feet.
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concept is basic to CAT I, II, IIIA, and I11B landing criteria.
Thus, a highly portable visual aid such as a modified meat ball
could meet this reauiremnnt. 2inap thA IA-h f1sr in nn-. &a
straight path, it is possible that a meat ball placed: as to
check the pilot t s path in the flare region (around 1 degree)
M,.6"u uW moire uXWUen -i-'uja uwaubu IL would aid in establishing
the flare touchdown point (the current meat ball is only for
approach aim points). Perhaps two optical paths for approachaiming and flare aiming are needed.

Lighting for landing guidance is really another important
subject that needs study in the tactical landing field and should
marry with and complement the tactical radio guidance system.
We will not pursue the lighting field any further here, but suggest
an independent study to assure that the tactical aspects of a
"see-to-land" from an IFR approach are not overlooked.

2. DETAILS OF FLIGHT PATHS

Some camera data was taken recently at an operational
ADC squadron at Suffolk County Airport (NY) with F-lO1 aircraft.
The results are illustrated in Figure 2 and Table II, since it
is believed to be completely unbiased uata (pilots unaware),
and it is at variance with current Air Force Standards, as docu-
mented in the recent "TERPS" (references 22 and 57). The present
standards for GPIP and flight paths do not recognize the long,
flat, flare profile of these and similar aircraft. Many tactical
aircraft are similar to the F-lO1.

The four landings to be described are typical of a
larger number that were recorded and reviewed for general charac-
teristics, but not quantitatively measured.

The pilots of F-l01 aircraft tend to fly the VFR
approach (to land) at a flight path angle in excess of 3.0O
toward a point about 1000 feet in front of the threshold. The
4000 feet of forward flight from a height of 100 feet above
touchdown used by the Air Safety staff (references 34 and 35)
in the Air Force was reproduced. What is new are some rather
significant dimensions of the flare trajectory that suggest
major changes in IL3 reference points and GCA-GPIP since the
pilot, upon breaking out of a ceiling of even 300 feet, would
have some rather excessive sink rates to contend with if he
is to land where he normally does in VFR.

The maximum deviation below the ILS (or GCA) glide
slope is 90 feet. This requires the pilot to abandon the ILS
and fly below it from a height of no less than 300-400 feet,
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if excessive sink rates that may cause striking short of the
runway threshold are *o be avoided. Threshold conditions ofo n l y F4 • ,', ° ,.I • A •-~ - -- -

.. ,,•_ aU d a flight path angle of 0.60 0
(or0 a change of flight path angle of about six to o..o) would

ate clearing the ground throughout the flare. The Landirgs are
all excellent and the touchdown scatter is low as compared to
the runway length.

The terminal angle (just prior to touchdown) of the
F-10. is lower than that of jet transports--about O.30--
probably because this type of aircraft requires approach
speeds 50 percent higher.

Thes. measurements generally confirm those of the
WPAFB data taken in 1960. It is obvious that photo-measiirements
should be taken in greater detail, under more controlled condi-
tions, and with a greater variety of aircraft including the
F-111, so that a more stabistically signifirant sample is
available.

Figure 3 illustrates some of the critical dimensions
and their descriptive terms. Standardization on a set of
similar terms is essential for pilots, paidance, Ilight control,
and administrative personnel who must all communicate on these
matters.
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FIGURE 3. CRITICAL DIMENSIONS FOR LANDING SYSTEM DESIGN
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TAULE II

SIGNIFICANT LANDING DIM'NSIONS
Average of

Operations 4 observa-
Threshold wheel. height in feet (A) 9 8•.. 9 •5...io_._7.

Approach Aim point (wheel bottnm) (B) 1150 1050 700 '^ ....

in feet before
runway

Tlhreshold Flight Path Angle in degtees(C) 0.65 0.60 0.75 0.40 0.60

Approach Aim point to ILS Reference (D) 2100 2000 1650 2300 2000
point (wheel bottom) in feet

Touchdown distance from Runway (E) 800 1350 1700 1150 1250
Threshold in feet

Maximum deviation below ILS Glide (F) 75 75 40 95 71
Slope (assume 2.5' and 10-foot
antenna to wheel bottom) in feet

Distance below path at Thxeshold (G) 47 45 30 48 42
(above assumptions) in feet

Approach Aim Point to touchdown (iH) 1800 2400 2300 2400 2200
in feet

100-foot approach height to (I) 3400 4100 4700 4200 4000
touchdown in feet

Final Approach Flight Path Angle (J) 3.75 3.40 3.0 3.0 3.30
before flare in degrees

Ratio of Approach to Threshold 6.6/1 5.7/1 4.0/1 7.5/1 6/1flight path angle

Terminal touchdown angle based on last 0.43 0.30 0.30 0.25 0,32
500 feet before touchdown in degrees

Ratio of Threshold path to touchdown 1.5/1 2.0/1 2.5/1 1.6/1 1.9/1
flight path angles

Final approach path angle to terminal 10/1 11/1 10/1 12/1 11/1
(touchdowr" angle

100-foot height to approach aim point(M) 1500 1620 - 1800 1&W

Number of point-s establishing 6 5 8 6
approach-landing trajectory

100-foot height to runway threshold (L) 2500 2750 - 3050 2800

Estimated accuracy of observations is 5%, F-l10 landing on Runway 23
Suffolk County AFB, 4-18-66.
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The table below shows the elevation angle of the aircraft
as measured f rnm +h~ ". poi rt, 1500 feet from the threshold
(ILS glide slope). It is very instructive. Note the initial glide
slope angle of 2.50 (beycnd 2 miles), reducing to About half this
at around 7,400 feet. Near the threshold, the aircraft is less than
0. 5 0 in elevation above the threshold elevation. There is a slope
upward at this site (toward threshold), and data from about a mile
out is referenced. to it. The wheels above the runway are used as
reference points for these angles.

Vertical angle Estimated Range
in degrees, in feet

2.50 Beyond 12,000
2.40 12,000
2.20 7,300
1.90 5,500
1.55 4,400
1.20 3.300
0.80 2,700
0 42 1, dO0
0.20 1,200

Vertical angle and estimated distance of aircraft from
the 11S reference (glide slope): 1500 feet from thresho]d. Accuracy
is about 5% using simplified photo observation and measuring tech-
niques. Data from lunway 23, Suffolk County AFB, Second Fighter
Interceptor Squadron , 4-25-66, F-101 ailrraft returning :roa no±ial
rission.

Because of frequent barrier engagements and other problems
associated with the landing of a high-performance fighter, considerable
emphasis is placed on safe, but earl touchdown. The target at the
second Fighter Intercepor Squadron, Suffolk County AFE (ADC) is
around 1000 to 1200 feet. Figure 4 illustrates how well this is
achieved. during forty-five landings from operational missions. As
will be noted, this agrees well with the 1200 to 1500 loot touchdown
polat for heavy jet transports. It is likely that even undCr the
best controlled conditions that it will be difficult to reduce this
number to much less than 800 feet.

However, if a pilot does not increase his sink rate after
visual breakout from an IFR approach, he is apt to land around 3000
feet from threshold. A guidance system designed and installed so
that the sink rate below 300 feet is not increased is essentialbefore current 300-foot operational ceilings are lowered.
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3. LANDING MEASUREMENTS OF JET TRANSPORTS

AG ntD.=a elaswhere, the large Air Force and DOD emphasis
on rapid and large-scale airlift capacity to nearly any point in
the world makes the landing trajAttory of jet trnsports of
direct tactical significance. The following data from FAA
measurements should be confirmed for tactical application under
airlift landing environments and for several airlift-type air-
craft. It is presented here however, since some of these
aircraft are apt to have similar characteristics. Figure 5
illustrates the arithmetical mean of about 170 measured landings.
Note that, though the F-101 passed over threshold at a wheel
height of 7 to 10 feet, the jet transports pass over threshold
at around 20 feet.

To give some idea of the distribution of these landing
parameters, Figure 6 represents the median (50% above and 50°%
below) line--that is, the 25% and 75% lines. This shows, for
example, that half of the landings are from threshold heights
of between 13 and 26 feet. Also note that even in this case,
25% of the landings have threshold heights of less than 13 feet.

Table III is reproduced from the FAA report to give examples
of the kind of quantitative data needed in detail for many types
of Air Force aircraft under various tactical, airlift and related
conditions. It is shown in various parts of this report that
such data is essential to the design of tactical landing guidance
equipment.

Although Figures 5 and 6 and Table III represent IFR data,
all landings under IFR are to a visual contact height which
legally means a "see-to-land" condition. Consequently, VFR prac-
tices and conditions are still very significant even under CAT I,
II, and probably CAT IIIA conditions. An FAA study is now under
way to correlate VFR and ITR landing data under Civil conditions.
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4. LAINDTIG MEASUREENTS OF LARGE HELICOPTERS

Fim..A. '7 - -1 •bu-•sa both the vertical and horizontal
flight path of a V-107 (CII-46) operating into a small landing pad
(85 x 85 feet) at the end of a pie: on the Easet River in Nvov k
City. Alhough the operation of these large helicopters (25 pas-
sengers) from a small roof top 800 feet above the streets of Man-
hattan is also significant, the shipping traffic, bridges, lackof overshoot clearance, etc., probably make the water level landing
operation just as demanding. The typical cleared landing area for
heliports or pads is often less than 200 feet and sometimes is even
less than 100 feet. The landing is a descent on a steep path
(8.50) in Figure 7, to a hover position about 5 to 10 feet above
the surface with a nose high attitude. The main gear touches
down, and then the nose gear is slowly lowered sometimes after a
short taxi roll is started.

The horizontal flight path for most fixed-wing aircraft
even in VFR is essentially a straight line for the last mile or
two since maneuvering and side-step corrections are at higher
speeds and the aircraft are far less responsive than a helicopter.
Figures 8 and 10 illustrate the curved flight path into the
landing, one terminating in a straight run for about 800 feet
and the other continuing to curve almost to touchdown. In IFR
it is likely that some restraints on horizontal paths can be im-
posed without serious drawbacks. Retention of steep descent paths
often makes it possible to arrive near the landing point from
angles other than a localizer direction. Steepness of angle helps
also on visually establishing the landing point--an old guide line
used in dive bombing, shallow angles result in poor target visibility.

By comparing the vertical and horizontal flight paths it
"* is also noted that even though curving in the horizontal, a good
"* constant descent angle is maintained in the vertical plane. From

the guidance viewpoint, rather wide lateral coverage is needed.
Selectable glide paths (shallow, steep without denying normal
glide angles) appear desirable. it is likely that the sensitivity
with vertical path angle should be varied. A study similar to
this one for ECOM (Avionics Lab) discussing only these variables
for the tactical use of helicopters indicated wide course widths
are desirable at steeper angles.
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5. STOL LANDING MEASUREMENTS

The Breguet-94l (McDonnell aircraft) htis received consid-
erable attention here and in Europe as a promising example of a
large STOL aircraft. The newer models offer considerable poten-

tial for battle area airlift, airdrop, and othei. tactical missions
not now achieved as economically or reliably with current aircraft.
Thus, the STOL data is noted since during the life time of a
tactical landing system it is desirable that such aircraft also
be accommodated. Although it is possible with a helicopter (under
certain conditions) to negotiate angles up to 30 degrees of descent
path, the large STOL will probably operate around 5 to 10 degrees
and can use the equipments developed for steep flight path angles
of helicopters. A test of the Breguet-941 at Washington's Dulles
Airport, utilizing typical approach and climb profiles is shown
in Figure 11. Perhaps a fixed path around 7 to 9 degrees with
wider than normal course widths might suffice. Again, more
detailed data should be taken on this aircraft in various configu-
rations and environments to determine the flight path characteristics,
etc.,

It should be noted that the helicopter can slow to around
30 to 50 knots requiring little roll-out, whereas the large STOL
miay approach in the 50 to 70 knot region requiring roll-out of
perhaps 500 to 1000 feet depending on weight, thrust, and clearance
criteria. This latter characteristic will probably call for
different localizer placement criteria than for landing of helicop-
ters. Both aircraft types will probably need separate glide path
and localizer sites for optimization of their respective landing
distances. A major tactical justification for such vehicles is
short landings over obstacles. Optimum siting of vertical and
horizontal landing guidance is essential to IFR usage. Co-located
glide path/localizer units are not always capable of this optimiza-
tion criteria and, when used, IFR landing restriction must reflect
this matter. The relationship of landing path dimonsions relative
to the location of the vertical and horizontal guidance sites and
the available landing strip dimensions is a critical aspect of
system design. More definitive standards are ttrgently needed for
landing system designers.
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Since the WADC report is brief and clearly confirms the
more detailed data of the F-101 measurements, it is reproduced
in this report as Appendix A with some underlining added for
emphasis of cettain points. Basically, the ILS standards (GPITP)
cause the fighter type aircraft to land up to 2400 feet b
GPIP or about 3000 feet from touchdown. As noted, pilots---ing
operational aircraft do not tolerate this. They abandon the glide
path, (VASI, GCA or ILS--they are all sighted about the same) and
"duck-under" to achieve a safer touchdown distanc- about 1000 feet
from threshold.

If this touchdown is achieved without increase in sink rate,
the approach aiming point needs to be moved about 2000 feet forward
from its present position for these aircraft. The transport types
do not seem as demanding, but it is probably true that an approach
aiming point about 1000 feet forward from present standards woald
be more suitable for them. The flight approach to the forward or
"relocated" (GPIP-ILS reference points) aim point permits a
shallow flare with an always decreasing sink rate near the ground.

The fact that most pilots of jet aircraft abandon the glide
path and fly beneath it in IFR operations is being recognized as
one of the basic limitations to the solution of low visibility
landing problems. The value of any electronic, visual or other
landing guidance system, is minimized if this problem is ignored.
'luck-under"maneuvers need more thorough invastigation since itois
likely that with high-performance aircraft a realistic ceiling
today is around 300 feet, yet with adequate aim points to match
the aircraft performance it is possible that the current objectives
of 100 feet to one quarter mile can be realized. Whether pilot
training, aircraft characteristics, or other factors can change
this situation can be determined only by an extensive Air Force
landing measurements program.

The impact of the "duck-under" maneuver is illustrated in
Figure 12. These sink velocities for different departure heights
are related to approach speeds of about 120 to 130 knots. For
many Air Force aircraft near the 170 to 195 knot approach speed,
the associated sink rates are obviously greater. With sink rates
of 2000 !pm possible (below heights of 200 feet), it is imperative
that a resolution of this problem be undertaken soon. Air safety
studies indicate that in the case of the Century Series Aircraft
and supersonic bombers (B-58) many fatal landing accidents can be
related to the "duck-u-nder" maneuver. Often ILS, GCA, and VASIS
are used for VFR. The same problem appears to exist as in IFR.
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The risk comes when the pilot, not realizing that he has
increased sink rate (since hf oft.n lcoks out the windshield
away from his instruments) upon first sign of visual contact,
strikes short of the runway. He ca:nnot reduce the high vertical

-4-~~~ F~4 'I-bU±tu Oner", grow-d

Pilots have no training in such a maneuver and little low visi-
bility experience. The pilot is essentially on "his own" with
little assistance from radio guidance. It is often argued that
relocating the GPIP forward of its present location would simply
invite striking the ground short of the runway. This is not the
case if sink rate is positively decreased. Such a maneuver
elongates the flight path and places the aircraft over the paving.
It is an illusion not readily recognized, yet readily amenable
to scientific approach and solution.

Unfortunately, the young pilot in the process of becoming
trained for IFR flight is not properly advised of these critical
matters. AF Manual 51-37 issued in January 1906 stated in
Chapter 18, "Landing from Instrument Approaches."

"When the time for transition to visual flight conditions
is very brief, there is a tendency for the pilot, upon
sighting the runway, to reduce power rapidly and dive
toward the runway. THIS TEMDEIC7Y NUST BE AVOIDED7.- ven
though the approach angle may be higher or lower than
when making a visual approach, make a gradual flare out
by reducing the power smoothly and avoid abrupt changes
in attitude or power."

With respect to VASI (optical glide path) the manual
states: "However, the VASI will bring the pilot through a "gate"
at the threshold where he may accomplish normal flare and landing."
The VASI, =S, and GCA use essentially the same (mislocated) GPIF
-)r approach aim point.

It is interesting to note that the "duck-under" maneuver
is recognized. However, the Air Force solution should be more
than an admonition to the pilot that, "this tendency should be
avoided." In fact, if this advice is followed explicitly, the
aircraft will overfly the amount of runway indicated in the WADC
report of 1960. Why this obvious haza.rd has not been recognized
and corrected during the several subsequent years is probably
due to the lack of communications. The ADC and SAC USAF-E safety

staffs have been pointing this out for the past 3 to 4 years,
yet the methodology of investigating, testing, and modernizing
the training manual so that it is up to date has not taken place.
This problem itself (Gl'IP-duck-under) would warrant a sizable
project effort seeking its elimination.
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7. LANDING MlEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

As inoicated elsewhere in t•fis report, it will be impossible
to resolve tha Air Force landing problems and develop a suitable 1
low visibility landing svatAm without a•ull , -derst--ding of tho
problem. This will come about by first carefully examining and
understanding the details of the landing maneuver. All three axes
must be examined at heights of from 300 feet to touchdown for thevaried aircraft types and environments of the Air Force. This

could be a costly undertaking, yet it is essential to the success
of a far more costly equipment procurement program.

An economical means of measuring these data at operational
bases and a low cost (per landing) so that statistically signifi-
cant samples are available, is to use a photographic recording
system, near the GPIP. By directing a camera field of view essen-
tially "up," the intended glide-path trajectory measurement is
simplified. Many points of a given trajectory become available
with a 16-mm movie camera and film. The photo results are analyzed
with calibration points recorded simultaneously on the film with
the flight path.

4tilizing a film reader, the film processing per landing
(to obtain data for later processing in a computer) is achieved
by reading about 5 significant measurements from the film in each
direction. Figure 13 is a reproduction of a typical frame of such
a film showing the clock (1 rotation per 0.5 second and angular
calibration devices readable to about 0.01 degree). The computer
utilizing angles "triangulates" the known dimensions of the air-
craft, thus determining its range height and displacement from
centerline. Figures 14 and 15 show the simple steps to measure
attitude and position.
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Step 1: Determine distance of aircraft from camera using dimensions

Such At A or A'. Special rulers for Specific aircraft and dimensions are

used. Angular and dimension calibration In film useo as reierence in

projection.

Step 2: Determine wheel height above threshold elevation using dimen-

sion B and scale in film. Range and vertical angle Is then used to com-

pute height in feet.

SUMMARY OF DATA ANALYSIS PROCEDURE, STEPS I AND 2

NUMAT( CU|LI.[ $

Step 3: Determine dimension C, the displace•ment of the aircrait from

centerline, by locathlg midpoint of dlmens!on A and scaling tc. refnrence

mark in film which is parallel to runway centrcliiii. Displacement is

computed using results of step 1 (range computation).

FIGURE 14. SUMMARY OF DATA ANALYSIS FOR STEPS 1,2, and 3
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Step 4: Measure dimensions D and D' to establish aircraft axis relative
to line between camera and aircraft. Uting distance and displacement,
establish angle between axis of aircraft and runway centerlme.

SUMMARY OF DATA ANALYSI1S PROCE-.•gUtE, STEP 4

F

, Step 5: Detetrminc roll by nmasurinpi E and El.

Step 6: Determine pitch by noti.n (lh position )f the Horizontal stabilizer

relative to the w~ngF and F') or javasurt, distance betwen bott om tf the
nose wheel and the mahi gear, Subtract camo'i :erlicall viewing angle to
obtain pitch relative to runway.

FIGURE 15. SUHriARY OF D)PTA 0IALY,3I•i ["Ok STEPS" 4, 5, AND 6
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For over twenty years the radio altimeter has been proposed

for the solution of the low visibility landing problem since it
-1 A, CLýLI X U 0 fte _1.L -± %

altimeters accomplish this by a directional radio signal reflected

back from the ground or water directly beneath the aircraft. Oneobvious relationship of the landing traieutuL-y measurementu proj-

ects discussed in this report and a radio altimeter is the fact
that from a critical height of 150 to 200 feet, the aircraft may
fly forward as much as 5000 to 6000 feet.

Since sink rate is rate of change of height, the flatness
and gradient of the reflecting surface beneath the aircraft is
essential to the success of such landing devices as radio alti-
meters. As Figure 16 illustrates, even permanent civil fields
do not have repeatable smooth approach profiles to assure the
validity of aircraft height measixrement. Not only are large,
false sink rates generated, but false absolute heights are indi-
cated on many approaches. The objective, of course, is to deter-
mine the height of the wheels above! touchdown even when the air-
craft is still 4000 to 5000 feet from it. For tactical fields,
the irregular approach profiles can often be worse. Site selection
for runways mast be flexible in a tactical environment. This
would rule the radio altimeter out for this purpose.

In fact, the safe use of radio altimeters to duteimine only
a 200-foot or 150-foot check point (not a continuous, longitudinal
path) is even doubtful because, as seen in Figure 16, there is
a great propensity for the terrain to drop away on a negative
slope from threshold. This would create a highly hazardous situa-
tion since the radio altimeter would measure a height greater than
the actual height. In other words the aircraft would be lower
than the indicated height.

Thus, a useful example is illustrated by comparing measured
landing parameters and runway environments to an electronic
landing aid and its tactical worth is evident.
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FUNDAIMTAIA3 OF LANDUIG GUIDANCE

Although a long history (since about 1935, see reference99) of landing system development exists, little is recorded that
serves as technical guidance for selecting techniques to meetdifferent landing requirements. The requirements differ withaircraft types, missions, nature of landing site, and the visibilityconditions. The objective of this section is to abstract this
thirty years of technological developments of landing techniques
that has seen about thirty systems of one type or another emerge.
Many are in the microwave region (S-, C-, K-, and X-bands) andsome are modernized versions of the ICAO-ILS. which operates at
110 Mc and 330 Nc. This is not to recount history so much as toestablish what has been learned that will aid in determining a
tactical landing system design.

The earliest systems of note that may become candidates
for the Tactical Landing Program operate in the 110-Nc region.
Earlier, constant-intensity glide paths, and LF radio ranges are
not considered to be adequate. The SCS-51 landing system of
World War II (reference 123) utilizing a five-loop Alford antenna
array for the localizer and an earth mirror (reflective) glide
slope, typifies the first attempt at a tactical landing system
wherein the signal is available directly in the aircraft (as dif-
ferent from GCA). This led to the development of flight instru-
ments and autopilot couplers that could be activated directly
from the ground-reinforced signals. The SCS-51 ground system
consisted of a K-53 truck and trailer. The airborne signal format
was more flexible and useful for flight control than the GCA
(reference 99). As a matter of fact, the GCA later adopted the
concept by processing the ground radar return signal and re-
transmitting it to the aircraft in ILS format for airborne pro-
cessing and display. This was further pursued in the (Bell)
GSN-15 (reference 124), utilizing tracking radars (locked to one
target) rather than the scanning beam radars of the Gilfillan
(GCA). Although exhaustively tested, neither of these two radar
techniques seems to have been very acceptable operationally,
because of the limitations of the reflective signal (noisy),
traffic capacity (one GSN-5 radar per aircraft), or overall
complexity of signal processing and data linking transmission to
the aircraft in a high quality format.

Also, during and after World War II, the developmentof fixed-beam microwave systems (2600 Nc and 5000 Me) was pursued
by Sperry and the Air Force. The microwave ILS was a basic
improvement on the SCS-51 system. Beams were better controlled,
greatly improving course quality and flyability. The direct,



on-board proceseing of an IIZ type signal overcame the radar
limitations of ground and weather clutter, target identity
(control signals correlated with the right aircraft), traffic
capacity, etc. The signals are in analog format suitable for
activation of many types of cockpit displays, the autopilot,
and any combination of the two (for full automatic, split-axis,
or full-manmed flight). Microwave ILS signals are "broadcast "
so that as many aircraft as practicable can receive the signals.
Each receiving aircraft is assured that the guidance signals
represent its location and direction to the landing strip.

With direct transmission, the signal is 60 to 100 db
higher than a radar reflective signal, so that simpler lower-
cost equipments, not needing extensive signal processing, can
be applied. Although voice-guided GCA is often considered
valuable, it is in practice, limited by available communications
channels, and the additive delay of ground controller and pilot
reaction times (often amounting to many seconds). This delay
is undesirable for low visibility guidance and good flight con-
trol. A fraction of a second delay for direct beam type systems
is typical. From the viewpoint of high quality, qualitative,
reliable, flight control data, the ILS type systems (and parti-
cularly the microwave ones) are far superior. For backup,
emergency, and limited applications, radar-only systems have
some application, but do not now qualify (after tne past twenty
years of development) for the prime job of tactical landing
guidance in low or marginal visibility conditions. Most radar
techniques require bulky equipments, primarily because of the
low signal reflected from the aircraft (requiring extreme powers
and antenna gains in the ground transmitter, and for the signal
processing to minimize noise, ground reflections, and weather.
Thus, the microwave ILS type concepts afford a much lighter
weight, higher performance, simpler, and far more economical
approach to this problem. For example, a microwave ILS ground
station with an average power level of 20 to 30 db (100 to 1000
times less than that of a radar) will weigh perhaps 10 percent,
of that of an equivalent radar system (10 to 20 miles). This
is evident since one-way free-space attenuation to 10 miles is
over 130 db. Furthermore, the costs, including equipment,
personnel, and installation, may approximate the same (5 to 1 or
10 to 1) ratio. Also, the safety and reliability can be higher
(particularly for microwaves) for the ILS type systems where
signal directivity provides higher course quality and consistency
than the early SCS-51 (and even some of its latter versions).
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1. BEAMS AND PATH QUALITY

Thus, we sxe at the point of specifically asking what

determines the nature of the guidance signal and its effect on

the aircraft displays and flight control equipment. Detailing
the faults of the SCS-51 is probably a good starting point.

With only a five-loop array, The so-called "beams" were in
reality two large, overlapping, kidney-shaped, radiation pat-
terns with a slope near the cross-over that was in terms of db/

degree very low. This is illustrated in Figure 17, which shows
the radiation patterns of the SCS-51 and the rectangular repre-
sentation of the beam slope at the cross-over (course centerline
0). This will be used for comparison to other systems with
improved course quality. Although the five-loop array fitted
on top of a K-53 truck and was considered even at the time of
World War II as air transportable (with a trailer for the glide
path), the reliability and siting problems resulted in the ILS
concepts receiving much criticism. Course bends, flat spots,
lack of clearance signals, course instability (with time or
weather) were typical SCS-51 complaints. Most of this was
attributable to the low beam slopes of the course and the fact
that much of the energy was radiated elsewhere where it reflected
from trees, power lines, hangars, hills, etc., to return into
the course sector, causing the difficulties enumerated above.

After the war, much effort was placed on correcting
this problem, and the localizer is the best example to follow. The
WADC C and N Laboratory tried large wire, parabolic reflectors
to direct the energy down the landing strip, and this was
successful to a degree. Competitive techniques of an array
of linear dipoles, and slotted waveguides resulted in the CM.
(now FAA) installing the directive arrays using waveguides
about 90 to 100 feet long and an eight-loop array for clearance
signals (and side-lobe suppression). This clearance array
development, its nature, and why it is essential to obtaining
safe, clean beams is important to review. Figure 18 illustrates
the meter action from a clean symmetrical beam. The ratios of
differences, after being normalized, are typical of the relation-
ship between two overlapped beam signals at angles off course.
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It is desirable to obtain high course quality (linear
deviation, cross-over stability, etc.) so that the airborne
display or other utilization of the signal can be based on a
rather simple assumption: that a straight line emanating from
the centerline of the runway exists with straight-line, linear
deviation signals on both sides. To meet this criteria it
became necessary to have sharper beams. The beams were effect-
ively reduced from very broad beams to beams about 8 to 10
degrees wide (measured at the half-power point). By overlapping
the beams (see Figure 19), the desired course is established.
However, in doing this, the side lobes of the narrow beams,
even though down in signal by as much as 20 db, would create
false and inverse courses near the true course. Since the
dynamic range of a one-way transmission system for landing is
abaut 140 db, the sensitive receivers would treat the false
courses or inverse course in the same manner as the desired
true course. Most systems have signal-to-noise ratios of better
than 20 db, even at extended ranges. This creates serious prob-
lems of safety, and it is doubtful whether means are available
to assure the pilot that he was always on the true course, since
the false courses could be perhaps only 10 to 20 degrees removed.
Figure 20 illustrates the receiver action.

This resulted in the WADC C and N Laboratory CAA,
and others retaining the broad beams of the now eight-loop array
(five was completely inadequate) and utilizing them to "swamp"
or "suppress" the side lobes of the directive radiation. The
currently commissioned waveguide localizer that is considered,
perhaps the best available ICAO facility (that is widely in-
stalled3 utilizes essentially two completely separate transmis-
sion systems, both operating within the band pass of the localizer
receiver. The so called "AM capture" effect essentially allows
the airborne receiver to be activated by the narrow precise beams
without undue influence of the wider clearance beams that cover
nearly 360 degrees. This is a complex installation of two, dual
transmitters, dual monitoring, and dual antennas (eight loops
and the waveguide are separated physically to get independent
radiation patterns). FiTare 21 illusti-ates this pattern.

This has been created for fixed ICAO ILS installations,
a facility that in most cases has few course bends, and is stable
with linear deviation signals. There is a debate currently
under way relative to the maximum acceptande angle without false
or inverse courses. Some agreement may be reached at a figure
of 35 degrees of the true course rather than 180 degrees. This
may permit special, tapered patterns to suffice, rather than
independent clearance patterns. However, in all cases (USAF MRN
7-8, V-Ring, UK dipole array), the aperture and physical sizes
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are well beyond the requirements of a truly portable, quick
set-up system. Sometimes months will be involved in installa-
tion, flight testing, and modifications to achieve the desiredL^- _______ __ TT M__a__U "very serious problem that will be discussed separately.

Essentially, the iCAO 1L9 concepts are acceptable for
large permanent installations. The USAF, of course, has these
as well as the FAA for such operations as ADC SAC, and MAC.
so that there will be a continuing Air Force Interest and usage
of the ICAO ILS for many years. But it will not meet the
tactical requirements of light weight, small ýiize, quick set-up,
and good quality. Such a systet is required in battle areas
and in overseas military theaters.

If one examines the same system at a frequency of.
say, 2600 Mc (where one was built for the USAF All Weather hlylng
Division), the same course qualities are obtainable with antennas
only a tenth or twentieth of the size. Furthermore, since this
development (20 years ago), the technology has provided just ap
reliable transmitters, receivers, frequency stability, antennas,
etc., in this region as in the 110 Mc region, so that pioneering
in any of the potential microwave landing bands is no longer
required. S-, C-, K-, and X-bands are fully developed microwave
bands, some having been applied previously to the landing problem.
Thus, it is evident that a tactical counterpart of the ICAO ILS
type system will be in the microwave spectrum for reducing size,
weight, and to achieve improved performance in difficult sitings
of landing strips.

3. THE DIIMIMA OF VERTICAL GUIDANCE

Si-' larly, the problems of vertical guidance started
with the first military landing systems: SCS-S1 and the GCA.
Figure 22 illustrates the basic principles of the ICAO reflective
glide slope. The bottom dipole placed a given height above the
reflective surface of the airport creates a set of vertical
lobes, whereas the second dipole, which is placed higher, pro-
duces another set of vertical lobes. The bottom lobe of the
upper antenna serves as the upper beam. The "null-reference,"
M-arrays, etc., change this description somewhat, but they all
have in common the need for a large surface in front of the7-'
antenna toward the approach area that is virtually flat (for
1500 to 2000 feet).

Irregular terrain r.esults in irregular beams. Since
most airports are graded smooth for the flat 'Lunways, the shoulders
(say 300 to 400 feet off centerline) often provide a flat surface.
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This requires the origin (the antenna itself) to be located
some distance from threshold to obtain the 1500 to 2000 feet
of flat terrain. Some cases have resulted in hundreds of
thousands of dollars being spent for fill to obtain this surface.
""In-s thI.e6hold areas are irregular anid preferably slope down-
ward, this places the approach aiming point far down the runway.
For most Jets this location is i•nsstiefactoryv for ceilings below,
300 feet since high vertical velocity, duck-under maneuvers
are required to place the aircraft on the runway in the first
1200 feet beyond threshold (see discussions on F-101 and Century-
Series Landing measurements).

Over the twenty-five year period since the SCS-51 was
developed, the 330-Mc glide slope has gone through about a dozen
stages of improvement. This is much like the history of the ILS
(ICAO) localizer and with about the same results. Namely, the
course quality has been improved, but the antenna is much larger
and siting is difficult. The last five years have seen several
vertical directive arrays developed that are between 60 and 120
feet high. The directive beams do not depend on the reflective
principle, and thus siting in much more flexible so that improved
GPIP or ILS reference points can now be established for the jet
fighters, bombers, and airlift transports of the Air Force.
However, in the tactical theaters where quick set-up is needed,
these structures are similarly prohibitive in size, weight, and
complexity of installation. The directive glide slopes are being
tested by the Air Force and will have applications in many loca-
tions fulfilling a need for the permanent b&se and the compata-
bility of the ILS through ICAO in about 1000 fixed, pemiuanent
airports in various parts of the world. These directive glide
slopes such as the waveguide glide slope (see Figure 23) are
flexible in initial siting so that they can be moved forward
about 1000 to 2000 feet to increase the IFR useful length of a
given runway. They are immune to snow accumulation, taxiing air-
craft, etc., to a much greater extent than the reflective glide
paths.

Thus, it is likely that for some missions and aircraft

the Air Force will continue for some years utilizing this equip-
ment (both air and ground), but simultaneously being much in need
of a second, tactical system that will meet in a single "system
concept" all the other requirements not fulfilled from the mili-
tary or tactical viewpoint by the ICAO ILS.

The application of microwaves to the solution of the
glide-slope problem was well recognized by the NDRC during World
War II and both S-band and X-band landing systems were developed.
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FIGURE 23. WAVEGUIDE GLIDE SLOPE INSTALLED AT LA GUARDIA (RW-22)
AIRPORT, NEW YORK
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Later, a C-band system was developed thus providing experience
at three microwave frequencies by 1951. Subsequently, much inte-
rest in K.-band suggests that it is a zood campromiRA fin- thisa
applicatidn. Further details appear in the section on choice of
frequency. In brief, this frequency region is not greatlyaffected vb absorption, •--A 44 has a clear, u.aAa re
quency assignment, and it has over seven years of extensive

development for this application. Returning to the fundamentals
of landing guidnce, it will be shown that probably the most
critical aspect is creation of good, flexible, vertical guidance
signals. The localizer or horizontal radio guidance is also
critical, but it will be show,, from the viewpoint of a tactical
landing system that vertical guidance is the most sensitive of
the two. It is further assumed that it is desix.able to have both
elements of a mierrowave ILS (type system) on the same frequency
so that a common receiver can be used. From this viewpoint the
vertical guidance signal becomes the Achilles heel of any landing
system development not treated with the greatest of attention
from the very inception of the system design.

The undesirability of having the vertical and horizontal
guidance systems on separate frequencies--requiring separate
airborne receiving units--is evident. Most microwave concepts
(several tested) have shown that it is practical to combine by
various techniques the two signals wilhout any compromises being
made in performance, accuracy, %or reliability. In fact, on a
total system basis, the performance 13 improved since the number
of units in the aircraft, susceptible to failure, is reduced to
half. The common usage of air and ground elements makes inventory,
costing, etc., more attractive. DME can often be included in
the same units without much further complication, since the usual
bandwidths and current technology (microminiaturization and micro-waves) allow this; something that is not possible with ICAO ILS.

A multiplexed DME on the angular guidance signals avoids three
separate frequencies.

4, CREATION OF THE VERTICAL GUIDANCE SIGNALS

For the reasons given In paragraph 3 of this section,
it is desirable to let the vertical guidance requirements deter-mine many of the Tactical Landing System's parameters. The local-
izer and DME will follow suit for the reasons given.

However, as in the case of the narrow-beam localizf-r
previously described, the beam-widths become rather narrow for
most glide paths. A beam should be somewhat less in width than
the path angle widtb,(say for 3 oi- 4 degree) paths, and suscepti-
bility of false and inverse course must be guarded against. It
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is also very desirable for many reasons that a side-lobe suppres-
sion or "swamping" signal in the vertical plane be avoided,
because the vertical plane is not symmetrical relative to a
beam as in the azimuth case. The ground reflecting surface isala~wva MA&• e• +:ha c~,aa 4,n theis vetca ath. which is
not the case in the horizontal guidance.

Thus, if one designs a microwave, fixed-beam glide
slope for around a 2.5-degree flight path angle, the lower beam
that picvides the "fly-up" signal (and the proportional deviation)
must be narrow enough to adequately minimize the ground reflec-
tions. The case of the ICAO raflective glide slope requires and
is dependent on the ground reflecting the signal. In the case
of poorly designed, directive (antennas), glide slopes (typical
of a f0 m;Icrowavc zyztcms), ground reflections can be quite
deleterious. Vertical re-radiation can oreate "flat" spwLi,
reversals, non-linear deviation signals, course shifting, etc.
Consequently, optical and mechanical settings disagree, and
false or inverse courses above the true course (sometimes below)
will occur.

This is illustrated in Figure 24. As the vertically
crossed beams are lowered toward the ground to establish a lower
glide path, increasing amounts of signal ard radiated at negative
angles into the ground. This signal is reflected or re-radiated.
The returning signal deforms the usual symmetrical nature of the
beam, as shown in Figure 25.* The cour.se deviation circuits in
the aircraft that read the difference of the beams (after AGC
normalizing action) do not obtain linear deviation indications
in cases II, III, and IV, but these indications can be obtained
in case I. It will be noted that as more energy illuminates
(or strikes) the ground, even greater deformation of the bottom
beam takes place. For example, the beam can have a slope that
accelerates, reverses or does not change appreciably over a
given angle. These perturbations create reversals, flat spots,
nonlinearity, and shifts of the course. Figure 26 is a point-
by-point illustration of this phenomenon. If a flat spot occurs
at the desired course, this is quite devastating for the airborne
displays, path computers, or flight controls, since the deviation
signal remains constant, though the aircraft is actually changing
in vertical angle, as shown in Figure 27. The flat spot can
occur readily beneath the cwoss-over (or course indication), with
the result that the flight instruments cannot safely use rate-
of-closure to the path since the displacement is not linear

See section 2.2 (particularly pages 36 and 39) of jopagation

of Short Radio Waves; Vol. 13, Radiation Laboratory series,
for a more complete discussion of this important point.
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(Figure 28). In some cases, if carried to the extreme say a
vertical path angle penerated by beams twice the width of the
SverticlJ jtLh angie ýat tne 3-•b points) , the deviation indica-
tioL can reverse itself as the aircraft approaches the course
(Figure 29). This course revArea! sitat+on causes the aircraft
controls, if automatic, to reverse sansing in this flight path
region of the deviation signal coverage. Or, if the pilot is
flying the course with a display, it causes him to fly away
rather than toward the desired course.

Other limitations occur as the beam is elevated for
higher approach angles than is the case for a typical ILS of
2.5, 3.0, or 3.5 degrees, such as is probably quite typical of
a tactical landing. In a minimum prepared, forward strip,
where the clearance criteria are not the usual 1/50 but might
be only 1/25 (or 1/10 for a helicopter), higher angles are
needed. In this case the path angle might be elevated to, say,
6 degrees or even 10 degrees. Since the narrow beam is now
elevated, it has the possibility of a false course appearing
beneath the beam (Figure 30). Certainly, for helicopter cases
where the 1/10 obstacle line is such as to require a course
(glide-path) at about 9 degrees (since the obstacles are at
6 degrees), to allow for a reasonable deviation signal and
clearance below the path, the false course of the narrow 2 to
3 degree beams will be evident and an extreme hazard.

Thus, one concludes that in the case of heavy, fixed-
wing aircvaft and civil applications, the normal 2.5 degree
and 3.0 degree cases could be satisfied by a set of microwave
fixed beams, and this is also true of some tactical cases.
However, where reasonable tactical flexibility of glide path
is desired, either flat spots, nonlinearity, reversals or false
courses, way be generated. To limit the tactical system rigidly
to an ICAO limit of only 2.5 to 4.0 degrees does not seem
reasonable with STOL, helicopter, COIN, V-STOL, and other air-
craft that are more typical of a tactical aircraft (trarn the
heavy fixed-wing jets7)capable of flexible landing sites.

One cannot limit the site selection of forwv-rd strips
to standards equivalent to a class A ICAO airport. Clearance
criteria must be relaxed to provide the field or theater eonrvan-
der maximum fleibility in the choice of airport or the location
of his landing strips. By relaxing the clearance (obstacle line)
criteria, the associated descent path to safely clear the
obstacle line will be higher. With approach aiming points
nearer the thresholds (than with tho ICAO ILS), it is likely
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that many of the fighters and even jet transports can fly well
at steep angles of around 6 degrees. The higher sink rates
and increased vertical energy must be taken into account, but
th• ..are I6 tw&... higher and iurther out (well above obstacle
lines), so that the strip length is effectively used even with
steeper angles. Boundary layer control, blown flaps, a__ m-".,"
other aeronautical tests for achieving tactical steep angles
for approach in a battle area, strongly suggest that this type
of flight path will be achieved. Similarly, in studies of the
"duck-under" maneuver, it is noted that many jet fighters,
bombers, and transports already use much steeper angles for
visual and "duck-under" landing maneuvers, so that many current
aircraft could be flown tactically in this manner. In fact,
the WADC, NASA (reference 59), and FAA efforts in the steep
approach field suggest that it is feasible if the vertical
guidance is adequate.

Thus, in the trade-offs of a tactical landing system
development, the environment of minimum strips with poor
clearances must be given priority in the conceptual considera-
tion of the vertical guidance signals rather than the ICAO con-
cepts. for large civil fields. This has not been introduced-
into Air Force planning as yet, but will be when adequate
guidance and control is available. Thus, this tactically
desirable glide slope should specify not only the usual angles
(down to 2 degrees), but also angles as high as may be required
for a minimum prepared strip where the battle situation does
not permit many choices of locations and where poor obstacle
lines exist. This would suggest that paths as high as 6 degrees
(perhaps 15 to 20 for helicopters, STOL, and/or COIN aircraft)
be considered. The operationally desirable situation would
preferably utilize the same equipments without the need for
making adjustments of the air or ground units.

For fixed beams, this can be achieved by using differ-
ent antennas that have different beamwidths. As illustrated in
Figure 31, if this approach is taken, the beamwidth in the
vertical plane could be varied so that it is approximately
equivalent to the glide angle (at about the 6-db points). Note
the beam change from shallow to steep paths that is required.
Otherwise the false courses or reversals, flat-spots, eto.,

are encountered if a given fixed beam is used.

Figure 31 illustrates the path at different vertical
angles using different beamwidths. With four different beams
this may be possible. A four-sided box with four different
antennas, one on each surface, can be arranged so that one side

7
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iI

ia selected and a switch connects the transmitter to the selected
antenna. Nonsymmetrical beams and combinations of wide and

the signal levels of eac- beam is required. A wider beam
spreads the energy so that its maximum signal will not equal
that o0 a narrow beam, assuming a common source or radiated power.

5. SCAMTIBG BEAMS

Some virtues of scannjng beams, not achievable with
fixed beams, are evident. The scanning beam can be made narrow
and scanned aver several beamwidths (10 to 40 times is typical;
see references 29 and 31). As the beam scans, the AGC of the
airborne receiver limits the reception of the beam processing
(demodulation circuits) to only the upper 6 db or so of the beam.
This effectively suppresses the side lobes. Furthermore, the
beams can be made narrow to handle the minimum shallow path anti-
cipated (often needed as flare guidance for high-performance,
tactical jet aircraft). The same beam can provide steep or
normal angle guidance. These basic characteristics are illus-
trated in Figure 32. More details oii fixed and scanning beams
appear in Section VII of this report.

6. BEAM CROSS-OVER POINTS

Another variation on course widths is obtained by
varying the cross-over point of two similar beams. This is
illustrated in Figure 33 where two typical cross-over points
are shown. In one case the cross-over may be 2 to 3 db down
from the beam nose while in the other ("low") case it might be
6 to 7 db down from the beam nose. The rate of change of beam
"differential" signal will be seen to be greater for the lower
cross-over. (See Figure 18.) In fact, one limiting case is
the coincidence of the two beams where the slope differentials
are zero. The other limit is where the beams are so far apart
as to have a very limited linear region and adjacent side-lobe
cross-overs. Although the low cross-over (separated) case indi-
cates a greater apparent db/degree change, its total linear
dimensions are less. It is less susceptible in some respects
to ground reflections, because of this greater change. However,
it should be noted that for a given beamwidth and vertical path
angle, the lower beam is depressed, resulting in more ground
illumination.

In the case of the high signal cross-over, the course
width is greater, but the db/degree change is less and thus
more basceptible to ground reflections that distort the beams
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and course deviation indication. This is illustrated in Figure

34. From a design viewpoint this (cross-over point) variable
flas limited application. With careful planning and field siting,
it is possible to obtain about a two to one veriation in course I
width. This migght be useful in- horiontal .i.. but can bo
treacherous in the vertical plane because of the ground reflec-
tion affects previously noted. Figure 35 summarizes certain
"meter-action" or deviation indicator terms.
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SECTION IV

OTHER RELATED GUIDANCE TECHNIQUES

It is not likely that a fully self-contained means of
low 1741.sibii,,y landing guiaance will be available for a decade
or more. No current technique seems suitable for establishingIFR landing accuracies of a fpw fet, at the e.nd ofP tnical ta-tica

missions. Current inertial systems that are likely to be carried
by tactical aircraft have drift rates measured in thousands of
ft/hr (references 54 and 55). Low-cost units (still around 50
thousand dollars) will have positional drift rates of about a
mile/hour. Even with updating from other sources that might
reduce the errors, it is very unlikely that the precision needed
for low visibility localizer sigitals could be obtained (10 to 20
feet at runway threshold), because a tactical area does not have
precise coordinate data nor precision area guidance.

The vertical guidance signals from inertial, low-
frequency navigation or other similar self-contained systems
(not requiring a cooperabive unit at the landing strip), could
not meet the precision of the glide-path signals by probably two
orders of magnitude. DME and radio or barometric altimeters have
been tested. However, if a DME is desired, it should be a modern,
precise one, and multiplexed with a 3lide slope.

An examination of typical airborne radars that would be
found in tactical aircraft indicates that, used without any I
surface aids (beacons or corner reflectors), they are also not
very promising as a landing aid. The display, scan rates, need
for integration of other data, and basic limitations of primary
radar, make this an uninviting approach. The weather (rain, snow,
etc.) and complex ground return signals (clutter) make the radar
scope presentation very unsatisfactory when compared with a tnpical
flight director for low-visibility instrumentation. Most radars
have beamwidthe of a iew degrees, making the resolution of the
strip at a reasonable distance for alignment nearly impossible.
A 100-foot wide strip, viewed from 5 nriles, subtends an angle of
only 0.25 degree or cnly about 5 to 10 percent of a typical beam- I
width. Special radar techniques, such as interferometers, beacons,
rotating correr reflectors, etc., used on special missions, are
not likely to be found on most aircraft in need of a tactical
landing system. There would be no justification for extending air-
borne radar capabilities or adding a new airborne radar to achieve[
this, since it would be a costly program requiring airborne equip-
ments costing dozens of times what a landing guidance receiver
would cost.

The lack of any urifoomity in airborne radars used in

the Air Force would make any generalized solution impossible.
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Different scan patterns (conical1 locking, right-left, scan rates,
freeiicieU, wuwiCjpi±5 wA u iecniques) suggest this woulo.

be a generally unproductive area for obtaining landing guidance
signals.

Doppler radars, as in the case of inertial and other
radars, have drift rates well in excess of the landing tolerances
and are likely to lack any uniformity as in the previous case.
As in the case of inertial systems, the starting point, and the
destination and flight path to the landing area must be established.
With typical missions running an hour or so (with the maneuvering
that can be expected in tactical environments), the coordinate
accuracies needed at the end of the mission for an even localizer
approach to, say, a 200-foot ceiling would be doubtful. Of course,
no positive reference data for the hazardous vertical glide path
is provided by these techniques (airborne radar, doppler, or
inertial).

1. ESTABLISHING COORDINATES OF A TACTICAL LANDING STRIP

In addition to these deficiencies of the self-contained
systems (when applied to low-visibility landing), the simple
problem of establishing the required precise coordinates for
tactical landing strips is evident. Often, activities in various
parts of the world will take place where maps, surveys, and other
pertinent data do not exist. Because of the problems just enu-
merated, the system cannot be "self-calibrated" to the accuracies
required. A small microwave localizer would resolve this problem
quite readily since it could cover an area many square miles in
dimension. Once the intercept of the localizer coverage area
occurs, cockpit instrumentation would display data far more pre-
cise, since it would originate at the landing strip and be aligned
with it. Heading information for the localizer is needed. I1ag-
netic heading information is adequate in most cases. Other cases
can use the localizer beams for crab angle sensing.

This aspect of tactical landing is often overlooked
since, in the civil cases, the location of airports is well known,
and many coordinate systems (VORTAC) can readily define the loca-
tion. It is unlikely that this can be assured tactically since
about Y of the earth's surface has few if any such navigational
aids.

The logic of the case appears to be that a preliminary
flight is necessary anyway to inspect and prepare for use any
tactical landing strip. This flight would include the transport
of minimal landing guidance equipments (100 pounds or so). The
establishment of clearance criteria, runway length, ceilings,
etc., is needed before IFR flight and tactical usage of the strip
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even in VFR is permitted. The installation in an hour or two
of a tactical approach and landing aid would crnate the necessaryset of coordinAtAg f- ... ..aC...a. Even in VY(

visual sighting of strips, obstacles and glide aiming points are
often difficultI so that both VFR and IFR operations would benefit
from the radiaulon of signals establishing the coordinates of the
strip.

Although the radar beacons are often used for target
location, this is a less demanding job than IFR landing. Further-
more, someone muot transport and install the electronic unit to
the desired location: be it a beacon or a light weight landing
system. The landing guidance would provide course alignment and
direction, approach let-down, and clearance over obstacles not
practical with a beacon and an airborne radar.

2. TESTING OF TECHNIQUES

Little if any validated flight test data exists for IFR
landing guidance of purely self-contained equipments, such as
those likely to be found on tactical aircraft. It would seem
that some flight-testing should be conducted for those cases where
a promising self-contained aid exists. However, for the vast
majority of aircraft and missions, a landing guidance receiver
would seem a much better solution. Consequently, such testing
should have much lower priority than the testing of cooperative
light weight beam type landing techniques.

Another problem does exist: that of navigating into and
intercepting localizer coverage. These aids may prove very useful
in this application rather than landing guidance. Since this
requirement is only in the horizontal plane, using barometric or
radio height, it can tolerate the errors mentioned previously
(a few thousand feet to a mile). Truly self-contained aids, devel-
oped solely for IFR landing accuracies are not realizable today
or in the foreseeable future because of the large discrepancy
between accuracy requirements and performance.

3. POSSIBLE USE OF 0THIER AIRBORNE ELECTRONICS

Many tactical aircraft carry TACAN, ILS, and U1F commu-
nications equipments. This has led to several proposals and some
equipments for modifying these units in some manner for tactical
landing guidance. These frequencies are in the 100 to 1,000 Ic
region, a most difficult region because of multipath propagation
problems. The lack of adequate azimuthal and vertical directivity
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(with a small antenna) in this frequency region, makes it quite
unsuitable to tactical sites that may well include small areas
near trees, irregular terrain, or man-made objects that disturb

Many investigator!, having come to this conclusion, are
now approaching it somewhat differently with "frequency conversion"
techniques. For example, the FAA's program to improve the ILS has
resulted in very large (100-foot) structures. These are costly to
build and difficult to install. They have requested proposals and
will award a program to convert a microwave ground radiated signal,
by heterodyning techniques to the frequency band of the existing
airborne ILS equipments. This would require a new family of
ground radiators that are smaller, but more readily and economically
installed. The (frequency conversion) airborne equipment would
include a microwave local oscillator spaced just the right distance
in frequency so that the heterodyne signal would appear, for example,
in the 330-Mc region of the airborne glide-path receiver.

This approach could be taken with other airborne equip-
ments such as the localizer, IFF, TACAN, etc., whereby a microwave
radiation from the ground is heterodyned to the frequencies of
the existing equipments by an airborne localizer oscillator. The
basic limitation of this approach is that the required airborne
and groundl units are expensive without achieving the major benefits
that could accrue from adoption of a microwave landing system.
The constraints of the modulation characteristics of these other
systems, and the need to make the microwave beams emulate the VHF
beams or signals are much too inhibiting to good system engineering.

The airborne antenna installation, local oscillator, and
its channelization equipment make up the majority of the elements
of any microwave landing equipment. The savings come only in the
channelization and demodulation sections, since the same cockpit
instruments and flight directors are likely to be employed in
either case.

Because of these factors, ILS-microwave frequency conver-
sion schemes will not work out too well in the long run. Their
application to tactical landing problems will probably be stressed
by the FAA or others. As noted in the sections on landing measure-
ments and system design, the characteristics of the beam patterns,
modulation, etc., are inadequate since they are all fixed by the
ICAO-ILS or similar (tactically unsuitable) standards. The phasing
out of these equipments in future years is also probable, so that
dependence on them should be avoided. A fresh approach to tacticallanding systems with flexibility of paths, and functions is needed.



S4. AREA COVERAGE SYSTEMS

The low frequency (LF) systems of Decca, Loran C/D,
and Omega, are often used for military applications. Decca
normally uses 4, short bascline of 100 miles or less, and Loran
C/D uses a baseline of around 1000 to 1500 miles. The Omega
system uses a baseline of about 4000 to 5000 miles and will
cover the earth's surface with several lines of position (IOP)--
about 5--with only eight transmitting stations. For the same
coverage, Decca would require thousands and Loran C/D hundreds
of stations. In cases where such aids operate they can be used
for locating and intercepting the coverage of the localizer of
the landing system.

The problem that presents itself, however, is that,
though quite useful, such low frequency signals may not be
available. Only Omega is global in nature. The other two low
frequency systems will cover only a small portion of the earth's
surface. Large water areas are covered only by Omega, since
siting is impossible for the other systems, particularly Decca.
Omega is now operating with four of the stations and sufficient
data is being gathered (past 10 years) concerning its performance
that it now holds the greatest promise for a global area system.
Although. Loran C/fD is probably the best instrumented U.S. system
today, the large number of stations and the requirements for
locating them on foreign soil or water sites creates nearly
unsolvable technical and political problems.

Although it is currently primarily of concern to the
Navy (submarines and ships), the enormous baselines of Omega,
and the flexibility of station location because of this feature
would make it of considerable interest to the Air Force. Current
FAA and Navy flight testing into South America, Alaska, and else-
where, has been encouraging according to reports.

Becausc VhF and UHF (or above) are limited to line-of-
sight transmissions, hundreds of ground facilities would be
needed to give area coverage in most theaters of operation.
Often the terrain or desire to fly low "nap of the earth" pro-
files further reduces the operational coverage of area naviga-
tion in this part of the spectrum.

It is, therefore, probable that during the forthcoming
years more of the services will use navigational methods suited
to large areas with few or no new ground facilities. The basic
mission of MAC assumes a global airlift capability that is
dependent on global navigation and IFR landing in remote parts
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of the world. The jatellite navigational systems have limita-
tions, since the navigation signals appear infrequently, whereas
often continuous track information is needed. SatellitAR eleo
tend to have very low powered signals, multi-path signals (to
earth-to aircraft), which can often garble intelligence.

5. DIFFERENTIAL OMEGA

As noted, Omega is the only system that is capable of
true, economical global coverage. No new installations will be
needed for any specific tactical purposes, no matter w hat remote
part of the world is involved. Since it operates on low fre-
quencies (around 10 to 12 Kc), it covers down to the surface of
the earth, and good reception is even practical below the surface
of bodies of water. In the past, Omega han not been commonly
considered for accuracy because of its diurnal (day-night) error
effects. These are caused by changes in prolagation that occur
during the day when the reflective layers change somewhat in
height. The uncorrected error is often a mile to several mile6.
Interestingly though, this error is readily computed and correc-
tion tables are now available for determining the exact amount
of the error at different locations. The Omega tables permit
local corrections to fall well within a mile or less.

A far superior technique just reported by the Naval
Research Laboratory "Differential Omega" (references 42 and 43)
uses a monitor receiver. The receiver determines the extent of
the diurnal change, and this information-is sent to hide users of
the Omega signal in the vicinity. Initial tests show errors as
low as X mile (1500 feet). Continuing tests indicate that errors
of X to Yz mile in an area about 100 miles arouad the monitoring
receiver will be realized. Since the Omega receiver can be a
small battery-powered solid-state unit weighing . few poundsU
it could readily be used at the landing strip region for correc-
tion of the local grid lines. If located with the localizer,
the errors become less as the aircraft nears the lauding area.
Rendezvous accuracies of 600 feet have been measured.

Since the Omega stations are so far apart, the lattice
lines are parallel to each other over distances of 50 to 100
miles, so that complex hyperbolic computation is avoided.

Thus, it would be possible to include with the landing
equipment a small battery powered unit for Differential Omega
with the correction transmitted over the communications link,
required anyway for ATC or aircraft intending to land. Since
there are five LOP's at key locations, the fixing of position
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is somewhat overly compensated for, and the loss of a station
is not significant. With stations thousands of miles from the
actual area of utility, enemy action is not likely to result in
their loss as is possible with short-based systems that must be
located in hostile areas.

The simplicity of both the air and ground systems makes
Differential Omega attractive. Simple receivers operating in
the 10 to 13 Kc region (upper audio) that would supply linear
non-ambiguous data for about 50 some miles around a differential
station might serve in the many parts of the world where Loran
C/D or Decca is not available (over ) of the earth's surface
would have only Omegal The concept of a terminal area system
available everywhere on the surface or at any altitude is most
appealing when considering a means for the terminal area feed to
the tactical landing system. Furthermore, the same airborne
equipment would be useful for global navigation and terminal area
guidance.

6. SUMMARY OF FEASIBILITY OF USING OTHER PELATED GUIDANCE
TECHNIQUES

To attempt to use area systems or purely self-contained
systems for the extreme (relative) accuracies of the landing
operation does not appear feasible. To use low-frequency area
systems, however, to complement the tactical landing system by
providing guidance into the coverage of the localizer can be a
valued contribution. It removes the burden of adopting the
typical, terminal navigation facility such as VORTAC (TACAN and/
or VOR) that is hard to install. It further permits a reduction
in the requirements for the azimuthal coverage of the localizer.
Experience has been that the more restrictive coverage of the
localizer usually results in simpler siting and much better per-
formance (it minimizes reradiation that can degrade the course
quality). If the localizer had a coverage of around 90 degrees
and a range of 10 to 20 miles, the total area covered could be
many times larger than the accuracy of a low-frequency system,
so that the low-frequency system could readily be used for
locating the localizer. Flights from a distance of even thousands
or hundreds of miles could terminate well within the localizer
coverage with Differential Omega, Costly inertial units would
not be required for this function. This plan would permit low-
altitude as well as high altitude operations, since low-frequency
regj~ns are not limited as is VHF-U=F or above by the radio
horizon. Thus, missions could be planned that are not restricted by
propagation coverage, ard cnly arrival to within the microwave
signals would then assure that sufficient height is maintained
to clear obstacles in the approach zone of the localizer and
somewhat beyond.
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I
Even in cases of short final approaches of 5 miles or

less (perhaps 2 miles with helicopters), it is likely that the
same interface between the low-frequency nnvilwntinn yvAtmA -"A
the microwave landing system will work satisfactorily. Since
the microwave system is highly portable and the low-frequency
system is a2 permnc~nt a t~he ear-tvLL1 a alet u ld and as
readily available, the lead time for preparing for a mission
(say a global airlift to remote parts of the world) can be
greatly reduced--to hours, not weeks or months--and the cost
minimized. Since the large Omega transmitters would already be
in operation and far removed from hostile areas, the five lines
of position would exist everywhere, and the enemy's ability to
deny the service would be remote. Similarly, the microwave
system's vulnerability is low because of its limited coverage
and rapid deployment.
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SECTION V

TRANSMISSION SIGNAL STANDARDS

As noted in Section IV, several electronic techniques
for tactical landing are under consideration that are incompat-
ible and exclusive of one another. This is not new in the
history of electronics.. Controversies over electronic systems,
such as the Decca-VOR, Tacan-DME, and TDL-FDL (data links) have
occurred in the past, and have been resolved by one means or
another. However, an example with many more similarities to
the tactical landing case is that of color and monochrome tele-
vision. Only one set of standards, for both monochrome and
color evol.ved. Here three inzompatible electronic techniques
"for color came into cconflict and a single standard finally
evolved after several years.

Several of the examples of the past did not involve
the electronic compati.bil.ity and mutually acceptable requirements
of the two conflicting services. In fact, the resolution of
these previous conflicts has often been a costly side-by-side
operation of both systems. The finesse of obtaining two ser-
vices from the same set of standards typifies what is needed
in the case of tactical landing signal standards.

Since the ICAO-ILS will be assured and utilized by
some segments of the Air Force for many years, several efforts
have been made to utilize it for tactical purposes. If the
Tactical Landing System could use the same airborne equipments,
much could be saved and rapid progress made. However, since
the ICAO/ILS frequencies and beam modulation techniques were
standardized some twenty to twenty-five years ago, the growth
potential Limply has not evolved and probably does not exist.
As noted elsewhere, the ICAO-ILS developments have been away
from, rather than toward techniques suitable for tactical landing.

There is danger that several different and incompatible
tactical landing systems will evolve in the next few years.
The recognition of the shortcomings of ILS and GCA has encouraged
a rash of new uncoordinatecJ developments.

Thus, the challenge at the moment, prior to commitment
to any of these candidates, is to establish a single standard
that will meet all of or the greatest number of tactical landing
needs. Such a standard will obviously be biased by the require-
ments, state of the art, test results, and analysis. However,
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to act without establishing a single standard will create con-
flicts equaling or exceeding those of the past. A study of a

military electronics area, but very similar to the philosophical
requirements of a common Tactical Landing System is instructive.It permits an appraisal of the reasons for such conflicts due

to sophisticated electronic incompatibilities, the costs involved,
and the complexities of the forced industry-government resolution
of such a conflict once it is permitted to develop.

From this experience it is apparent that such conflicts
can and must be avoided at early stages by prompt and decisive
action. Without such action, the costly, wasteful delays involved
in the proliferation of several tactical landing systems will
continue.

The standards for monochrome television transmission
and reception were well-established prior to the proposals of
three incompatible color transmission schemes. The large invest-
ment in monochrome transmitting and receiving equipment on a
national basis eliminated the possibility of a complete revision
of standards. One initial thought was that a new set of frequen-
cies could be made available for color, since it was believed
that more bandwidth (than a monochrome channel provided) would
be needed. Competitive techniques of "Dot," "Line" and "Field
Sequential" were adequately developed to the stage where the
industry and government wanted to proceed with public service.
However, it became evident that the signals of the three systems
were "mutually exclusive" and that no means could be found to
permit the introduction of all or even two of them. Channel limi-
tations forced the consideration of color techniques requiring
minimum bandwidth.

After extensive hearings, and several years of demon-
stration, the Field Sequential System of CBS was officially
adopted by the FCC. Manufacturing was started and dozens of
station permits issued for the transmission of this standard.
However, certain limitations of the system became evident, and
it was decided after a period of time (about two to three years)
to reconsider the whole matter.

The initial color television issue of the Institute of
Radio Engineers (I.R.E.) in 1951, indicated that all was not
well, and intensive research testing and highly competitive in-
dustry activity was begun. By this time, a quasi-official com-
mittee of engineers and scientists known as the NTSC (National
Television System Committee) produced what are now the signal
standards for compatible color and monochrome transmission. In
the process, the FCC withdrew its prior approval, the United
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States Senate was deeply involved, and a battle royal among the
giants of the electronics industry took place.

in retrospect, the earlier FCC approval was evidently
not acceptable, operationally, technically, or otherwise, and
the subqaquent extensive testing, Ond industry research and
development showed the way to a competitive system standard
that was superior. In short, the necessary technical develop-
ments and testing were finally concluded, and an administrative
decision had to be withdrawn at the highest levels of government.
The part of the television report pertinent in certain respects
to the resolution of the Tactical Landing System Standards is
briefly reproduced below:

"The three systems are mutually exclusive. One and
only one, of these systems must be chosen in~a vance
of tHeeinauguration of a pu=Il- color transmission
service."

(September 1950 Proceedings of the IRE: report of the Senate
Advisory Committee on Color Television.) This report was the
result of Senator E. C. Johnson's request for a technical investi-
gation. He stated:

"(Color TV) has been a matter of raging controverms
within the radio world for many montys. Hundres of
applications for television stations are affected.
There is a woeful lack of authentic and d
information on this subject."

The major technical considerations needed to resolve

the conflict according to the report to the U. S. Senate were:

a. Television scanning: "reading" the content of the scene.

b. Pictorial detail: how many dots in the picture?

c. Image continuity: how many pictures must be transmitted
per second?

d. Natural vision versus television (human factors studies
were important).

e. Channel width: how many megacycles for a television

station?

f. Color fidelity: how true is the color reproduction?

g. Relation of color service to existing black and white
service.

h. System characteristics (resolution, flicker, continuity
of motion, effectiveness of channel utilization, costs, etc.)
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Various systems were rated by this select committee
based on these characteristics to establish some guide lines
fon tho rAonl.ionn of the impnassee,

One can readily replace phrases of this repurt with
those relating to a tactical multifunctional landing system.
Pictorial detail is similar to course quality, lack of bends,
non-linearity, etc. Image continuity is equivalent to the ade-
quate updating of the guidance signals, smoothing of the guidance
data, or the number of fresh samples per second from the guidance
beams. Channelization, number of channels, efficient ,,se of
channel widths, etc., are directly related. The technical detail-
ing of the system characteristics--lines (bearuwidths), elements
(DME-accuracy), modulation signals, signal strength for good
reception--are further examples of this analogy.

Thus, it would seem appropriate to examine this anl
similar examples in detail. Perhaps, the "model" of its metciod-
ology could be used to establish the committee organization, the
means of writing standards, the inter-agency procedures, etc.
The organized method of dealing with a controversial subject

such as the Tactical Landing System should be established before
getting involved in costly commitments that probably ,.annot be
fully justified in later years. The success of the color mono-
chrome TV standards came about primarily because a set of multi-
functional standards was developed. These standards permitted
the continuation and expansion of monochrome while the details
of the more complex color system were being worked out. It has
taken nearly a decade before these standards have reached an
advanced stage of utilization.

The similarity with tactical landing systems (1)
that can adhere to a common standard, (2) that have growth poten-
tial for more sophisticated uses, and 3 that do not deny the
more basic and simple early applications is evident. Another
encouraging note is that, until this standard was accepted, there
was no major investment by industry for production facilities
toward capturing some of the market. The industry participation
in a tactical landing system development is, of course, essential.

However, until standards are agreed upon, the industry
will either shun the field because of its uncertain nature, or
powerful adversaries with competing techniques will develop.
Furthermore, without such standards there is no assurance that
any tactical landing system will meet operational needs. With

at least three current incompatible techniques, and no standards
for tactical landing, results are certain to be divided government
agencies and wasteful expenditures since none of the systems are
likely to survive (as did ICAO-ILS3. Such wap the case of TACAN-
DME wherein the same channels were in contest involving widely
different channelization schemes (clear channel vs pulse multi-
plexing channelization). The VOR and Decca, being on widely
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different ....... d. ... . .Grally in fif ' unt parts of the
world, have continued in use.

Another significant result was that once a quasi-
industry gvTernmental position was taken which had sound tech-
nical backine and proof of performance. all parties soon dropped
their differences. CBS found it had as much to gain eventually
as RCA by the exploitation of the agreed-upon standards. A
large investment for manufacturing, testing, and transmitting
these signals was then made, and a useful system resulted. A
protracted impasse was a real threat had the entrenched positions
solidified to such an extent that there may never have been a
resolution. The current European color standards are indicative
of how serious it could have been. Negotiations between the U.K.,
France, and Germany to find a reasonable standard for even mono-
chrome continues, and the differences of line structure, band-
width, and other details may delay this matter many years, since
each country is firmly entrenched and little overall discipline
can be exercised.

Another example is given in the discussion in the
October 1966 IEEE Spectrum about the compatibility between funda-
mental communication techniques, telephone dialing, cables, end
satellites, now all being integrated into global communications
networks. What appear to be simple technical considerations,
create global incompatibilities. Comsat and the United States
Military each presented views in this Engineering Journal, as
did several scientists. The physical dials used and the number
of digits for a global dialing system must be resolved and dozens
of regional, state, and international meetings are under way with
the objective of reaching some common standard on this simple
matter.

A new dial system (No. 6) has been under study for many
years and, if adopted, will stand as a prime example of inter-
national cooperation. The International Telecommuniations Union
(ITýU) continues to have stoxding committees, many working for
years on these and similar standardization problems. Many are
now taking a different meaning with satellite and other global
systems that are not tied to the limited standards of the past.
Other technical standards relating to sub-carriers, channel
spacing of carriers, coaxial line systems, digital signals, trans-
mission units, data transmission, and radio telephony, differ from
country to country or from one regior of the world to another.

In this field of global communications, many years of
independent development to meet individual needs were partly to
blame for such incompatibilities and the fact that several
decades have solidified these separate standards. Standards must
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be developed before large ii•¢estmentG are made in individually.

inevitably be a common environment. The large number of indi-
vidual communications equipments create vast additional costs
for signal translating equipments, interfacing (changing from 525
to 625 lines per television framej, etc.

Technology today should permit a matter such as the
resolution of the many tactical landing system candidates to be
much simpler than in the past. We have the experience of the
past as outlined here and we have more powerful electronic "tools,"
more versatile radio frequencies, and the real need (and what
seems to be an intent) to succeed in this case.

However, many individuals now to the technical aspects
of IFR landing, particularly from the aeronautics field, do not
know this history and do not realize the additional complexity
of designing a cooperative electronic system as compared to an
aircraft design. Usually, one mission determines a single
airframe-engine combination. The tactical landing standards
must ultimately involve most Air Force aircraft, diverse types
of aircraft and missions, and even other agencies. This is not
at first apparent to many familiar wi~h other -types of decisions,
and impatience calls for action that can be catastrophic to a
subsequent second or third decision that must inevitably be made.
It is essential at this time to envision the tactical missions
in their varied environments and the aircraft types needed to
conduct them, so that a flexible multi-functional landing system
can evolve.

As in monochrome TV, it may first result in a limited
system, but it should have growth potential to the more sophis-
ticated applications that can be envisioned. A tentative step
is taken in this report in Section VII on the "synthesis" of
such a system. The methodology for making the basic technical
decisions for dtandards of a multi-function taci.ical landing
system is outlined there.
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SECTION VI

A . V.j k jLV L .L JkJ 4u.llv Al _rWJILJ . nX"lf ulJ)~Ji~~J.L±Md.7

Although many of the other missions of the Air Force
are equally significant, the airlift mission is discussed in
this section to portray the interrelationships of such missions
to the tactical all-weather landing needs. The airliit concepts
are both strategic and tactical in nature. A large expansion of
airlift capacity is now under way. However• the tendency is to
design aircraft that will have both capabilities. Consequently,
tactical landing solutions are of direct concern to the future
success of expanded airlift capabilities. A good way to empha-
size this is to review a report on current Air Force planning
in this area.

The recent (1966) House of Representatives report
"Military Airlift," based on hearings of the special subcommittee
on airlift, provides insight into the nature of the Air Force
and DOD programs in this tactically significant area. For example:

"The basic and primary mission of the C-5 will be the
rapid deployment of balanced combat forces and firepower
along with supporting elements tb any specific area of
the world. The high flotation landing gear and relatively
short takeoff and landing performance will provide the
capability to deploy forces into support airfields with
relatively short runways, and unimproved airfields."

This is a partial quote of the statement of Major General R. J.
Clizbe, USAF, before the special subcommittee on Military Airlift,
of the Committee on Lrmed Services, October 1965 (page 6637 of theHe arings).

From the same report, Secretary of the Air Force H.
Brown stated:

In many instances, aircraft such as the C-5 and the C-141
will deliver directly to the forward, logistic bases,
rather than main logistic bases at the rear, depending,
of course, on the suitability of landing zones."

"More than 15,000 troops and 440 tons of equipment were
airlifted to Germany in 63 hours, this was back in 1963,
to marry up with prepositioned equipment."

"Wartime or emergency capability will actually more than
double between now and the time in which the C-5A is
introduced, late 1969, and again by 197Ž, that is double
again after that, when the first three squad_9ons of
C-5A's will come in. So actually, there will be an
increase by a factor of 10 between 1961 and 1971 or 1972."
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"This dramatic increase in our capability to project our
power rapidly in order to meet contingencies anywhere in
te w6r3. will iwt• -.•-t-e.ching effects, both milltary
and political. It will be a major deterrel.t to non-nuclear
aggression, just as our Strategic Air Commnvnd i the major
deterrent to nuclear" attack."

"The ultimate objective is to achieve a one-step deliveryfrom the main logistic base to the consumer."

Now the capability to deploy quickly rather large and
balanced military forces, to any spot on the globe$ reduces the
probability that major military contingency actions will be forced
upon us. However, should they occur, their cost is reduced sv.b-
stantially in terms of total military forces required, duration
of conflict, casualties suffered, and dollars expended. Airlift
is becoming an increasingly productive partner on the global
military team.

1. AIRLIFT CONCEPTS AND ALL-WEATHER LANDING

With the development -4 -uch aircraft -s the C-10,
C-141, and now the C-5A, the pattern of a realistiýz global r ir-
lift capability takes form. Such 6ircraft will be able to air-
lift equipment and troops rapidly, into a critical part of the
world before serious difficulties can develop. if weekz ýf
preparation of strips to make them useful in all weathez and at
nighttime are required, these objectives will be denied. Nor
can the need be satisfied by limiting the operation to oýly those
large airports where full visual and electrolic aids exist for
final approach and terminal control. Since airlift pevfo.Jum1_ce
is measured in hours, including ho-Lr of dez-riess or •I•h weather,
the ability to land at night or in IFR with minimum or no approach
lights is important. This places a requirement on the tactical
landing system to replace the dependence on lights with dependence
on good radio guidance. The fcrward strips or the thousands of
small landing fields in remote parts of the world (that are
already built) will not have these aids. A rapidly installed,
but fully- flight-validated electronic centerline guidanc.) signal
and Elide slope can do much to minimize The need for the time-
consuming and bulky lighting systems now used. lPurtheriiore, for
CAT II and similar low-visibility landings, very little of the
lights can be seen anvway•. The cost, power consumption, and

bulk of these lights are beyond the tactical, quick set-uip con-
cepts of tactical development. This will place additional require-
ments on the low-visibility landing system. The localizer, in
particular, will be used more extensively, and additional signals
are pe-haps needed, such as threshold location.
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Little research has been conducted on this problem,

siac the.wn en
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a 3000-foot long string of high-i- enity or similar) approach
lights. Threshold, perimeter, and centerline lights are often
acided. These are rar too heavy and complicated to be considered
for a forward base. A simple one-unit lighting aic such as the
Navy "meat ball" might be given some consideration, since it is
portable and the "mirror" version is trailer-mounted. It now
works well enough to provide a vertical, straight-line glide
slope from a distance of 1.5 miles. Its main virtue in this
modified application would be the provision of at least one
light source that the pilot can acquire and use for establishing
visual contact. It would be a "heads-up" signal in the sense
that it could be modified to be useful for the last fraction of
a mile for correction of displacement and rate to the desired
touchdown point.

Night flight research, using the portable straight-
line electronic glide slope with the meat ball could establish
the feasibility of this minimum approach. Modifications will
suggest themselves as a result of these tests.

The main point to be made is that the current instrument-
rated AF pilot expects lights and is dependent on them today
even at rather high ceilings. Some of the lower ceilings and
visibilities hopefully to be achieved with the tactical landing
program must consider this.

The desire of any pilot flying under low visibility
conditions to see ground references with his eye is overwhelming.
Without lights (approach and standardized units), at a strange
strip perhaps for only the first or second time, at night or in
foul weather, establishing a high confidence level will be diffi-
cult but is essential to transport airlift aircraft in the
tactical environment.

The Air Force mission in airlift includes "air trans-
portation for personnel and cargo for all the military services
on a world-wide basis." (U. S. Government Organization Manual).
The recent years have seen large production of the C-130 series
of aircraft, the C.-141, and now the enormous C-5A. Many other
transport type aircraft still are operated but around 1971, a
full jet-powered fleet of 4000 to 5000 aircraft will exist.
This program, which will cost several billion when fully imple-
mented, will give an airlift capability to any point in the
world in a very short time. The large savings gained by reducing
standing forces from many locations over the world will make
this more than attractive for future years when small bruish-type
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warfare can occur almost anywhere. The requirement for immediate
action measured in hours demands full consideration of IFR and
night landings in minimum landing fields before such a tactical
concept can succeed.

The normnl- sinh irm of troops S,1-i-- -4,0.1,11a

takes so long that much valuable time is lost before a force in
strength exists. Timing of action can be the difference between
the large military battle verusus a small one or none at all.
The exercise of this type of support in about 1963 saw the effect
of weather. The thousands of troops sent to Germany on maneuvers,
in hundreds of aircraft (of older vintage) nearly did not succeed,
since the Frankfurt (Germany) weather went below minimums for
several hours and flights were diverted to England. Fortunately,
however, the weather improved just in time to resume the exercise
so that on a longer-term basis, around 50 to 60 hours, it was
quite successful and indicative of the future.

It should be clearly noted however that this was an
exercise going into major civil or military fields with long
runways, ATC, lights of every type, GCA, ILS, TACAN, etc. Although
there are many major bases around the world, the basic IIS (ICAO
system) itself is probably too marginal for large aircraft of the
C-141 and C-5A type. Furthermore, it is installed at only about
10 percent of the world's air carrier airports (service reported
in Airline Guide). Many problems of CAT II ICAO standards are
becoming evident and no hard, successful, operational experience
exists (reference 21).

There is serious doubt that a 1004 capability can be
achieved in these foreign locations with ICAO-ILS. A less costly
solution, that is safer, consistent, and requires uniform training
should be substituted.

Even early microwave landing systems (Sperry 2600 Mc)
have been deployed in a matter of two hours, establishing a fully
satisfactory landing service that would take weeks to establish
with ICAO-ILS. If each potential ICAO-ILS in various parts of
the world is to be updated to CAT II standards for the execution
of global airlift policies, this will cost many times the develop-
ment and production costs of portable, superior, microwave landing
systems.

A rapid military build-up, where thousands of troops
(thousands of cargo tons) requiring hundreds of aircraft to
operate on a shuttle basis 24 hours per day, requires some fore-
thought and pre-flight planning. One of the first steps would
be to fly the microwave landing system to the various bases
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(civil or otherwise). A C-130 or C-141 can readily do this.
If dispatched early, this mission could be delayed itself by
Wca.&.U a day so an _- ax.-i1vt wLd have a landing system
in place prior to arrival of the main airlift. The aircraft

upon landing is used to place in position on the runway edge
the vertical landing guidance .units and is then similarly used
at the roll-out end for placing the horizontal guidance units.
The guidance unit could be either of modular design with a large
antenna, capable of approach and flare guidance or a smaller,
single path (no flare) unit (see section VII).

After being placed in position, and sited by a respon-
sible individual who has accoppanied the equipment, the same
aircraft is used for the flight inspection. The flight inspec-
tion will be standardized and the support aircraft will have
the trained personnel and recording equipments to achieve this
objective. it is estimated that within 2 to 3 hours after
landing, a fully flight-inspected landing system could be opera-
tional. Depending on modular designs, it could include full
flare and roll-out guidance and GCA. After preparing this func-
tion, the single C-130 would depart for a second similar mission
to another strip in the area. Thus, the Air Force could pre-
position, in strategic locations around the world, portable
microwave landing systems so that a number of units could be
within 1000 to 1500 miles of the tactical strips to be employed
for the airlift. Periodic exercises would minimize the initial
installation and commissioning time.

The crews would be specially trained during peacetime,
and tLa C-130 aircraft would fly to many strips in various parts
of the world and install, flight test, and remove the landing
system. In this manner, the training, siting, etc., would have
been logistically assessed before the notice (with short lead
time) for an installation and commissioning of a tactical landing
system is received. A cost-benefits study should be conducted
on this or a similar concept. The input parameters would include
the cost to attain CAT I, CAT II, or CAT IlIA (ICAO-ILS) at a
sufficient number of remote bases to assure a realistic landing
capacity for the global airlift concepts. Similarly, a study
should be conducted assuming a transportable microwave ILS. The
flight inspection costs should be less for microwave ILS since
it is less susceptible to reflections, course bends, etc., and
should be qualified for a given operation more quickly. Micro-
wave glide-path settings can be quickly established, and an
electronic obstacle clearance line can be radiated by the same
equipment at a low angle to clearly warn the pilot of any restric-
tions. Probably, the benefits provided by not leaving the system
after installation, and removal with minimum effort would be the
greatest attribute of the microwave system. Usually, ICAO-ILS
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(330 and 110 Mc equipments) are permanently installed because
of their great bulk and installation problems. When CAT II is
considered at poouQvy prepared sizes, only the most modern 100-
foot waveguides or directive antenna systems are suitable in
the ICAO-ILS field.

Ultimately, the large airlift capacity should be able
to operate under night and IFR conditions at literally thousands
of air strips around the world. To be justified economically,
it will be possible to equip only those sites that are essenti.al
to a specific operation. Consequently, techniques suitable for
rapid installation must take priority over the currently employed
ICAO-ILS.

2. THE C-5 AND ALL-WEATHMR LANDING

As far as can be determined, no plans for night and
IFR landing guidance along the lines previously discussed are
currently being implemented. It would seem that the loss of a
single C-5 aircraft with 800 troops could be a national tragedy.
The airlines are considering the ultimate loss of a 747 being
an insurance risk of over 100 million dollars. The self-contEdined
means of accomplishing the C-5 mission are very unreliable when
considered on a global basis. It would seem that this project
alone would justify a high-priority examination to determine how
these aircraft can be realistically deployed into the forward
strips for which they are designed. They have a tactical landing
need that may not be immediately apparent but that is as great
or greater than any other type of Air Force mission.

The value of these large aircraft is to move cargo and
troops on a sustained flow basis to any remote part of the globe.
Comments on global systems such as Omega (Section IV) are perti-
nent to the 5500 mile range capability of this aircraft. Inertial
navigation units need updating from sources that do not have
similar errors and drift rates. Thus, Omega and inertial naviga-
tion would marry for the guidance to a small area anywhere in the
world wherein the need to land becones of paramount importance.
Since about X+ of the earth's surface 2,as little or no navigation
aids, only global systems would seem worthy of consideration.

Thus, the ability to get within the vicinity of the
desired landing strip can be fulfilled. However, the inability
to predict the time of the mission, the terminal weather, and the
likelihood of darkness will prevail for half the time; this
infers that a much higher guarantee of instrument landing must
be provided. The enormous potential loss of a single landing
accident, when added to this argument, suggests that much more
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consideration be given this problem than is the case at present.
PortiablA ml n'rnwav Atystem insale at ýtip 4- i :.4
be channelized for identification of the particular strip and I
would have sufficient horizontal coverage to overlap several
Ut.eue Whe probable error of the omega-Inertial type of enroute
guidance. Differential Omega would offer a terminal guidance
aid utilizing the same equipments employed en-route for inter-
cepting (at the correct distance and angle) the microwave local-
izer coverage.

Remembering that the pilot may not have flown in the
particular part of the world involved, and certainly not landed
at the particular site, the standards of en-route, terminal,
and landing guidance must be the same everywhere. Consistency
of guidance permits continuous training that typifies actual
missions. Landing guidance accuracy requirements far exceed
those available from inertial, Omega, Loran C/D or any similar
systems (including those using satellites). Thus, the overall
mission concepts of the C-5 must allow for accuracies that im-
prove to the point that near touchdown they are measured in feet,
not in hundreds or thousands of feet; typical of en-route systems.
Portable, microwave landing techniques seem best suited for this
requirement with today's technology.
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SECTION VII

SYNTHESIS OF A MTJLTIFITNOTION

TACTICAL LANDING SYSTEM

1. METHODOLOGY

A step-by-step procedure (Figure 36) for determining
the technical nature of a tactical landing system will be out-
lined in this section. The previous sections have discussed
various aspects of the Air Force tactical landing Froblem.
This section attempts to describe a logical means of applying
knowledge of operational needs, landing profiles, and similar
inputs to the choice of a radio frequency for the system. Sec-
tion III detailed some of the fundamentals of landing guidance
by cooperative methods. These fundamentals, and the range of
flight paths expected for the different types of aircraft pro-
vide guidance in selecting the radio frequency.

Modulation techniques are then discussed since the
angular paths either vertical or horizontal must be identified
by some means of ground modulation of the radio signal that
varies with aircraft position. The question of how best to
achieve a tactical DME is noted at this stage.

Once these matters are understood, it is possible
to establish a "Signals-in-Space" standard. This standard al-
lows for minimum equipments for some aircraft and missions and
more complex equipments for more demanding aircraft and missions.
Hopefully, there is sufficient insight to also provide growth
in future years.

Next, in step 6, modular designs are suggested that
can serve as building blocks for different operational system
configurations, some of which are described in step 7. Steps
8 and 9 relate to the eventual procurement and interfaces with
other services and civil operations. The global nature of Air
Force operations must recognize1 evea for tactical problems,
the existence of an International Civil System. Their relation-
ship is of significance.

2. STEP I--OPERATIONAL NEEDS

There is a wide variation in the types of aircraft
and missions flown by the Air Force. They include nearly every
basic type of aircraft, every type of military mission, and are
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F
global in nature. This contrasts with some of the other Services
that concentrate essentially on one type of aircraft. The im-
pv3ive air.ift to uermany (Big Lift, Texas to Germany) in 1963
moved 15 500 troops and 425 tons of cargo with 204 aircraft,
flying 2ý4 missions in 63 hours. 42 C-5A - ..craft could accom-
plish this operation in only 13 hours or 128 C-141's in about
40 hours.

The smaller but versatile C-130 is able to interface
with the larger aircraft (such as the C-5A or 747) and continue
the airlift to the minimum of landing sites. The airlift fleet
totals over 4000 aircraft.

The jet fighter is used extensively for Air Defense,
and in fighter/bomber missions from the tactical landing fields.
The ability to utilize fighters without regard to weather or
blackout is important. However, most current fighters have
serious "GPIP"* limitations (references 34, 93, and 94). The
V/STOL aircraft are about to be introduced for many missions.
The helicopter is also used in Air Force missions, and is the
basic aircraft for most Army missions that interface with the
Air Force missions.

When one examines the missions of even a single type
aircraft, one finds they can involve many types of landing sites.
It is, therefore, difficult to define a simple mission profile
and landing requirement. The helicopter has many varied missions
with steep approach angles terminating in very short landing
distances (50 to 100 feet),whereas the Air Force jet fighter
normally takes about 4000 feet to flare and touch down from a
100-foot height. A large volume could be written on this sub-
ject. However, suffice it to say that a more detailed study
and measurements will be needed to make sure that all reasonable
flight paths and accuracies can be met with the modular, multi-
function, Tactical Landing System. In this way the mission
planners themselves become aware of the value and enhanced utility
of their aircraft utilizing such equipment. Figure 37 gives
three examples of the matrix (reference 27) that can be developed
for different missions for a single type aircraft. The common
airborne equipment employed in the operation might cooperatively
utilize one type of ground equipment for air drop, another for
a steep approach, and a combination for a very low visibility
landing at a rear base where good clearance exists.

The Air Force support of the Army is extensive in many
ways such as major airlift, forward air control, tactical air-
lift, etc. However, the Army itself will have thousands of
helicopters in operation shortly, and an important operational

*Glide path intercept point



Aircraft Types Landinix Sites Missions
B/i~liccterA/AmAniult Zonas A/Landing[ A~ason(;/JATS C/~lvacu~at ion

D/Jet Fighter D/Baro Bases D/Paradrop
E/Vt-STOL E/Carr'iers E/C;lose Air Suport
F/H3omber(teatical) F/tforward Bases F/Aissault Forces
G/Cargo G/Main Basas G/Tactical Airlift
1H/U~IN H/.3trategio Airlift

Example I. JA/Assault Zones b. ~A/Landing

B/Helicopter D. '/iare Bases C/Evacuation
E/Carriers jD/Psradrop
F F/orward Bases Gýanctical Airlift

Example 2

ID/fiare Bases
D/Jet Fighter IE/Carriers I /fClose, Air Support

IF/Forivard Bases

Example 3
A At B, C, Ds G
B A, B9 C, D, G

G/Cargo D A, B., C
F A, G, H
G A, G9 H

FIGURE 37. SYNTHESIS OF A MUYLTIFUNCTION TACTICAL LANDING SYSTEM
(Step 1)
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interface exists between the two Services. Certain areas will
Involve common landing strips and a technical compatibility of
"Signals-in-Space" (reference 61) is essential not only with
thA Army but with other senfce for siml ra

This step in the "Synthesis" of a Tactica2 Landing
System must assume that various aircraft missions and landing
sites are considered. This may be an internal staff study or
an external one, but mission profiles for the terminal areas, say
30 miles, 10 miles and then the details of each of the landing
profiles should be developed. Obstacle clearance lines should
be established for a variation of Tactical Landing Sites. A
section on available measurements of a variety of aircraft
follows to illustrate this matter.

a. Aircraft Statistics and Relationship to Tactical Landing

The total aircraft inventory of the Air Force, and
related Services that will be affected by a Tactical Landing
System capability is very large. By about 1970 the airlift
aircraft will total about 5000 in number with the payload in-
creasing rapidly so that the total capacity will gain about
ten times over the early 1960's capacity. By then airlift air-
craft will be mostly jet-powered. The need for many tactical
(short field) aircraft such as the C-130 (about a thousand) to
support a field battle area of Army or Air Force personnel re-
quires the ability to fly at almost any time to any reasonable
landing clearing. On the other end, the enormous C-5A will be
able to carry vast supplies to great distances (50 tons to
5500 miles) at jet speeds.

Both are the typical life line of the new military
strategy and make the need for a guaranteed landing at the
overseas desired location much higher than in the past. Since
global activities are the just~ficatin of this multibillion
dollar fleet and. support staff (100,000) people in MATS: mobile,
air transportable, flexible avd highly reliable landing systems
are essential. Installation and commissioning in hours is essen-
tial, not days, weeks or months as it is today with ICAO-ILS.

The Air Defense and Tactical Air Commands continue
to be charged with important missions. These or similar missions
will probably be essential for many years. A fleet of about
5000 "Century Series" aircraft (F-100 to F-111) is now opera-
tional in TAC and ADC. Typical of this family of aircraft is
the F-i10, which is currently restricted to 300-foot ceilings
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and excessive horizontal visibility criteria because of the
improved siting of the GPIP, of the GCA, ILS, and VASI approach, (rc~ f'- re nce•-, 2!, .2c 7.- 11. .. . . .

,_er_ 3 5, 30, 6_ , 6 2, andr 9. 1y relocating
the GPIP, which is the approach aiming point (see the discussion |
on landing parameters), the ceilings and visibilities could
p.obably be safely reduced to 100 feet and 34 mile with attendant
improvements in safety. The operational path actually flown is
often 75 to 100 feet below (reference. 82) the intended glide
path (NRN-7/NRN-8, GCA VASI). Consequently, the Air Force
fighter pilot is not provided quantitative guidance when he
needs it the most. He abandons the guidance at about 300 feet
and "ducks under" with increased vertical velocity and crosses
threshold at about 8 feet rather than the 40 to 50 feet of the
ILS standards.

Basically, new criteria must be quickly developed for
the jet fighter and new guidance concepts applied. Approach
aiming points about 2000 feet forward of the present ones, a
positive means of checking altitude (independent of approach
terrain), and a "positive," safe path indication for flare (to
avoid striking short) will result in a touchdown at about 1200
feet in from threshold (see data in measurements section).
Currently, if the aircraft is restrained on the glide path to
a 100-foot height and is not permitted to increase sink rate
(but must obviously reduce it at this point), the touchdown
is often 2100 to 2400 feet beyond the intended GPIP (references
36 and 94). Since the GPIP is usually about 1000 to 1200 feet
inside the threshold, this places the main gear touchdown up to
3500 feet from threshold.

To avoid such overflying of essential runway, the
pilot is left, at present, in a serious dilemma. He cannot
"duck-under" when the approach speeds are upward of 160 to 195
knots under IFR conditions, and if he holds the path he touches
down much too far along the runway and may go off the end or
into the barrier--denying the runway to the subsequent aircraft
for a significant time.

The SAC problem, though not so much involved in the
decisions of a tactical landing system must be given some con-
sideration so that some Air Force commonality exists. The
current ICAO-ILS is used by SAC with GCA (references 22 and 26).
Although not likely to operate from tactical theaters, the SAC
mission is affected by what the rest of the Air Force does in
developing an all-weather (low visibility) capability'. Perhaps
the best comparison is the B-58 and the F-l10. These two air-
craft seef'both to have serious IFR landing limitations, and
measurements indicate (references 81 and 82) that the flight
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paths, approach speeds, threshold heights, and gradients are very
similar.

Thus, the solutions of the ADC and TAO fighter IFR
landing will probably be applicable to SAC. The B-52 and KC-135
landing trajectories are similar to the heavy commercial jet
transports and considerable data has been and is being gathered
on this matter (reference 23). The jet aircraft, whether it be
bomber, fighter, or airlift in its design and application, re-
quires new aiming points and flexible approach and flare trajec-
tories not covered in any present standards (references 21, 22
23, 26 40, 68, and 69). No standards recognize that often 3060
to 4006 feet of forward flight are needed to reduce the sink rate
from a 100-foot height.

Thus, the tactical guidance system should include in
one of its modular forms a ground-based, flare guidance capability.
Such equipments have had preliminary testing and seem reasonable
to consider in a mobile design for rapid installation in remote
areas (references 11, 29, 50, 531 ý5, 56, 81, and 83).

As one views the total missions and aircraft of the
Air Force, the full spectrum of today's flight equipment is
involved, totaling perhaps 8000 to 10,000 aircraft. The trend
toward other than nuclear war, with potentials of SEA and Korean
type of hostilities on a global basis, emphasizes the need for
full operational assurance of IFR landing at destination. Further-
more, the complexion of modern warfare is such that not to have
the airlift, bomb or defense aircraft when needed can be catas-
trophic. Studies indicate that the immediate deployment of con-
centrated force by airlift can forestall much larger milibary
actions. Inability to deploy often results in major conflicts
and enormous costs (references 58 and 79).

Not only our railroads, but other methods of transpor-
tation as well have been minimized by the airplane. This has
occurred to such a degree that greatly increased dependence on
air transportation is now evident, and the responsibility of per-
forming the needed function in "all-weather" is now greater than
at any time since there is little else that can satisfy the cur-
rent military strategy.

The thousands of helicopters (in excess of 5000) of the
Army and perhaps 3000 aircraft of the Navy and Marines (in addi-
tion to those of the Air Force) bring the grand military total
and mission capability on a global basis to a staggering amount.
The major cost of this operation is justified on the basis of
its being available when it is needed. Since timing on such
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matters is always critical, these forces must be deployed and a
tactical situation brought under control in a matter of days.
Without a realistic all-weather cannh, I itTv. n• Air il •rv t.h
ability to descend into remote and foreign landing fields at
night and in poor visibility, is tantamount to denying this major

ton uthat fly ,'uluenly and the flight
can be delayed, many Air Force missions are normally required
within minutes or hours. This cannot be assured without the
solution of the landing problems that were noted previously.

b. Size of Modules

The concept of a basic tactical landing system that
has a "Signals-in-Space" standard should include inan-pack units
to be deployed for the bare strips in the forward battle area.
Much larger equipment capable of satisfying the full flare-out
and low-visibility requirements of a Navy jet transport (say
the C-141 or C-5A) or a jet fighter (say the F-101 or F-105)
at a more fully prepared strip (aluminum matting on sod) typifies
the extremes in a modular system design. A correlation exists
between the guidance demands, aircraft landing requirements,
and electronic equipment size that appears to make this possible.
The man-pack units may be in two modules weighing about 55 to 40
pounds each. The next modular step might be suitable for trans-
port in a jeep or a small helicopter and have a weight totaling
no more than 200 pounds. The most sophisticated module being
a van-mounted system that can be airlifted (in a single C-130)
to a bare strip (with mat perhaps) or an unequipped paved strip(there are thousands of these in the world). The latter module
would be a microwave system capable of installation, flight
inspection, d authorization sfor full low-fi visibility use) in
a matter of a few hours (still using only one C-130 with appro-
priate crew and installation staff).

The needs of the transport method are paramount in
achieving this mobility. The standards of the airlift units
(8 x 8 x 10 feet) should probably prevail (references 84 and 85).
To have an odd-shaped module exceeding these dimensions meansspecial handling and the likelihood that early deployment cannot

be achieved. The standards seem to follow the "A" rule (4 x 8
feet); this implies that the next steps are 2 x 4 feet, and
2 x 2, and so forth. This permits the loading of the modules
into the standard containers, aircraft, and follows the already
established procedures of the airlift standards. For example,
the top of a cargo area can sometimes take the ) or X basic
dimensions (references 8, 10, and 12) so that the landing system
would go into a strip with the initial flight without waiting
for a special assembly at the site.
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As discussed elsewhere, the beamwidths dictate the
anL.tennaw 6ize in wavelengths, and the frequency in turn dictates
the size in feet. There is a direct relationship between the
transport ability of a tactics) lbling! system eandd its utilt.

A single C-130 could carry a major module system--say two major
units and a number of minor units (man-pack) and then be utilized
after delivery for the flight inspection of all the units.
This could be achieved in a few hours prior to the arrival of
the main body of the airlift. Similarly, a small helicopter
may take an intermediate module to a forward strip from the
main base of the C-130 (C-SA or C-141). These units are then
freed of the transport need of large aircraft since flight inspec-
tion could be done just as readily by the helicopter. Advanced
troops or "path-finders" with qualified technicians could man-
pack the units to a remote helicopter site or certainly from
the helicopter to a point (perhaps 100 feet removed) whore the
siting criteria dictates the location of units.

c. Accurate Delivery of Equipment and Supplies (Airdrop)

Reference 112 describes the current concepts of airdrop.
It is obvious that with increased emphasis on global airlift for
basic military deployment and support, direct delivery to the
user by airborne means is also finding greatly increased emphasis.
The families of airdrop techniques vary from the early World Wao
II experience of dropping from 700 to 1500 feet of height to
current techniques at 20 feet and less. The greater heights
result in very poor accuracy of drop. Two prevailing conditions,
winds above 15 knots and poor visual judgment, contribute to large
drop errors. Drop zones for today's limited warfare concepts are
greatly reduced in size and require close attention to many fac-
tors. Perhaps the most critical factors are:

1. The timely visual acquisition (in good VFR) of the
target zone at low flight heights for alignment
(references 113 and 114).

2. Obstacle hazards on the descent or at the 20-foot
(or less) drop height of the new techniques.

3. Anticipation and execution of precise drop time (1

second may result in a 250-foot error).

4. Poor visibility and night operations.

Each of these suggests the need for a simplified align-
ment system which, in essence, is the tactical localizer (or a
modular adaptation of it) that we have discussed for landing on
a strip. The drop mission is often equivalent to an aborted
landing and meets many of the same guidance criteria. Enemy fire
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often forces the height of the flight down and results in poor-S-_ ...... CC C*4,- OpZ16U1,ee its visual obscuration
from a distance much in excess of a couple of miles.

Heap (reference 113) notes "atmospheric effects decrease
the observed contrast as the object increases in distance from
the observer, also the angular size diminishes until the object
disappears in practice before reaching the laboratory (visual)
threshold." The detection probability of the drop site relative
to the navigation error is such as to make it quite difficult to
locate, align, and drop at the right time to reasonable limits
at normal speed. Over land, the problem is further complicated
by the normal complexity of the ground pattern. These problems
can be reduced to somewhat bearable tolerances with precise radio
navigation aids that place the pilot close enough to the target
that his probability of seeing it is adequately increased because
his visual search angle is reduced.

Thus, the theoretical precision of the low altitude
drop concepts such as the Ground Proximity Extraction System
(GPES) and the Low Altitude Parachute Extraction System (LAPES)
are not always realizable. The hazards and visual limitations
should be considerably minimized with radio guidance. The vertical
height is probably best measured by eye or with a precise radio
altimeter, but the precise alignment, and anticipation of the
imminence of the small drop zone could be improved with a precise
DME from the drop point. The location of a man-pack unit for
azimuthal guidance (localizer and multiplexed DNE from the same
point, with DME "off-set-zero" to the drop point) should greatly
enhance this part of the operation. Little data on tests using
such radio guidance exists and should probably be included in
the flight-testing projects and in the photo measurements of
typical drop missions (about five basic air drop techniques
are under test--reference 112).

The clearance over obstacles to arrive at the low
20-foot height might employ a small vertical guidance unit (simi-
lar to a glide path). This might be situated ahead of the drop
zone (gee Figures 38 and 39) so that the descent for the flat, low
run (about 2000 feet) for extraction and climb can be safely
executed. The use of the DME at the localizer could also provide
this clearance function: the pilot maintaining a safe obstacle
clearance (precision radio altimeter) until a given distance
from the drop zone (as determined by the ground crew), before
the very low pass for extraction or drop. These drop techniques
also provide a possible means for delivering a guidance system
for use on subsequent missions. For example, a daylight drop
of the radio guidance could assure a safe back-out operation or
low-visibility operation for that or other aircraft not familiar
with the drop zone.
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3. STEP II--FLIGHT AND TECHNICAL REQUIREIENTS FOR A TACTICAL
LANDING SYSTEM

The missions determining the operational needs must
now be further defined with measured quantities. Quantitative
de 'riptions of approach and landing Iflight profiles, instru-
mentation needs and obstacle clearances are essential. One
valued means of accomplishing this is with the photo-measure-
ment techniques under various conditions for various aircraft.
A WADC report (reference 36) describes one possible technique
that clearly portrayed the long 4000-foot path (from 100 feet)
of the jet fighter. Similar data for the jumbo jets C-141,
C-130 COIN, V/STOL, utility aircraft, and helicopters are
needea. The KC-135 is similar to the civil jet (707) and con-
siderable data is available on this system.

The airdrop mission may call for precision azimuthal
alignment, yet no landing per se is conducted. The presumption
that this mission can be flown on instruments and the sensitiv-
ities near the radiation source (angular convergence) should
be examined. The range to a drop point may also be important
and the constant-altitude flight may not need a glide slope as
such.

The Pi-Fax program has much to offer in the way of
inputs to the Air Force landing project, but should be extended
to include basic guidance and testing a greater variety of
currently operational aircraft. It is difficult, for example,
to test realistically a landing system for a jet fighter, as
to its tactical field suitability, with only a two-engine
piston transport. Data on the electronics and guidance signals
is available by such means, but the marriage between the ele-
ments of mission, speed, instruments, and guidance is not
achieved and, in fact, misleading conclusions can result from
not testing the actual interrelationships. For example, it is
likely that all current GPIP locations are incorrect for current
aircraft. Varied but typical missions with perhaps two different
jet fighters (involving minimum tactical field lengths and poor
obstacle lines) should be examined by actual flight testing.
Photo-recordings of approach gradients, flare points, and
desired approach aiming points, would be established. A detailed
discussion on landing measurements indicates some of the critical
dimensions of an approach and flare system.

Even if flare guidance is not provided, the approach
guidance must be usea safely to include a visual flare. At
night and with minimal approach lights, excellent azimuthal
guidance may be far more necessary for tactical runuway center-
line alignment than at fully equipped bases. Oimilarly with
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minimal lirh[t, the vertical -uiaiice mry alz;o be far more depend-
ent on the ralio guidance than in a civil field or a fully instru-

the 500C-foot of approach lights normally used. No detailed
measured data exists of a wide spectrum of the Air Force type
aircraft, for ability to correct vertical and horizontal align-
ment errors near the ground without these visual aids. The opera-
tions of large tactical aircraft, such as the C-5A, are critical
since they are planned to operate in short fields with enormous
weights. As soon as this type aircraft is in flight test, the
typical landing profile should be determined in great detail
(response side step.limits, flare length, etc.), so that quanti-
tative guidance criteria can be established.

It is surprising that the aviation community, and the
jet aircraft in particular have come so far without accurately
recorded data. The FAA only recently instituted an IFR landing
measurements program to be completed late in calendar 1967. The
variations of jet transport aircraft landing parameters (about
12 quantities) in IFR, at several locations will be determined.
CAT II and III operations will have better guidelines. The much
wider spectrum of speed, size, numbers, and weights of Air Force
aircraft would suggest a project similar in nature to be started
soon. The misleading ICAO standards (reference 26) do not take
into account the aiming point, flarx height, threshold height,
flare distances, etc. (references 23, 65, and 92) already iden-
tified in the FAA (Geoffrian) and Air Force (WADC3 reports.
Neither report is detailed enough nor does it provide sufficient
samples to extrapolate. The already evident discrepancies,
however, are so great that without a major rewrite of standards,
a completely unsatisfactory tactical landing system could evolve

that would not see final field use. The landing distance criteria
(descending over a point 50 feet above the surface and then
coming to a stop) is unrealistic for determination of runway
length for current jet aircraft. Furthermore, this certification
of landing distance is not done with the constraints of a specific
landing point, and realistic threshold clearance has not been
employed by the aeronautical certification authorities. Conse-
quently, the flight research program should quickly establish a
new set of landing characteristics for IFR.

During an IFR landing, the effect of winds, turbulence,
and wakes of preceding aircraft lead to a need for re-establishing
the desired and safe approach to flare path. A jet fighter
crossing the threshold at about 8 feet at a speed of about 175
knots is quite a different problem than a STOL at 8 to 10 degrees
approaching a short strip at 40 to 50 knots. Each has its place
and should have a common means of landing (flexibility of path
and sensitivity) to avoid the development of several incompatible
solutions to the Air Force's landing problems. The temptation
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to aolve vraiou au rbIen i:-n z i'oxs e with separate land ding
systems must be avoided. It is the easier wL" out, but. costly

±uIm!xu-LeY mtich more complex wnen the overlapped missions,
inventory, training, etc., aspeots are evaluated. I

Simulation is an aid in low-visibility work and has

certain potentials. However, in the very low visibility work,
misleading information is possc blc wheIn. simulating the tactical

landing environment. Lights will be nearly non-existent, except
hopefully for a vertical guidance such as the simple "meat ball."
The actual testing in low visibility with the Air Force aircraft
of several types would be possible at the Arcata testing station
(Landing Aids Experimental Station) established for these pur-
poses. It is well instrumented by the Bur3au of Standards for
precise visibility measurements. An important and a long history
of weather exists for this airport, so that the probability of
encountering low visibility weather is well established.

It would appear from this history that about 100 days
per year would have fog conditions. Furthermore, there are
times of the year when extremely low visibility exists. For
example, there are 84 occurrences in a typical December with
less than a 100-foot ceiling and 98 with less than a )4-mile of
visibility. The simulation of a tactical landing with the air-
craft under consideration, flying a typical obstacle line without
visual aids in low overcast has not been done. At this point
in landing system history, the fine details of the problem area
are now the important aspects that are not possible to simulate
with an electronic simulator in a laboratory, with another type
of aircraft, or in good weather with various types of "hooded"
approaches. Furthermore, there is much to say for having pilots
(who may have volunteered) but who are willing to face the
actual risk that exists in such testing. If we are to ask the
operational pilot in a strange tactical landing environment to
do it, certainly we must have quantitative data derived from
many actual landings in similar low visibility.

The parallel can be drawn to the aircraft that is built
and ground-tested but never flown. How can the actual "feed-
back" be obtained without the actual, real flight test? Statis-
tically significant live flight testing is necessary to arrive
a- tit bpct corThinat4-- n-f aircraft -Prw '•a÷ o,, fli~Pt path

. sensitivities, aiming points, etc., une interrelationship
of which do not now exist in a useful engineering form. The
designer of tactical landing systems or tactical aircraft or
the Field Commander who may commit his air action under such
conditions do not have this essential data.
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,at i t i ni 'm i ro •esit1 sl Hw depe rvent
is the pilot on the liz•, a.W glide Slope at the lower heights
without lights where he now normallv abandons the, radio in favor

vergence with different siting criteria for the guidance? What.
coverage and accuracy of DME data is needed?

The actual application of the current extensive know-
ledge of aircraft instrumentation and flight control to fully
flight-simulated conditions with the landing system modules
should then permit the modular concept to evolve from experience.
In one case (say a COIN type aircraft) no flare is needed, and
a straight glide slope to ground impact is possible. In another,
say the heavy airlift aircraft, some flaring is needed (5:1 simk
rate reduction) merely to avoid breaking through the surface or
forcing the landing gear too hard. The difference between a
ground impact load of 2 fps vs 10 fps is about 25 times, sýnce.
one is dealing with energy in the vertical plane and the Vc of
the sink speed must be realistically established for each air-
craft. This, in turn, dictates guidance and instrumentation
criteria.

Considerable testing has been done that has never been
correlated in a common report and the knowledge gained has never
been catalogued. NASA has reported engineering data on jet,
helicopter (references 100 and lO4) mad V/STOL landing aircraft
(such as the Breguet 941). The FAA has similar reports on the
ADCOLE helicopter tests (referencep 101 and 102), many tests
with Flarescan, Regal, AIlS, GCA, etc. Foreign governments,
particularly the CEV of France, BFS of Germany, and the BLEU
of England have completed much work. Experience in the Air
Force is also large with PI-FAX data early all-weather experi-
ments with various microwave tactical systems, etc. The IATAI
airlines, Navy and Marines are other sources. Most of the data
is not in terms that would be meani.ngful here, but nevertheless
some guidelines on sink rate aim points, terminal touchdown
conditions, desired and possible glide angles, etc., does exist,
but has never been correlated. One BLEU report indicated large
differences in "Approach Success" under given RIVR conditions
for a jet and a piston aircraft. The flight testing would use
such informat.ion more as a guideline for methods of measurement,
expected noise level (tactically important), and handling prop-
erties.

The major effort in Step II of the Synthesis is to
assure that the operational needs are not just transferred by
a staff engineer into what he thinks are system specifications.
There is often the temptation to overlook this step which is
essentially operational research into a difficult, hazardous,
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at the PIZ School ar'i e, o c'at should be a greatly

decisions such as radio frequency, beamwidths, Laodulation,
coverage* accuracy. etc., that will peimit the developments
around a "Signals-in-Space" standard. Any attempt to write
this national standard without some thought to even the best
radio frequency (Rs now seems the case) is like trying to design
an aircraft and then selecting an engine by random process.
It must be matched to the rest of the aircraft, its desired
performance, ceiling, speeds, etc.

The many trade-offs of the variou6 choices of radio
frequency can only be realistically established by data which,
in turn, is based on the flight testing. In the flight test
several existing equipments may be tested to determine certain
parameters (or perhaps what might be eliminated), so that some
interrelationships are established between the radio frequency,
flight parameters, and pilot instruments. This is essential
for the considerations in Step III--the synthesis of a Tactical
Landing System. Such matters as realistically studying the
1/10 or 1/8 c]c,'rn.r criteria (references 107, 108, and 111)
for V/STOL, STOL, and h-licopters may indicate that paths as
high as 10 degrees elevation angle are minimal in many sites
to allow fbr obstacles (up to 6 to 7 degrees) clearance of 1
to 2 degrees, and a linear (below path) course deviation indica-
tion in the cockpit (perhaps another 2 to 5 degrees).

These criteria are definable according to at least
a skeleton of standards developed by the ICAO that could be
rewritten and expanded for the tactical landing concepts. The
ICAO standards are voluminous, and are for what is relatively
a much simpler problem (references 2, 5, 4, 21, 26, 68, 69, and.
70). The many quantitative ICAO definitions of a landing need
redevelopment to bring out the realities of the jet aircraft.
Its curved path near the ground (whose guidance may have to be
created electronically, since lighting will be minimal and low
visibility is desired). C0IN (reference 78), STOL, and heli-

coptor aircraft do not at present have any equivalent set of
standards as does the fixed-wing conventiona3 aircraft.

Much of the large ICAO dwurentation rclates to
slower propeller aircraft flying with excellent clearance
over obstacles that result in paths of 2 to 5 degrees (not
the 3 to 10 degrees that may be involved in difficult tactical
sites with the 1/10 clearance criteria). The ICAO would serve
as a check list in this operation development of the tactical
landing system concepts. Some twenty years of extensive effort
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to c*turet t1en, they would stund as guidelines and f(yIld
be updated for ,ilit;xry Air Force missions arA aircraft.

A large symposium wuuld probably aid in airing the
fliaht technical requirements of ttctical landin.. The AIAA
a&d similar professional groups often are willing to sponsor
such a symposium. It has the advantage of providing inputs to
the Air Force and other military users on tactical la~nding re-
quirements (each Comwand's views would be interesting), and as
a signal to industry that the Air Force was taking the matter
more seriously, with increased emphasis and improved engineering
planning. This would call for some guidelines being expressed
by the upper technical echelons of the Air Force and DOD to
indicate that industry aid was sought, but under Air 7-orce guide-
lines, and that, as the program evolved, there would be many
aspects of the modular systems that fitted the "Signals-in-Space"
concepts that could be built. With air and iroi.aid division,
precise flareout, man-pack, etc., there '%uld be at least 6
readily identified areas for industry participation. Only after
the standards of color TV were bitterly established, did the
industry invest the Pffort to bring it irto reality. Until then
it was a laboratory novelty (references 70 and 71).

a. Airborne Needs Affecting Ground Guidance Criteria

One often has a wide choice of guidance techniques
that could supply signals in space for approach and landing and
air drop operations. This is already evident as was noted in
the review of the many past and present systems. Those aspects
of the airborne instrumentation and piloting and flight control
problems that affect the choice of a ground radiated, tactical
landing signal are:

1. Airborne displays (meter, cathode ray, electromechanical.

2. Sampling rates (delay between displacement and signal
to controls).

3. Accuracy and stability (displays often sense very
minute errors or "wiggles").

4. Automatic and/or manual flight control response to
uadesii•d guidaance perbu.batinns.

5. Indication of obstacle clearance (markers, altimeter,
glide slope).

6. Indication of height, range, and azimuth. Means of
integrating (6) into a computed complex flight path.
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7. V'isual, •ii.ur'a, •d ••:y:•ical1 gTii:ance cues to pilot.

b. Flitht path reometry (curv. ed, straight path, selectable
angles and sensitivity,.

WA sh11 116iss ePacht of the aforementioned topics
(1 through b).

1. A ground radar, for example, cannot activate air-
borne displays such as flight directors with their electromechan-
ical or meter movements, without very complex ground environmental
equipment, training circuits, data links, etc. Two complex
examples were the AGCA work in the Air Force and the SN-10 of
the Navy. Both have been made to work; however, the simplicity
requirements of a tactical systet are violated. A simple, direct,
ground beam signal to the aircraft receiver can activate the
currently developed displays. A great variety of such displays
have been developed and are relatively more advanced than the
guidance that activates them. This is true because research and
development on displays can proceed by simulation (references 4G,
51, 52, and 116) without cooperative aspacts. Radio landing
guidance is very demanding of cuopvrative design of both air and
ground equipments. Whereas a special airborne instrument can be
used without reference to anything but what is in the aircraft,
a cooperative ground guidance system must be common and coopera-
tive with widely installed ground electronics.

2. The sampling rates are important. Most instrumenta-
tion and flight control studies have indicated that a three to
seven fresh samples per. second rate is adequate (delays of 0.25
to 0.60 second with two-sample smoothing). C:luailrily, Lay delz*
in excess of about 2 seconds in deviation response is detrimental
to good landing guidance (O3ection 5.2 of reference 51). The
GCA delay is another example. With excellent training and
teamwork, the delays can be kept low, particularly with controller,
pilot anticipatory effort. However, this delay is never better
than a beam guidance signa± such as an IL, which has a much
lower and more consistent delay than the best GCA. Poor GCA
coordination can create delays of several seconds. In some
tactical operations somewhat lower sampling rates are imposed
by some suggested technuiques. Another example is an airborne
radar with a scanning antenna, where poorly defined 6amples a
few seconds apart, arc often involved.

Time-sharing of the a,;imiith and vertical guidance of
a beam system is another example. A common ground transmitter
and a single airborne receiver mighlt time-share three functions
(vertical, azimuth, an(] DMW guidance) in light-weight airborne
aLand ground units. In suwe caes the lower sampling rate may
limit the ability to have a high r'ate-of-change of path (such
as a flare or close locali.:cr turn-on) whe[re a steady-state
condition does not exist. ;;o;Pe studics and flight tests -ue
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probably in order to arrive at a quantitative relationship
between sampling rates and the other display requirements.
.__ atirtq tho ni•'hn-rnA fiicm~nv haR Amnina jin.1 itq nwn rosnonse

time or rate indication so that this imposes some requirements
on the ground beam formation units. "Quickening" or "rate-
aided" displays are useful with a stead -tbabe guldage. NOn-

linearity, beam bends, flat spots, etc., of a landing guidance
signal destroy much of this instrument utility since false
beam rates are introduced.

5. The human "coupling" to a visual cue can be more
precise and responsive than is often thought possible. (refer-
ence 117 suggests that a professional ball player may physio-
logically "couple" to a thrown ball with delays measured only
in hundreds of seconds. The ILS-ICAO standards call for a
full-scale pilot deviation indication of ±350 feet at touchdown
(representing ±2 to 3 degrees). The typical runway is only
+75 feet wide (sometimes perhaps tactically ±50 feet) and, to
avoid running off the edge, course alignment is controlled to
about ±20 feet of centerline. This represents a deviation error
of less than 20/350 or about 5 percent (l/0) of full-scale
cockpit indication. This is a needle movement of only about
3 percent of the total IATA deviation display when considering
the total (±) displav of deviation error. Remember the display
of runway edge is only 10 percent of total course width.

On a 3-inch display, a deflection of only about 0.10

inch must be followed by the pilot to achieve successful landing
for Cat III. Needle wiggle due to errors, reflections, moving
obJccts near the grrund station, are all discernible to the
pilot even if they are only equivalent to something like 0.1
to 0.2 degree.

The piiot often uses rate-of-change of deviation
(or a computer aids him) and, of course, a few hundredths of
a degree per second can be quite common in bracketing and
aligning azimuth. The radio transmission must radiate with
great fidelity the desired course to the aircraft. Included
in the fidelity of transmission is the ground antenna, its
alignment, the radio propagation path, aircraft antenna,
receiver, d, --linr Prld -44 lay. Tue human instrumentation
capabil-ty that exists cannot be used with unstable displays
caused by transmission degradations. False deviation indica-
tions due to reflections, side lobes or course bends, etc.,
derogate the display system extensively.

Thus, even in a tactical environment the beam accuracy,
stability, etc., is as important to the airborne displays as
a fixed system and should be designed for this function. The
three-dimensional indication of flight path to a specific landing
point is probably the most demandinS of all display/radio
guidance combinations because of the high risk entailed in IFR
and night operations.
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4. In manual or automata; flight "•ontrol, the airborne
requirement imposed on the beams in space is rather high. As
Xi1Qi~d abuvtu, Lliu tuiU'aWi~j:_ Of dispLaYS With 1717------ JAE;G

displacement error is common and rates of a few hundredths of
degrees per minute are important. When coupled automatically,
the response is not tempered by human judgment and all errors
due to beam transmission characteristics are followed with minimum
delay. A moving vehicle in front of the ground system may deflect
the beam which, in turn, is received in the aircraft and the
autopilot immediately responds by turning the aircraft toward
the erroneous indication. When the dist'arbance is removed from
the beam signal, the aircraft is again turned immediately back
to the correct course. For precise fixing "tight" coupling
is needed and bank angle limits are helpful, but the automatic
ILS flight mode is probably the most demanding of a beam system,
since an automatic pilot can respond "blindly" without human
judgment. Often, pilots vary their response times to coupling
tightness upon recognizing false beam disturbances displayed on
the Flight Director and are thus more adaptive to such matters.

This airborne requirement placed on landing guidance
systems can be satisfied by proper selection of frequency; this,
in turn, determines beam accuracy and immunity f comr the adverse
affects noted above. Beam scanning, lobing or switching can
also have an important effect on this criteria for landing beam
guidance quality and fidelity.

5. An indication of the safe descent path to clear
obstacles in a tactical environment particularly bare, forward,
and rapidly prepared landing strips (where all the excellent
clearances of fixed bases cannot be adhered to) is essential
to safety. The airborne display of adequate clearance beneath
the descent path is essential. Such features as full-scale
fly-up, total linear deviation indication range, and perhaps the
addition of a beam signal (readily achieved in microwave systems)
that positively assure the pilot his aircraft is not below the
obstacle clearance line may also be required. A 1/50 obstacle
slope line from threshold common in civil fields (references i18
and 68) or large military fP-'ds, 'nv give way to 1/30 1/20, or
even 1/10 for STOL, VSTOL, or helicopters (references 104, 105,
and 111). Thus, obstacles at 2, ;, and 6 degrees must be con-
sidored.

Typically, the higher the obstacle clearance criteria,
the more readily a site can be used for tactical landing or air
drop. The ratio between, say a 1/50 criteria and a 1/10 criteria
for obstacles on the descent path (glide slope) could make a
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difference of perhaps 20 to I in the number of tacgically available
landing sires. A military Commander io nowadays much more dependent
on air support of all tyDes and, to retain flexibility in the

that the air support or weaponry is where and when he needs it.
Making available many times the present potential tactical sites
ror 16licopter, airlift, STOL (or COIN) aircraft could readily
justify the entire TACLAND project. A study is suggested of a
typical, foreign, tactical environment, such as SEA (hilly regions)
as to the number of sites possible with, say five, different
obstacle criteria lines. This criterion, in turn, is a factor
of that direct effect on cockpit displays used at various vertical
angles (most aircraft will fly at steep angles). Cockpit instru-
ments for selection of angle, sensitivity, and deviation clearance
are related to the guidance capability.

6. The indication of height, range, and centerline of
the intended landing point is commonplace. Often these are inte-
grated into a flight display, but the "raw" data is still usually
available to the pilot for monitoring or in case of failure of
the integrated display system. The airborne requirements imposed
here on the ground guidance are that it be in a form that can be
monitored in its separate elements in the air and that display
integration is easily accomplished. Mixing, say, an airborne
radar output with a vertical ground-radiated glide slope, is
possible in the displays, but certainly much more complicated
because of the airborne data prQcessing of two diverse units.
The airborne data processing of the DDE, azimuth and vertical
signals in a common processor circuit has obvious advantages (FAA-
AILS is an example). This permits one airborne receiver amd proc-
essor to handle the three ot more inputs that often require up to
4 airborne units and separate processors. Thus, the display systemis normally activated from a means that is similar electrically
for the three positioning and g idance signals and this, in turn,
is imposed as a desired objective on the ground signals (beams,
modulation, and time-sharing techniques).

7. Pilot cockpit display systems are usually visual?
though some aural si nals are used (markers, radio calls, station
identification, etc.). The airborne visual and aural pilot inputs
are well established (reference 37) and are probably not going
to be changed for a tactical landing system. Thus, guidance
schemes with widely divergent displays, aural signals, complicated
data links, etc., are not likely to succeed in the tactical envi-
ronment. The guidance signal offering of ground imminence a few
seconds prior to touchdown by aural and visual means should be
implemented to avoid a chance violation of the obstacle lines.
The grourd beams would radiate signals for these critical warnings
that would fit into the current display and aural concepts of the
cockpit.
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8. The flight path of a helicopter varies enormousLy
from that of A Jet . . -- , bo-vth of which are tactical aircraft
used by the Air Force. Displays in each machine do not differ I
much. Looking at the instrument panel of An F-_01 and that of

L-iVr kGn-46) does not demonstrate the great difference in the
approach and landing guidance requirements of the two vehicles.
It may be that some innovation of instrumentation will develop
after an advanced but simple tactical landing guidance aystem
evolves. At present, however, the flexible guidance signalsI
must be able to satisfy the somewhat common instrumentation in
diverse aircraft having varied approach speeds (190 knots to
30 knots) and glide angles of 2 to 30 degrees. The radio guid-
ance system that will evolve from the synthesis outlined here
should offer this flexibility by a common "Signals-in-Space'
standard. Different ground modules for differe*nt flight trajec-
tories and sites will be part of the standard, but the interpre-
tation of these guidance signals is likely to be with the cockpitdisplays and control equipments now existing or in -'evelopment.

This places some constraintz (not serious) on the
guidance signals. Selectable angles and sensitivity, curved
paths etc. (for various environments and aircraft configura-
tions3 will be displayed to the pilot, but must be safely
generated by the ground units relative to the exact, specific,
landing point. Thus, the aircraft characteristics and their
instrumentation to fly the desired approach (flare) paths will
impose another airborne requirement on the design of the tactical
landing system.

b. Low-Visibility Landing Requirements That The Combined
Ground Guidance and Airborne Displays Must Satisfy

1. Appropriate approach sink rate (sometimes a precise
5:1 reduction in the clearing of obstacles--at just
the right point).

2. Correct aiming point for approach (mv2 of aircraft--
reference 95).

3. Correct indication for flare initiate (IFR and black-out). -

4. Touchdown (or flare) aiming point.

5. Touchdown siak rate (termination of vertical and hori-
zontal. guidance speed reductions, but above stall).

6. Horizontal deviation within limits (sensitivity of
deviation indication).
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7. Nearly flat attitude in roll near ground (for large
aircraft).

8. Heading correct for wind to retain low deviation on
approach.

9. Heading or aim point correction near ground for wind
shear (prior to or in flare).

10. Heading "de-crab" just prior to touchdown (relative
to main gear touchdown--not too early or the aircraft
will be blown off alignment and not too late or it
will result in side thrust on the gear).

11. Heading and displacement held within limits for roll-out.

12. Abort procedures for inadequate solution to any one of
steps 1 through 11 above.

4. STEP III--CHOICE OF RADIO FREQUENCY

Many of the results of Steps I and II will now be
significant. For example, as shown in the landing measurements
discussion, some aircraft have extremely low elevation angles
as seen from the touchdown point during the terminal 2 miles .
of flight (from 0.30 to almost 3.0 or 10/1 for the F-lO1). Yet
other aircraft use steep angles without variations until just B
prior to contact when a small flare is initiated about 100 to
200 feet (less than 50 feet of height) from touchdown (V-107
and Breguet 941). For some aircraft such as a carrier fighter
or a shore operation into cable arresting systems (SATS) the
flight path is straight even to contact, the gear being designed
to take the impact. This wide variation is described in detail
in the section on flight measurements.

The point to be made here is that a common military
tactical system (merely to be common in the Air Force) must have
the radio transmission characteristics that permit formation of
guidance beams or signals over this wide range. Gilfillan,
AIL, Sperry, Hughes, LFE, Tridea, Bell and others who have
studied the long flat flare problem often conclude that a beam
about 0.50 degree in the vertical dimension is necessary. In
fact sev)ral systems use this beamwidth, GCA/PAR, GSN-5, SPN-0,
REGAL, FLARESCAN, AILS, etc. On the other hand, where a long
flare is not needed a beam much wider may be acceptable. This
is the real problem in the establishment of a useful "Signals-
in-Space" standard. If a lower frequency is picked (around
1000 Mc or lower), antenna aperture sizes that control the
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radiated energy become enormous for 0.50-degree beams. If one
relies on earth reflections such as the (FA,/ICAO) 330-Nc glide
Pfri - an '. - -& .4 0 It'. -A'. U-2 "1 e. -t- SD .%.A--'. - A - -- W t6. -4-= &-4^' 1 4c .

restricted. (Even the FAA is now considering a ground microwave
radiation, that is converted to a 330-Mc signal in the aircraft.)

If one then uses the argument that, since we are looking
for a man-portable landing system, the upper end of the useful
microwave spectrum (around 35-70 kMc) is the best, other serious
problems evolve. The transmission of microwaves through the
atmosphere (in all its various forms including heavy rain)
becomes restricted because of absorption and backqcattering.
Even at 24 and 36 kMc, where same experience exists (and consid-
erable propagation data) a power increase of several times is
needed (reference 109). For a typical 20-mile (maximum) path,
the following table (approximately) illustrates this point.
(See Volume 13, Radiation Laboratory Service.)

15 kNc 24 kNc 36 kMc

20-mile free space 20 Watts 40-50 Watts 90-100 Watts

with rain 150-200 Watts 2000-3000 1-2 Megawatts
Watts

The antenna size for a k-degree beam and a 2 degree
beam illustrates the desire to go as high as atmospheric and
weather absorption permit (all dimensions in approximate feet).

1 k~c 3 kMc 5 kMc 10 kMc 16 k1c 25 kMc 36 kMc

degree 120 40 24 12 8 5 4

2
degrees 30 10 6 3 2 1 1

Figures 40 through 43 illustrate the above points in more detail.

Assuming an airlift capability of the narrow beam
system to accommodate jet landings (b-degree antenna), the out-
side dimensions should be kept below 10 feet for direct loading
into most aircraft. To avoid disassembly of critical items
such as the antenna, the 15 to 16 kMc region and above is desired.

For a man-pack unit where the largest dimension might
be limited to 2 feet without disassembly, again the 15 to 16 kMc
region and higher appears attractive. The commonality argument,
now linked with the size, and weather absorption leads one to
the region of 15 to 16 klc.
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10 kMc (X-band) is not considered favorable (even
though antenna sizes are attractive) for the following reasons.
It is an overly populated band with dozens of radars. and
extensive interference is probable. No clear frequency assign-
ment (channelization scheme) from the FCC or the military counter-

resting to note that the industry and government test programs
have also concentrated at 15 to 16 kMc (TALAR, FLARESCAN, AILS,
SIN-•l1, etc.) for some of the above reasons.

The SPN-41, for example, uses an antenna about 2 feet
in dimension mounted in a two-axis stabilized platform for pro-
jecting a fixed guidance signal from a rolling and pitching
ship. The stabilization of a large antenna also limits the
Navy's choice in this matter. In fact the Navy SPN-1O utilizes
36 kMc for some of the same reasons. it does not function for
(radar-data link) guidance control however, beyond about 4
miles, because of the propagation limitation (backscatter, rain,
absorption) noted previously. The SPN-41 is consequently under
test for the extended "feed" for this system--from about 20
miles (reference 87).

The modular system concept must consider not only the
choice of frequency from the viewpoints of propagation and avail-
able channel assignments, but also from-the viewpoint that the
physical packaging is such as to assure portability and trans-
portability. Perhaps four basic sizes should be used--Just as
standards are now being developed for the individual pallet size
for cargo aircraft, -so also must similar standards be developed
for packaging the various versions of a tactical landing system.
Since the basic size in airlift cargo is 8 x 8 x 10 feet and a
"half size" container is 4 x 8 x 10 feet, the height dimensions
seem to run in 6 multiples of 8 feet. (Diagonals of 8 x 8 feet
would be about 11 feet.) This would make antenna sizes of 2,
4, 6, and 8 feet attractive so that the antenna would be mounted
in the equipment without need for any reassembling of such a
delicate and complex unit at the site. Time delay, training,
potential damage, loss, and installation errors, can be avoided
by a fully "integrated" design and shipment. This would permit
a cargo aircraft such as the C-130 to deliver a complete system
ready for operation when unloaded from the aircraft and properly
positioned. Assembly from numerous containers with the inevi-
table missing element should be avoided. With such dimensional
concepts, the 8-foot maximum dimension seems to be a good com-
promise. This would generate a Yz-degree beam for the guidance
path of the heavy jets (transports and fighters), and the next

model size (4 feet) would be for approach-only capability
(equivalent to standard ICAO-ILS) with appropriate beams, and
the third model size (2 feet) would be for the small antenna for
large vertical angles, no flare, etc., such as COIN, STOL, and
helicopters would use.
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a. Frequency Approvals

The FOC, ITU, ana otner national and international
frequency allocation bodies have increasing demands for radio
channel assignment for •ndr~eds of purposes. It is l
that any new radio frequency band will be opened for Tactical
Landing unless it is shown conclusively that it is completely
impossible to operate in one of the bands already established.
There are only two clearly specified assignments in the FCC
"Rules and Regulations" (reference 87).

"Part 87, Aviation Services sub-part ;N.' Radio
Navigation Land Stations" of the regulations list ground stations
that are "directly associated with airborne electronic aids to
air navigation" only in the following bands.

960--1215 Mc (TACAN-VORTAC)
1535--1660 Mc
5000--5250 Mc

15400--15700 Mc
24250--25250 Mc

When one examines the other FCC Rules and Regulations, it is
evident that the aviation services should harbor and protect
what assignments they now have. Furthermore, it is evident
that either the 5000 Mc or 15,400 to 15,700 Mc assignment would
suffice based on the other factors affecting the choice of
radio frequency. Although advantages in size would result from
the 25-kMc region, it is closely associated with radars in this
band and is severely limited by rain and absorption, requiring
some 15 to 20 times the power of the 15 kMc assignment for the
same operational range.

In choosing a radio frequency for a tactical landing
system, one must remember that its most important use will be
in other parts of the world and not the United States. The -

ability to establish a landing facility quickly in an overseas
tactical environment must be kept in mind. Frequency protection
in the United States is under the jurisdiction of the FCC. The
ITU (International Telecommunications Union) is the usual clearing
house for international frequency problems. However, the FCC
and ITU relationship is such that the same service is normally
guaranteed overseas. This is probably particularly true of the
microwave region that has not developed as extensively commeý'-
cially abroad as have the lower frequencies. It is, however,
a serious concern and more detailed studies should be conducted
for assurance of the international use of the landing system
frequency.
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This would be one of the major objectives of the rapid
establishment of a "Signals-in-Space" standard. Such a standard
would then be clear notice of the military intent of using the
band and the FCC would aid as would other governmental bodies

(strte). ithout a standrd there isa no as-sureanc thot the I
bands of 5 kMc or 15 to 16 kMc, which are most promising, could
be retained indefinitely without usage. The ever-expanding
demands for telecommunication services in this frequency area
(airborne radar, ground radars, radio altimeters, microwave
relays, satellites space-navigation, and communications-TV, etc.)
could well result In the loss of these bands.

The cost of attempting to open a new band encouraging
industry to equip and instrument for its operational application
can readily run into tens of millions oX dollars. This national
resource, which resulted from World War II efforts and subsequent
military developments, should not be lost to tactical landing
for the lack of a system standard.

b. Frequency Stability and Channelization

The two bands that appear most favorable for a Tactical
Landing System (5 and 15 kMc) have 250 and 300 Mc wide frequency
allocations respectively. The localizer assignment for ICAO
is in the 168 to 112 Mc band and provides 40 channels by assigning
facilities each 0.10 Mc (100 kc). The art of channelization and
frequency stability at this (100-Mc) part of the spectrum is
excellent with many ways of synthesizing literally hundreds of
frequencies with A single unit. The 100-kc channel spacing allows
for crystal drifts, modulation intelligence bandwidth, and variation
in IF bandwidths. Since the •'vt F intelligence is but a few kilo-
cycles, the crystal stability is the primary consideration. Some
thought is being given to the 50-kc spacings in the upper end of
the communications (VHF)band near 135 Mc.

This channelization is 1 part in 1000 when comparing
the channel separation with the csarier frequency. Consequently,
1 part in 100 thousand (1 kc or 10' frequency stability is a
typical practice--neatly keeping the signals inside the channel
width with perhaps 100 to 130 db adjacent channel protection.

If this logic were carried to the 250-300 Mc width
(frequency allocat on) which is now available for a tactical
landing system •O2 is equivalent to about 150 kc at 15 kMc.
By going to a 10 frequency stability, this would provide about
15 kc of channelization accuracy. Assuming the channels were
spaced 1 Mc apart, a total of 250 channels could be generated.
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A table will make this clear.

2 125

3 83
4 62
5 50
6 41
7 36
8 31
9 27

10 25

Even with a 10-Mc spacing and l05 accuracy, a 25-
channel system could be developed. With the multiplexing tech-
niques already demonstrated by several manufacturers, a single
channel should serve all the functions of a tactical landing
strip such as a glide path, localizer, DME% markers, etc.,
without allowing extra bandwidth for a "pairing" system as in
the ICAO-ILS. It is urged, however, that, as the modulation
and frequency stability criteria are established in the "Signals-
in-Space" standard, some tight reins be maintained. There is
a desire to have not only an Air Force "common" tactical landing
system, but also a DOD or Tri-service common system (references
27 and 61). Ultimately, one must also face the FAA/ICAO (refer-
ences 4, 61,and 24) standards for the global support that may
come through the civil applications (installations at major
bases around the world) that would appreciably aid the tactical
and logistics problems.

Thus, it is suggested that perhaps only a part of the
250 to 300 Mc assignment be initially used (that part which the
1967 state-of-the-art permits) and that by deyelopin4 better
frequency standards for air and ground (say 10 or 10Y), the
remaining portion of the 250 and 300 Mc assignment can be more
effectively used. Phasing of equipments making more efficient
use of bandwidth, and thus providing growth potential, could be
considered at some future date. At present, it would seem that
a 10-Mc spacing and ten channels would suffice for a few years.
This would leave about two-thirds of the band available for con-
tinuad development, for joint service channelization, and civil
matters.

The early TACAN 126 channels were reduced to about 80
to 90 because of interference from other services and this must
also be considered here. Potentially, by using carefully
shaped (spectrum controlled) modulation, beams, and good fre-
quency stability, growth to a 100-channel system is possible.



Since many of the problems are similar to TACAN in siting,
number of units, common military service, and civil use, the
100-channel potential seews a reasonable snliitieon, Thie Iud

aulSest that cnannel spacings of 2.5 to 3.0 Mc be the future
goal and that 10 H1c remain a current ob ective. More will be
said on the affect of beam codinge on this wateer in the next
section. It will be noted that pulses with a rapid rise time
create requirements for wide channels (O.l-usec rise time is
about 10 Me). Pulse-multiplexing to use pulse rise times
in hundredths or thousandths of microseconds (nanoseconds) is
not advisable because relative amplitude measurements essential
to most beam systems are difficult to achieve with closely
spaced ground units.

c. State of the Art (Choice of Frequency)

Both the 5 and 15 kMc as well as several other micro-
wave bands are fully engineered with many choices of trans-
mitting tubes, crystal-controlled oscillators, channelization
means, microwave components! and antennas. The industry can
provide at least ten qual-fied suppliers of such items as tubes,
microwave switches, receivers, local oscillators, ante'inas, etc.,
so that the Services would not be dependent on a single supplier
of some proprietary units in either radio fre uency region.
Competitive system development organizations about five to ten
are experienced) and competent manufacturing organizations and
suppliers (about 50 are qualified) exist for both 5 kMc and
15 kMc and make for a good competitive situation which should
result in minimum development and production costs.

Furthermore, the modular concepts of the overall
Tactical Landing System development can be shared by industry,
since there will be several breakdowns of air and ground units--
yet with each fitting the "Signals-in-Space" standard.

d. Modular Use of Ground Radiating Elements

When using the various elements of the Tactical Landing
System, one should recognize that the height in wavelengths
above the surface must be the same for all elements. DIME vertical
lobing that varies with glide path or localizer guidance can
create serious problems (reference 19). The cases of pulse,
multiplexing where several separated facilities operate on the
same radio channel but are separated by pulse codes also create
problems along similar lines. The desired signal may be inter-
fered with by a ground reflection maximum (lobe) from an
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interfering (reflection) source while the aircraft is in a null
of the desired (direct) signal (up to 20 to 30 db in depth).S...er nr .tli ....... L-- • .. • • • Oia u P.ace
the aircraft nearer the undesired signal for part of the flight
(one passes near J.F.K. localizer beams sometimes on an approach
to ', Gataia). The bandwidtns mntioned earlier in the discus-
sion of frequency and channelization are determined by the fre-
quency stability and the nature of the modulation. If sharp
pulses requiring nanosecond leading edges are involved, the
channels can have band-pass requirements (air and ground) of
up to 100 Mc. This wide bandwidth makes the equipment more
susceptible to jamming and interference from other sources
(including self-interference). Airborne radars are notorious
for interference because of their greater number, poor frequency
control, high gain beams, and their elevated locations. Also,
the airborne source of interference cannot be controlled with
respect to location or "hori:zon" (line-of-sight) protection as
in the case of ground units.

The modular use of the elements of the Tactical Landing
System must bear all this in mind, since one does not have weeks
to work out a tactical frequency channelization scheme to mini-
mize interference. The tide of a battle in a theater can cause
the tactical ground units to move into different spacings and
beam relationships, perhaps each day. For this reason, the
"clear" channel concepts appear the best. Sharing of one wide
channel by several ground landing radiations is complex. One
must remember that dozens of such units could be in operation in
a tactical theater and the effect of the modular aspects of the
equipments on the frequency channelization to avoid interference
is important.

e. Choice of Frequency Affected by Modulation

In the selection of modulation techniques, it is possible
that at first a fully compatible modulation standard for scanning
and static beam antenna systems cannot be found. It is quite
possible that this situation will not prevail. However, even if
it does, the major aspects of a common Tactical Landing System
in the Air Force will have been met with the selection of the
basic radio frequency. The major benefits will have been derived
by this one design. Standardization of the elements of the basic
transmission system (ground transmitters, power, siting, air
receivers, local oscillators, channelization, aircraft antennas,
etc.) will have been achieved.



With modern microelectronics, the addition of a somewhat
different decoding in the aircraft would not be a major disad-
vantage. The frequency channelization could be worked out for
uliewu tw ,ouiuaulii uý-ai eods (for example, ihe lower end for scan-
ning beam modulation and the upper for static beam modulation).
In due time (if not available initially). A nrPtivA P.ffrnrt (as
described under the monochrome-color TV' nalogy) can be encouraged.
Thus, perhaps a 95 percent commonality would exist between the
scanning and static beam selection.

The choice of frequency is the most important step
toward a multi-function Tactical Landing System, as it immediately
establishes the antenna sizes., the channelization methods, and
would provide a firm guidance for industry. As a result of such
guidance, more creative effort will be funnelled into the main
stream, minimizing the proliferation and cost of the diverse
landing system developments.

5. STEP IV--BEAM AND MODULATION CHARACTERISTICS

Although this discussion would apply to most frequencies,
it should b.'; noted that it assumes that a microwave frequency
with good stability is the likely resolution of Step III. In
addition to reviewing means of "earmarking" (coding or modulating
the beam) so that the airborne signal processing circuits can
determine fly-up and fly-down (and the actual angle either side
of the indicated flight path), the beam (or beams) must be lobe-
switched, scanned, mutated, o5r otherwise shifted in angular posi-
tion by one means or another. This change in beam position (as
in ICAO-ILS) must be identified with a change in modulation. If
only the 90 to 150 cps signal of the ICAO-ILS or the 30-cps of
the VOR were suitable, the bandwidth needed for the beam intelli-
gence woWld be less than that required for frequency stability
(even 10/).

However, such modulation would be an excessive and
unnecessary restriction on the development of a Tactical Landing
System that has the objective of meeting the varied landing re-
quirements of the Air Force. For example, a modular airborne
DME function using pulses to obtain accuracy commensurate with
landing may require a bandwidth of a few megacycles. This restric-
tion should not be applied to a tactical system even though the
FAA is now considering such a scheme in a microwave radioting
system heterodyned to the 100 and 330 Mc regions. Of all beam
guidance tec~hniquesdeveloped to date, the scanning beam has proven
to be the most versatile. Some ten years of development and
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millions of research and development dollars support this tech-
nology (references 5, 6, 15, 24, 29, 31, and 83). It can be
used with 8-foot, 6-.foot, 4-foot, or 2-foot antennas. The
limits of the lowest useful angle are directly related in an
inverse manner. One of the problems scanning beams encounter
is the limited "dwelling" time of the beam on the aircraft
antenna. Since the beam is in continuous motion, it is directed
at a specific angle only for a few miliseconds. As it moves
past a receiving antenna, the signal level rises and falls
according to the beam shape, and this is utilized in the receiver
for angular measurement by a beam-splitting technique. Since
the beam's angular velocity must be high to provide fresh
guidance signals, updated at least every fraction of a second,
the encoding requires a rather high duty cycle, at least for
the instant it is being received.

The modulation must establish the "pointing angle" of
the beam in milliseconds. This requires some form of high-
speed and high-resolution beam encoding to establish this
reliably and precisely. The use of pulses and magnetrons has
been encouraged by the current state of the art. The pulses
have the advantage that they can be treated with modern digital
techniques in the aircraft using micro-miniaturization elements
developed initially for the computer industry.

Of equal importance is the fact that, though other
techniques exist, pulses are the most practical form of obtain-
ing a DME function of reasonable accuracy--less than 100 feet
(references 18, 19, and 31). A rise time of 1 microsecond has
an associated bandwidth of about 1 Mc, and a rise time of 1/5
microsecond has an associated bandwidth of about 5 Mc. A mini-
mum rise time similar to the latter is needed for the accuracy
of a landing DM•E (reference 31).

Thus, there would appear to be a need for a modulation
that uses a rapidly rising pulse for both DrE and to provide
beam encoding. Furthermore, the rapid rising time of a pulse
results in the ability to -utilize more pulses per unit time so
that considerable growth potential is provided for future cases
of wide azimuthal guidance (equivalent to a sector of an omni-
range), ground-to-air data transmission of the beam, interroga-
tion of the AIMS, security IFF beacon, etc.

Two basic encoding systems have evolved. One, utilized
in REGAL by Gilfillan, has a multipulse, digital message repeated
(with changes) each few hundredths of a degree of scan (reference
121). AlL utilizes a variable pulse spacing related to vertical
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or horizontal angle. Both schemes also use spacing needed for
the multiplexing of a precision (50-foot) DME. The same code
structure of the FAA-AILS serves for DNE, vertical and azimuthal

uiduance 6o that a single, time-sharec., airborne processor
handles all three transmissions, saving considerable equipment
and comalexity.

For comparison purposes, the FAA system uses an air-
borne 330-Mc receiver with separate beam modulatio4 for the
glide path, a 110-Mc receiver that also has separate beam demodu-
lation, and a l000-Mc transmitter-receiver with high duty cycle
pulses for DIE (limited in accuracy for landing because of the

'l-Mc channel spacing that forces a slow rise time-reference 19).
This proliferation of air equipments with its complexity and
inefficient use of the spectrum should be avoided in sy new
landing systems with today's technology. Most of the ILZ devel-
opments were the results of 1940-1950 technology, before modetn
digital techniques, microwaves, etc.

Some additional thinking on these lines (of modulation)
to fit the various modular ground and air units need further
encouragement.

The beam coding should satisfy the following:

1. Fixed beams

2. Scanning beams (narrow)

3. Scanning beams (wide)

4. DME, multiplexed using the same transmission standards
as angle, but possibly one wide channel for airborne
transmission.

5. Combination of fixed and scanning beams

6. Compatible localizer

7. Glide slope and flare guidance signals

8. Transmission of future data such as RVR, clearance line,
equipment checkout signals, wide azimuthal signals,
markers, etc.

The integration of a GCA function with the scanning
beams used for guidance at some future date should not be over-
looked. Both Gilfillan and AIL demonstrated the interchange-
ability of about 80 percent of the ground units between beam
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landing guidance and GCA. Both techniques could be multiplexed
on the same ground units, thereby providing a savings in equip-
ment-........ ts, 16Ii•U , and airli•t problems would
all benefit from such a combination. Pulse rise times of about
0.10 microsecond are needed to provide sharp tnrgets for the GCA
displays and should be considered in any channelization scheme.

Also, even at low power, normally utilized for one-way

transmission the ground units can provide a limited short-range
radar capability for target range measurement near touchdown.
This DME function (really radar ranging) offers the intriguing
possibility of a simplified means for passively (airborne) estab-
lishing only near touchdown the exact distance to go. Some
experience with helicopters indicates that the target return (on
a range-gating only basis) is good for about 1/2 to 1 mile.
(Note that some Army man-pack radars are capable of "seeing"
trucks and similar sized objects at a few miles.)

This potential suggests the retention of a narrow
pulse for precise range gating of this (modular if needed) addi-
tion to the scanning beam or fixed-beam version of the Tactical
Landing System. The narrow pulses and a high prf aid in over-
coming the ground clutter, and simple range gate filters (such
as IFF decoders) with tapped delays out to about 20 microseconds
allow several samples to be taken and integrated. A long pulse
with a lnw prf does not suffice.

As noted previously, one can argue for more of an
apparently good thing and suggest a nanosecond pulse coding
(reference.95). However, this does not appear necessary, since
large bandwidths are needed, making the equipment more suscep-
tible to enemy jamming and interferenco. Verti.cal, glide slope,
ground reflection, and lobing cannot be eliminated this wVy.
Furthermore, signal separation 'by pulse multiplexing is compli-
cated. In cases such as SSR (IFF) where the ground initiates
and processes, "'defruiting" is very helpful. Also, SSR is only
a ranging system (no coding is radiated for angle), with airborne
reception of several ground stations, each with widely different
signal levels and the need to compare amplitude as well as range.
SSR experience would suggest a very detailed pulse density and
signal level study is first essential if a pulse-multiplexed
system is considered.

More details on the interaction of frequency, beam-
widths, beam lobing or scanning, and modulation on course quality
and the utility of a Tactical Landing System appears in a section
devoted to this and possible modular designs. Suffice it to say
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that it is likely that a good research and development effort
can produce a "Signals-in-Space" standard that will permit both
a scanning beam and a lobe-switched beam (fixed antenna) to hA I-
CoC.&AUla .wt bt wame airborne receiver. If such is the
case then the equipment applications will depend on the landing
requirement of the environment, miseion, and aircraft flight
characteristics. Beamwidths with some variation can be tolerated
and processed in an airborne, common receiver, with skillful
system planning and a well thought out and proven beam-coding
technique.

Some ground units may appear different physically-
fixed vs scanning beam, size of antenna (DME or no DME), etc.,
but the modulation means for establishing the guidance path in
space can and should be common and thoroughly standardized.
This standard must have the needed flexibility to meet the
operationally significant variations of (the modular) system
design. Combined lobe.-switching and scanning beam techniques
in the same ground units are also possible, bringing often the
best of both to meet certain criteria (lobe-switched for clear-
ance and scanning or path control).

6. STEP V-- "SIGNALS-IN-SPACE" STANDARD

Step V is of course, the most significant step in
the process of developing the Tactical Landing System. With
the knowledge gained from Steps I through IV, it is possible
to judge for the first time whether a proposed standard is
applicable. Since there has been no centralized source of the
knowledge required for the i~aterrelationshlp of diverse technical
fields, a "Signals-in-Space" standard could not be written for
a Tactical Landing System. The state of the art fortunately now
appears to be ripe for such an accomplishment. This step will
determine the radio frequency to be used, the number of channels,
the stability of the ground transmissions, the stability of the
airborne receiver, and the nature of the beam encoding for lobe
switching, scanning, or other beam guidance means.

It should. be noted here, however, that we have not
gone afield into "time-difference" guidance techniques as they
do not seem to fit the tactical landing picture. A suitable
time difference localizer, for example (two radiators on each
side of the runway), has not been reported as being successful,though considerable effort in France (CSF) and England (Elliotts)
has been expended. Wide ground beams are necessary to simulta-
neously receive both signals in the aircraft. Wide beams are
plagued with reflections and course perturbation. The radiation
of an angular beam of one form or another from a single site or
a combination of vertical and horizontal sites is considered.
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Furthermore, the desirability of having all landing guidance
signals received by the same airborne receiver is obvious.
Successful, known techniques lead more logicn0ly tc1 a beam type
system.

a. DME

Malny of the techniques tested to date have a means of
providing in one form or another an airborne DME function (ref-
erences 31, 56, and 95). The added DME function, even if it
uses fully compatible equipments (frequency, antenna, etc.)
must be given some thought with regard to the modulation methods
and the means of multiplexing on the beam signals. The REGAL
system used one means of DME multiplexing, the AIL&-FAA system
another, and a third is offered by the new STATE system of
Honeywell. TACAN multiplexed DME with angle in a pulse-sharing
method (pulse multiplex), and other systems do it with different
pulse length, widths or spacings. Frequency multiplexing has
also been used, but If it can be avoided and provided on the
same radio carrier of ground equipment that establishes the
vertical and horizontal guidance so much the better. The beam
modulation can be a simple matter when time-sharing the signal
between two beams. DME, if it is the third multiplexed signal,
should be optional for reasons to be given, but, when used, it
should be a full partner in the multiplexing function. If not
used, the multiplexing function is open (open time slots or code
positions, etc.).

Whether the DME should be all-around looking so that
it could be used for orbital flights to intersect the localizer
at the appropriate distance (suitable for bracketing and stabi-
lization before descent) or for only a sector, is important before
equipment and techniques are evolved. An area navigation system
that mag be available (DQ, OMEGA, LORAN, DECCA) is justification
for a sector DME coverage rather than a 360 degree coverage.
This should be resolved in the signal standard. Since a preci-
sion DME is really needed for landing (say 50 feet for computing
flare, air drop control, and off-set aiming) or establishing
height limits (R-O) and is economically achievable in the micro-
wave region with sharp pulses, the bandwidth involved must be
a guiding factor in the channelization scheme.

The thought that the urgency of a tactical system might
call for, say, a 10-channel system to be developed at high
priority in only a fraction of the total 250 to 500 Mc allocated
band must be kept in view, since a more fully devcloped means
of channelization could evolve in due time without jeopardizing
the Signals-in-Space arguments. The TACAN clear channel vs
the ANDB pulse multiplex channels for DME are examples of every-
thing being nearly common(frequency, function, purpose), but
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only a slight bit of incompatibility resulted in a major defeat
for the ANDB-DME that had alrealy been prOpnIA by thet U.. tT
ICAO for international adoption and had been funded for 450
installations, most of which were already in. The stalemate

.. .. cot perhaps huadreds of ,,lion.i and delayed
a useful DME to both Civil and Military for nearly a decade
after the time it could have been available. This is only one
example of the significance of this step. The failure occurred
mostly because a good effort had not been put into Steps I
through IV of our synthesis of a system concept. The political,
economic, and intnrnational factors became predominant since
little good data was available to the so called "VORTAC" committee.
The committee required over a year of independent research and
dozens of meetings to get at the technical facts that should
have been-available before the signal standard conflict developed.

Another good national example is that of compatible
color televisions. Although the battle is over and the standards
have been established that permitted the expenditures of the
vast resources needed to make a production unit available to the
public, the record is probably more fully documented than that
of TACAN by the good graces of the IRE. This august body of
scientists and engineers was drawn into the battle among three
incompatible but proven systems. The criteria of color working
compatibly with the already established standards and operation
of monochrome TV were overwhelming. After a struggle of many
years, the original FCC decision (frame-sequential) was abandoned
for "dot-sequential," but a fully compatible scheme.

To avoid going into the details at this juncture (which
incidentally are not only informative, but germane to the problem
at hand, since not three but perhaps a dozen Tactical Landing
Systems exist), we will note that other sections cover parallel
examples of establishing equivalent standards to those of a
Tactical Landing System. -The parallelism is somewhat surprising. -

Research on the scientific methods used before presenting their
technical solution of the incompatible color TV impasse to the
special U. S. Senate committee for approval (indirect since the
FCC was the responsible body, but had approved another system)
is worthy of deep study by those individuals who must face this
problem in the tactical landing area. Success or failure is
apt to involve tens of millions of dollars so that it cannot be
taken lightly. Possibly, after data from Steps I through IV can
be placed before such a body, the most experienced and mature
individuals of the electronic, government and aviation communities
should establish the standards.

Before the "Signals-in-Space" standards can be written
ard agreed upon (even within the Air Force) the various concepts
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should have at least been examined by means of experimantAl
=de l.... d fl•bg• bests. A preliminary signals-standard might

first be outlined for guiding these developments. This might
have to be recognized as a somewhat risky DUsiness and exbreme
control exerted to avoid a premature unsatisfactory standard.
Yet, a standard must be based on something other than opinion
and technical estimates. The hard facts of landing guidance
would suggest that three or four experimental tests be conducted
with the various Air Force users and with some coordination with
the other services and DDR & E. As noted in Step II, only sample
systems, limited to those that seem to fit (with commonality)
the operational needs, should b6 tested. These flight tests
should be thorough and quantitative, using the actual types of
aircraft, and in environments that are typical of the tactical
situations (reflections, clearances, and hasty installations
that are moved frequently).

Although, out of the three or four tested, perhaps
not one (as it is then configured) will survive the Step V
"Signals-in-Space" standardization. The quantitative, measured
outputs will determine the nature of the standard. As in the
examples cited, the development of a working, proven model is
needed before a meaningful standard can be written to describe
the units and system features. The standard may improve on the
test model techniques, but its validity can only be established
by scientific, measured means--not simply another committee.

The standardization committee's function is important
at the right time when it has material upon which to deliberate
and decide. The decisions can be complex, involving interagency
economic, and (hopefully) mostly technical matters. Steps I
through IV provide this body of knowledge that the standards
committee will finally use in preparing the gsignals-in-Space"
standard. ICAO standards, IEEE standards, FCC standards, etc.,
should all be studied for guidance in such a complex field.

The first tentative or provisional standard with
limited commitments and a well-established review period for
revision is a good administrative means of allowing some ingen-
uity and flexibility, and yet leaving room to correct any
blunders. ICA0 has been somewhat successful with this method
of standardization. It allows progress (under controls), and
attempts to avoid an "over-commitment" that would economically
restrict or dictate the standard. When this occurs, it is
usually with considerable sacrifice and loss of time.
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b. Interagency Standards

The Air Force does not stand alone in the •poban h a e
of tcct•ac la-ii`i (references 27, 61, 62, 98, and 103). Conse-. e
quently, the preparation of the standard for the Air Force should U
bear in mind some tri-ServicA problems _nd attempts should be
made to avoid them. If each of the Services comes forth with
different standards (for example, frequency incompatibility), a
stalemate is likely to continuo for another decade with further
proliferation of systems. However, there is evidence that a
joint common standards committee of the Services and DDR & E
would find more mutual benefit and interest than are first apparent.
There appears to be a real desire finally to get something accom-
plished in this tactical landing area.

Furthermore, in the case of the Air Force standards
for a Tactical Landing System, the missions and types of aircraft
are so broad as to encompass nearly all variations. Thus, a
tri-Service standard would probably reflect Air Force needs more
fully than others. The aircraft carrier landing problem is dis-
tinct but considerable progress has been made through the Navy's
established ACLS (All Weather Carrier Landing Systems) office.
At least a focal point exists in the Navy which is difficult to
discern at present in either the Air Force or Army. Each Service
will be doing its "homework,` but with the guidance of the "Signals-
in-Space" concept. Overlapping areas of tactical significance
are treated with common signals and ground equipments.3

Even a common (tri-Service) decision on the choice-of-
radio-frequency would be a welcomed achievement of the "preliminary"
standards effort. If more details cannot be established, this
would allow (with some restrictions on the beam and modulation
methods) a coordinated, experimental program to be initiated.

The second "Signals-in-Space" standardization step would
be the detailing of the modulation and airborne demodulation tech-
niques (descending) to allow for the maximum of flexibility. If
it cannot be fully achieved, which is also a possibility, the
extent of the diversity can be controlled. What cannot be made
"common" and, therefore, justifies a special modulation or beam-
forming scheme, can be limited. What is likely to be suitable
to the vast majority can proceed with full implementation in its
various forms while retaining the "Signals-in-Space" standards.

7. STEP VI--NODULAR DESIGN

Once the decision on the "Signals-in-Space" standard
is confirmed, the way is clear for several parallel developments
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to this standard. Some are "building block" modules from basic
capabilities to combinations for more demandin gequiren~ents.
Obhere may be a completely integrated ground sy3tem. Table IVi
and Figure 44 describe such a modular concept. This will be a
matter for areful stud,- so than not too max1y variations develop
with problems of inventory. The major variations are in the
ground units: the air units perhaps being nearly all common,
but with a possible simplification (for example, DME or no DM)
and variations in path width and angular coverage.

a. Module No. 1

This module utilizes beams about 2.0 to 2.5 degrees
in width and is chosen since this is suitable for the normal I

approach glide angle for jet aircraft such as the Century Series
fighters and jet transports. It creates a path equivalent to
the standard ILS path with a small fixed (lobe-switching) antenna.
The size for Ku- and C-band (15 kMc and 5 kMc) is 2 feet and 6
feet respectively. Because the beams are fixed, the course
width is preordained to a great extent assure the possible (and
expected) locations of false courses due to the side lobes. If
necessary, these are operationally eliminated with side-lobe
suppression or "clearance" arrays (such as the FAA waveguide
localizer). However, considerable, additional complexity is
involved. The vertical path should not be elevated more than
about four degrees for this reason. In tactical sites for steep
approaches (with COIN, STOL, helicopters, etc.) at 6 to 10
degrees, this should be avoided. This configuration would supply
a low ceiling capability of about 200 feet and a 3 mile and
permit establishment of appropriate GPIP (approach-aim) points.
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b. riodule No. 2

Thi =n.it 3overc•ums the high angle limitations of
module one and should not be used for low angle approaches.
With beams about 6 degrees in width, the lowest (clean) paLh
angle. is about b degrees (even then a half-power signal is
radiated at zero degrees, creating some meter nonlinearity by
illuminating the ground). Module 2 will not have false courses
below a path at around 7 to 9 degrees and will have wider cross-
overs (couarse widths) commensurate with the wider beams. This
is acceptable as noted previously since steeper angles call for
wider courses. The change in beam signal per knit angle known
as a db/degree criteria is best met with a cross-over at about
an Y-power point. This can be varied at higher angles slightly
by mi,.inmizing ground reflections as they affecL the meter
linearity when high level. beam overlap is used. Module 2 might.
serve as a STOL Glide Path.

c. Nodule ho. 5

The horizontal course widths are usually wider since
the aircraft maneuvers relatively more in the horizontal plane
with respect to the landing site than in the vertical plane.
The usually (ICAO) accepted course widths are from ±2 degrees
to ±+ degrees or sector widths of 4 and 8 degrees respectively.
The suggested 8-degree beamwidths are adjustable for about
these course widths. The beams are symmetrical on either side
of the centerline of the larding or drop area and thus illuminate
the minimum number of objects (on either side). Some form of
side-lobe suppression is necessary to avoid false courses. If
one were to widen the beams to avoid nearby false courses then
the db/degree change between the beams (skirt slopes) would not
be adequate for the course stability (reflection and low db/degree
add together).

Many years of experience and some four to five systems
have proven these figures to be near optimum.

Although the wider localizer beams are at first inviting
(since they could be made wide enough to avoid side lobes and
false course out to say 35 degrees from the course), the slope
of the beam at cross-over (on course) creates such a small
db/degree change. Any minor perturbations to the beam from
fixed reflecting objects, moving objscts, vertical lobing (nulls
in the vertical pattern of the horizontal guidance) result in
couirse bends, reversals, shifts and nonlinearity. The difference
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in path length can be long or short. In sOmA ' q ,,Ia•-_
edge-vracking" will provide some improvements. However, the
many problems of extreme bandwidth, previously notedp must then

be r~u~v~~i Te mst othersoma r efiectlun&o are often from
the ground in front of a glide path. If, for example, a wide
vertical beam (say 6 degrees) is forced on the ground for a
2.5 degree path, deep vertical lobing with many adverse effects
on the pilot's display (flat spots, reversals, etc.) appear.
To overcome this by leading edge tracking, a cycle of the
carrier frequency (two Fresnel zones) must be considered (refer-
ences 45, 46, 4'7, 48, and 109). This would require bandwidths
far exceeding the available fre~quency allocations.

d. Module No. 4

This module uses a scanning beam (mechanical or elec-
trical) and has the advantages of flexibility in the selection
of path angle over a wide range without concern for side-lobe
suppression. Course width is also flexible. It has a problem
of mechanically or otherdise scanning a beam of some sort.
The inherent advantage of simple side-lobe suppression provided
by scanning beams can be of considerable significance in a
tactical landing system. The "Signals-in-Space" standard should
accommodate continuous scanning beam techniques since they seem
reasonable answers to not cnly narrow beams for low angle flare,
but also wider beams for staniard and high angle glide paths.
Side-lobe suppression is avoided in both cases. Both narrow and
wide beams are essential to USAF for tactical operations. The
steep angle of the helicopter and STOL often permits 1/10
obstacles lines and thus a wide selection of potential landing
points in a tactical area.

Module 4 will be physically small for light helicopter,
trucks, or even man-pack means of installation. Fortunately,
as the steepness of the glide-path angle increases, smaller
antennas with wider beams can be used. The wider beams do not
permit paths to be selected much below about 1 to 1.5 times the
width of the scanning beam. Signal radiation is terminated
when the scanning beam starts to point near the ground. However,
a 2.5-degree beam could readily produce V/STOL, STOL, and heli-
copter paths between 4 and 20 degrees. The over-swing of the
beam beyond tV>- described approach path provides clearance
signals and allows for wide course widths at high angles.

A brief analysis of a steep helicopter approach (15
degrees) suggests that a course width of about +7 degrees, -5
degrees, or a t;otal of 12 degrees be allowed. This would place
the upper full-scale indication at an angle of 22 degrees. If
the beam continued to radiate as it scanned to 30 degrees, an



8-degree sector of protection (above the course), and suppressing
of side lobes would prevail. At such steep anles the approach

wped lb 'reduceu d often a'ound 30 to 45 knoobsj and wind shear
can be quite detrimental to following a narrow course. If a
wide course is not provided. the "tightness" of the pilot's
deviation indication is in excess of his control limits. In
other words, the narrow course at high angles results in an
overly active deviation indication with a poor coupling between
the course width indication, pilot, and the aerodynamics of the
situation (references 104 and 122).

This is illustrated in Figure 41 by the fact that a
glide path at 3.0 degrees with a width of t1.0 degree is readily
flyable since its longitudinal course width is about 1400 feet
at a height of 100 feet (CAT II). If this same course width in
degrees is used fcr a 1ide path at 15 degrees, the width is only

- 52 feet or a change of sensitivity of over 25 times. Furthermore,
at the steeper angles, the forward speed is reduced so that wind
gusts, shear, and directional char~es can be fa. more bothersome
than at the flatter angles where higher speeds are pdmissible.
To keep the sink rate within reason, any steep angle approach
is slower (in forward speed) and thus winds have much larger
effects. A 15-knot wind shear on a 45-knot approach is a
change of 33 percent of ground speed. The glide path ijdication,
being a ground reference, is thus adversely affected. These two
difficulties of steep angle approaches are additive and create
serious piloting and display problems.

It would appear that a module such as Module 4 with
flexible selection of both path angles and sensitivities over
a wide range would be essential for coping with the varied
tactical environments these aircraft encounter. If flat angles
with clear approaches are available, other aircraft will suffice,
but the basic justification for the STOL, and helicopter, is the
small landing areas, and adverse obstacle lines. This permits
the Field Commander a wide range of operational decisions for
air operations not possible with fixed-wing jet-powered aircraft.
Thus module 4 is an essential element of our Tactical Landing
System.

e. Module No. 5

This is another of the examples of modular system con-
eepts and is likely to be modified in detail with further study.
It serves, however, to illustrate a point in the concept. This
unit provides an azimuthal guidance signal by means of 4-degree
beams scanning over about 35 to 50 degrees either side of the
centerline.
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The beams are by past experience (references 6, 57, and.
99) narrow enough for a clean localizer .i oi.ncc.. . "aing
beams can "gate" out reflections from objects removed by a beam-
width or so of the centerline. Furthermore, it perm..ts antenna

.. .. .to feet to D %designed Lhat can be readily usedfor man-pack units. The 1-foot unit at Ku-bhAnd would be suchthat the antenna structure could be an integral part of the pack-

age and no assembly at the site would be necessary, merely level-
ing and bore-sighting for the corr-ect clearance lines. Simple,
resonant torsional di'ives wiLh infinite life (requiring low power)
can provide the wide angle scanning without expensive phased
arrays of a"Wullenweber" type antenna. The antenna in a circular
housing would be fully protectpd and nvt affected by wind, mach
as the rotating rotodomes on Navy aircraft. The usual course
widths for localizer flying ±2.5 degrees can be readily achieved.
Reports that helicopter IFR flight needs wider localizer courses
(about 20-degree sector widths--references 101 and 102) can be
satisfied with a simple airborne adjustment of module 5. The
same ground units could serve both the narrow fixed-wing course
widths requirements as well as the V/STOL widths without ground
unit modifications or adjustments.

This module is one of considerable interest in air-drop
operations. It could be set up and operated from battery power
almost anywhere. A D.ME modular unit could be added, sharing the
same ground transmitter equipment by adding a ground receiver.
Air drop accuracy could be considerably enhanced with horizontal
alignment and precise range, from or near the drop point. Precise
altimeters should also be used with the two functions.

The significa~ne of Module 5 is that even with low
ground transmitter power, modern airborne receiver technology
permits signals to be received readily at distances of 10 to
30 miles. With a wide azimuthal scan, a large volume of air-
space is covered. For example, _+45 degrees by 10 miles is-equiva-
lent to a total area coverage of about 75 square miles. It is
expected that Loran, Omega, inertial, and other self-contained
navigation means within the aircraft could find this cooperative
signal on the ground. Once the coverage is penetrated, terminal
accuracies are then available far exceeding these self-contained
systems. The scanning beam can proide R.-9 coordinate data
(with DME) throughout its coverage (much like a minute VOR-DME
or TACAN). It is, however, much more precise and has landing

* localizer course qualities and accuracies exceeding most self-
contained systems by two or thr'ee orders of magnitude.

This unit can be used alone or with a vertical unit to
* provide a full approach capability. The sharing of much of the
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power and electronics can be achieved with modular planning.
However packaging. so thAt sApArwhAVAY fAt'tnl= ad nAt1
sites or co-located sites can be employed is best. Discussions
on siting will indicate the reasons in more detail, but one basic
limitation Of a UO-located only (not separable) conceDt is that
the flight path of the aircraft is directly toward the guidance
units, and they can be blown over, damaged, or shadowed by the
aircraft. Split siting overcomes this optimizes the use of the
available landing area, properly establishes GPIP, and thus is
likely to satisfy lower ceiling operations and higher safety
criteria. It is not denied, however, that placing the two
together in the same unit is useful in certain applications and
the modular design includes this choice, but is not restricted
to it.

f. Module No. 6

This module is a narrow, vertically scanned beam. Its
main function is the guidance of a high-performance tactical air-
craft throughout approach, flare, flare path, and to touchdown,
utilizing minimum amounts of runway. Module 6 is particularly
applicable to the Century Series fighters and airlift aircraft
such as the C-141 and C-5A, but will serve many other types as
well. When used with the precision DMZI function it will permit
any GPIP to be computed within the aircraft. Thus, each aircraft
can have a preferred GPIP, flare path, and touchdow., utilizing
its own path computation, self-contained in the aircraft. The
approach of many of these aircraft is so closely related to a
successful flare and landing that the full landing guidance cri-
teria must be considered. This is true even though a CAT III
(b or c) capability is not an initial goal.

Flexibility of approach angle, GPIP (approach aim point--
references 54, 35, and 36), visual contact height indications,
and other features of a fully engineered high-performance landing
guidance signal are obtainable in this modular design. It would
be similar to the techniques that have been in test and develop-
ment for some ten years so that engineering details should be
available (references 5, 6, 29, 31 56, and 57). This unit
should be packaged into a van within the airlift packaging dimen-
sicns so that it can be airlifted in its entirety and installed
in an hour or so without the assembly of any elements at the site.
The airlift aircraft (probably a C-130, or equivalent) would
serve as the flight inspection aircraft after dolivery, so that
an approved facility with monitoring exists, much as in a perma-
nent facility; but all this to be done within two to three hours.
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The IFR ability to cope with he !ong, flat, 1.
trajectory of the Century Series fighters (such as tha F-101)
would provide in most sites an additional 2000 feet of runway
.now denied becauo of the .Uiaaequate location of the GPIP. The
beamwidth must be narrow enough to generate a path at a low
point some distance from the radiator and to provide means of
positive obstacle clearance. The typical threshold height of
8 to 10 feet and threshold path angles of about 0.6 to 0.8
degrees will be quite demanding of this modular unit.

Possibly, guidance to a location that is only over the
tta-vshold approach will suffice• but the examination of sample
trajectories in a separate section of this report is invited.
The radio altimeter, often considered by the Civil authorities
and the airlines, is not considered suitable in this application
because of terrain irregularities before threshold. After the
new GPIP is established, this is even more evident. Certainly
precise height from at least 150 feet is needed. The radio
altimeter would require a level surface from 5000 feet beyond
threshold to the touchdown point. The coordinates provided by
Nodule 6 (including DME) permit flexibility of path, but a
positive indication of the threshold conditions and the touch-
down point. This type of guidance is important to the jet
fighter if duck-under maneuvers, overshooting, barrier engage-

ment? or loss of landing (deceleration) chutes are realistically
considered. The acquisition of about 2000 feet of additional
runway (under CAT I, II, or even III--reference 36), elimination
of the high risk, and reduction of the number of accidents
already attributed to duck-under maneuvering (reference 354) will
readily justify this development of Module 6.

g. Module No. 7

This module is an attempt at simplifying the scanning
beams for cases where only a single vertical angle, settable
by the ground personnel, is desired. This is a typical require-
ment of the Navy carrier type landings (or SAATS) in which the
limited cable area demands that a fixed non-flaring path be used
that is about 5 to 4 degrees in elevation relative to the touch-
down point. This could be achieved with something like Module 1,
but the side-lobe considerations above and below the path are
important. Often jet (steep angle) penetration from above the
glide path requires deviation indicator protection up to perhaps
10 to 15 degrees to avoid the indication of a false course
created by side lobes. Also, below the path it is essential
that protection be given for full clearance down to the horizon,
certainly without any false courses and with a positive, full
fly-up indication.



This module uses a scanning beam, but utilizes only
a small part of the n•An so'-i fy -r*-e -Poh mlf^ •
continues to scan and radiate beyond the small course sector,
creating its own side-lobe suppression signal. A second (higher
pa.kI) could be ge---- Led or STOL, but each sector is a discrete
path determined by the ground personnel and the flight environ-
mental factors. Both air and ground electronics are simplified
for this unit over a fully encoded scanning beam, as is the case
in Module 6. The coding for Module 7 could be designed to be
compatible with that of Module 6 at the selected angles, so that
the same airborne equipments could be used with either ground
facility (similar to S.PN-41).

Mechanically, another possibility exists for the design
of Module 7 wherein a beam is scanned only a small angle ( 3 to 5
beamwidths) and the signal is then switched to a clearance signal
on either side of the scanned sector. Thus, it is a marriage of
scanning beams and static beams in this sense. The lower gain
of the static clearance beams would require greater power to
assure adequate signal coverage. The side lobes are often only
12 to 18 db down from the beam maximum, and the loss of gain of
the clearance antenna must take this into consideration. Further-
more, side lobes should be at least 6 to 8 db below the suppression
signal at all angles of concern. If the antenna is scanned over
a wider angle to achieve this same result, the loss in antenna
gain (clearance) is avoided and ground lobing due to wider clear-
ance beams (in the vertical) are avoided. This is a choice that
probably cannot be made except by hardware experimentation and
with flight testing. However, the wide choice of technical options
speaks well of this modular design (reference 7).

h. Nodule No. 8

Module 8 incorporates the same concept as Module 7 in
the horizontal plane. Most of the same arguments prevail (loss
of clearance antenna gain when limited scan angles are used? sus-
ceptibility to lobing, etc.). If, however, a high-power unit is
used for radar (GCA) on the same frequency, it can be time-shared
and used for the clearance signal such as in the FAA-AILS design
(reference 6).

Another option of Module 8 would be a narrow scanningbeam for long runways (Yz-degree beam horizontally scanned) with

a second (and wider angle) scanning beam taking over beyond about
4 degrees cn either side of the course. This offers the side-lobe
suppression with lower power, and this unit could be combined
with Module 5, covering out to ±30 to 45 degrees, but deactivated
in the center sector (8 degrees) of the scan in favor of the
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radiation of the narrower beams. Signal levels would probably
osa~ire edeq 1-te Sidc- Iobc Zupp-'=aior aid ptuiaps even the same
modulator-transmitters, etc., could be retained in a two-step
method of "fine" and "coarse," much as is the case with two spAi
omniranges (references 72, 73,and 74). Thus, Module 8 might in
reality be just another configuration of Module 5 and a horizontal-
mounted Module 6. Or, it could be a combination of a static model
similar to Module 3 with Modules 6 or 5 with the beams oriented
to establish the best clearance and side-lobe suppression cases.
Testing of such combinations is an example of the exploitation of
the modular building block concept.

i. DME Modules

The additive ground units for DME functions are essen-
tially a receiver, antenna, and encoding means for multiplexing
the existing ground transmitter. This unit is an element of
Modules 1 through 8 and is already available for angular guidance.
There seems to be no need for a separate DME ground transmitter
if skillful system planning is used.

The means of establishing the return path to the air-
craft is important. In 'REGAL, the aircraft equipment interro-
gates the ground units only after the airborne scanning beam
receiver recognizes the presence of the beam (through its digital
angular decoding circuits). Then it uses the high gain path of
the narrow beam ground antenna to establish a path to and from
the ground for the period of beam dwelling on the aircraft. The
DME relays were multiplexed with the azimuthal or vertical guidance
signal (reference 121). Another scheme is time-sharing so that
a scanning slot (of time) is opeli and the scanning antenna is used
exclusively for DME functions. Another method is to use a separate
antenna so that the exact timing for the direct path on the high
gaia beam is avoided. This reduces path gains (to and from the
aircraft) considerably and may require greater power, or a restric-
tion on the azimuthal coverage of the DME. DME has its greatest
penalty in the aircraft where a separate transmitter is needed.
The passive DME concept of a range-gated radar return (only at
short ranges) is cheap and could be a simple small module of
importance to V/STOL operaticns. This conzept assumes only one
aircraft in the range gates and the reflected guidance signal
(which is also received in the air) is examined to determine the
exact location of the airport in range only for the last mile or
so. This ground signal is then relayed to the aircraft utilizing
the same proportional coding of the angular system, thus employing
the already available airborne receiver and decoder. This signal
can be stored for an interlaced scan period. The airborne equip-
ment is then fully passive (sometimes an important military con-
sideration) end a maar~s of assuring the use of the range signal to
the single aircraft i. needed (height may be adequate).
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Another intriguing and widely variable equipment is
. . j .. V .L.. LA• Ip- CL *

By cross-banding (using the microwave guidance for interrogation)
of the AIMS transponder and employing the airborne reply much as
any D)PU (on tne grouncd), tiae aircraft can achieve a three-way
transmission loop. Both air and ground can have range indication
in this manner. In fact? a cheap, high-performance "secondary
GCA" exists with these signals.

For those aircraft that have TACAN, the TACAN-DME can
also be used, but has the standard disadvantage of a wide, shaped
pulse, with poor leading edges. The sharp rise of the SSR (AIMS)
pulses have a more Inviting characteristic if reasonable DME
accuracy for landing is desired. The AIMS pulses are measured
in tenths of microseconds while the TACAN-DPIE is measured in
full microseconds. About an order of accuracy advantage of
AIMS/DMI over TACAN/DME should exist, though means for improving
TACAN/DNE are under test and study at present (references 18 and
19).

The DME function, not always being needed, is considered
optional in many applications 9and its multi-choice modular addi-
tion when needed is desirable. It may be added to either vertical
or horizontal guidance sites or used separately for other func-
tions such as R-9 coverage.

Table V is a summary of "Rules of Thumb" for fixed-
beam guidan%.e techniques and ground-scanning beams.
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TABLE V

SUMMARY OF RIULES OF TmT mh in
F=IED-BEAM GJIDANCE TECENIQUES I

AND GROUND SCANNING BFLAS

FIXED-BEAM GUIDANCE TECHNIQUES

1. For good vertical guidance, less than -6 db should illuminate
the ground to avoid reflect4in•s that create nonlinear meter
action flat spots, reversals etc.

2. Beamwiaths (3 db) should be slightly less than the lowest de-
sired glide path.

3. Multiple false courses due to side lobes are possible, starting
about l1 beamwidths off-course.

4. L idit high-angle applications because of 3 above to avoid false
courses below the path.

5. Course width limited to about 'ý beamwidth (a wider width has a
low db/degree change forcing the lower lobes onto the ground).

6. Course width is variable--about 40 percent.
7. Wide azimuthal beams illuminating objects create course bends,

narrow beams have some lobe suppression problems, and again
db/degree is important to course quality and stability.

GROUND SCANNING BEAMS

1. Side-lobe suppression requires AGO over two to three scan periods.
2. The lowest proportional guidance angle is based on beamwidth

(about 2/3 a beamwidth).
3. Radiating while vertical beam is pointed at negative angles

creates false courses.
4. Linear beam (proportional region) is about the scan angle minus

2 x the beemwidth.
5. A clearance signal beyond the scan angle is needed for certain

applications in horizontal guidance.
6. Course width cannot exceed scan angle below (or above) the

selected course in vertical guidance applications.
7. Course sensitivity above a vertical path can be different than

below.
8. Some forma of static beam transmissions can be made to appear

in a scanning beam receiver as a scanning beam signal over a
limited angle.
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FIGURE 45. SMPLIFIED SCANNING BEAM ENGODDING

j•Simplified Scanning Beam Encoding

Where large angular coverage is desired, some accuracy
degradation is acceptable, and simplicity of airborne units is
of highest; priority; for this purpose a simple airborne decoder
can be used. Take the vertical example (Figure 45A) whets the
beam scans some fixed vertical angle at some constant scanning
rate. The fixed vertical angle and constant scanning rate are
both easily obtained characteristics for scanning beams (1 part
in a 1000 for each). As the beam scans' in a reciprocatin~g motion
(up scan and down scan), it will be noted that the path (dotted
line) is defined by comparing T1 with T2. The beam direction is
determined by simply switching a constant modulation signal (con-
stant tone. or PFR) so that the up scan is one constant modulation
and the dow#n scan is another.

Au inexpensive airborne timing (105) reference (tuning
forks, crystal, or clock) measureo the difference between the
reception of the nose of the beam (beam splitting is a common
art). Thus., intervals T1 and, T2 are equal if the path is midway7
in the scan angle. Say the total angle (x) is 20 degrees, at
10 degrees one would find the two periods between up and down
scans equal. At 5 degrees the period would be such that Tl=3T2
(5 degrees = 3 x 5 degrees). The airborne receiver now takes
on the nature of a simple unit that is a detector with two
filters (one for up and one for down scans) and a timing circuit.
Compared with the encoding of the various scanning beams that
have been built (i.e., REGAL, etc.), this would simplify certain
airborne units considerably (Figure 46).
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The extent of modul-rity hrb,,,i k be e -rnr-c i-
detail, but an illustrative breakdown might be helpful at thJspoint.

1 II III

Primary Electrical Ground Beam Eodulation
Power Tr•asmit~er

a. Battery a. Low power a. Vertical guidance

b. Gas cells b. Medium power b. Horizontal guidance

c. Gasoline c. High power c. DME
generators

d. Turbine d. Low duty cycle d. Simnplified timing

e. Base power e. High duty e. Other analog
cycle

IV V
Ground .Uiidance Ground DME
Ant eruias M_ t io__ns_ _

a. Small fixed a. Microwave receiver

b. Medium fixed b. SSR-AIMS Receivei
beam

c. Small-scanning c. Radar-range gate

d. Large-scanning d. All utilize I - IV

For example, modular system I might use sub-elements Ia, Ila,
IIIb, IVb and Vb4 as another example, modular system VI might
use Id, lIb, IIIabc, IVd and Va.

These basic elements can be packaged into various landing
guidance systems configurations to meet varied tactical require-
ments. In order to minimize the number of elements further
study is obviously warranted.

k. Permutations of Modules 1 through 8

It should be noted that there are permutations of
various basic modules that were previously described. For
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example, Nodule 1 could use a narrow fixed beam overlapped with
a wider upper 0eam to minimize lobes causing false courses above
the intended course. "Tapered" radiation patterns may help to
redhu# thp proximity of the fqla-A courses created by side !obes.
Except for making the radiated signal directive, no techniques
seem suitable for reducing ground reflections in the vertical
plane that cause adverse glide path deviation indications (flat
spots, non-linearity, reversals, lack of full scale deflection).
This means that there should be a beam slope near the horizon
of about 6 to 10 db/degree for steep angles. The section on
Fundamentals of Landing Guidance describes this limitation in
more detail.

Another possibility is a multiplicity of beams, each
overlapping the adjacent one 3 to 6 db down from the beam nose.
For examp3e, five beams each 2 degrees wide overlapped at the
3-db points would cover about a 10-degree sector, providing a
number of discrete paths. The beam-switching and modulation,
however, can become complex and, to assure the same coverage,
the antenna must be nearly coincident. An electronic means such
as a "Wullenweber" static scanner may be possible, but such an
antenna has not been tested for the demanding beam requirements
of instrument landing guidance.

Again, it should be noted that Modules 1 through 8
aEue described to illustrate the basic methodology for arriving
at a building block-modular, multi-function tactical landing
system design.

8. STEP rII--OPERATION SYSTEXS CONFIGURATIONS

The modular design concepts described in the previous
section are intended to be utilized to configure different overall
Tactical Landing Systems. The criteria for specific configura-
tions include the following:

1. Desired ceiling limits

2. Aircraft characteristics (aerodynamics, maneuverability,
size)

3. Size of landing strip (length, obstacle clearance)

4. Other landing aids (runway lights, TACAN, VASI,
arresting gear, electrical power), etc.

5. Desired portability (or air lift transportability)
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6. Economics

7. Safety

For any particular mission any one of these can have
an overriding InfliTence. For example, the risks in MR landing
in a battle zone are high, but the accidents should be kept low.
To maintain adequate safety standards ceilings are usually pre-
scribed for each configuration or landing aid. For typical civil
examples, the ICAO has done this; however, a similar set of
tactical criteria must also be developed. Accident investigations
will determine the allowable losses due to poor IFR landing capa-
bility. A landing system improperly engineered, installed, or
utilized can be lethal. The Air Force is as diligent in accident
analysis (tactical oi otherwise) au the CAB. Any over-extension
of a particular module or electronic aids for IFR will show up
in landing accident statistics. Even in civil operations, where
one expectc more controlled conditions, landing accidents account
for half the fatalities of the airlines. It is consequently a
sensitive area that, if not solved correctly, can inhibit the
IFR utilization of tactical aviation.

Other considerations may be simple ones, such as the
problem of physically installing the tqnits. This is one reason
ICAO-ILS siould not be considered--since extensive site prepara-
tion, equipment adjustment, and flight inspection, often taking
weeks, is needed. Furthermore, the modern 100-foot antenna
structures for localizers and glide paths (needed for poor sites)
are enormous in size aud weight (relative to a microwave system).

An air c-rop mission may utilize only a smnall azimuthal
guidance unit so that the pilot can align the aircraft. Perhaps
he is partially lost; and even to locate the general area of
the drop point, this unit is needed. Since visual sighting is
quite unreliable in unprepared and unmarked areas, even the
target point may not be visible until too late. Thus, the small
azimuth unit would be man-packed and battery-powered. The 2-foot
dimensional limits and packages (maybe two) not weighing more
than a man can carry on his back should be considered. In current
and future brush warfare, the dependence on the airplane and
helicopter is reaching the point that it may be as essential to
have such an electronic unit for survival (via airdrop) as it
is to carry a gun or a mortar.

In other words, the tactics, both in the Air Force
and particularly the Army, are changing to such an extent that
greatly improved means for quickly and accurately locating drop
and landing sites are essential to the success of modern military
concepts. The truck, mule, and rail support concepts of World
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Wars I and II seem to have been extensively replaced by air

support for supplies, fire power, personnel movements, andincreased fluidity of battle (front lines hardly exist).

Combinations of various modules will be illustrated
in Fisures 47 through 50. It will be noted that, though the
same two units may be used in certain cases the separate siting
of the vertical and horizontal guidance modules achieves certain
important operational advantages. This is particularly true in
cases where the vertical guidance is located ahead of the
landing threshold (land-flares). Other reasons include cases
in which the vertical guidance is located within the clearance
(inside threshold), and steep angles are used to achieve a
suitable obstacle clearance line. Narrow and sharp beams can
be mixed as well as the use of angle and DME to compute forward
paths (Phantom glide paths). Bi-angular glide paths (reference
52) can also be readily achieved in several ways. Criteria for
vertical and horizontal guidance differ sufficiently that
co-location may be a serious limitation.

It is not intended here to recommend the final con-
figurations, and in fact they may well be less than those enu-
merated. It is the intention, however, to relate the modular
elements to potential Tactical Landing System configurations.
It is also possible to evolve into such a concept without building
all possible units or combinations. However, the growth poten-
tial for some 20 years must be considered as it is likely that
it will not be possible to replace such a major system determina-
tion for such a period. TACAN, II and VOR are examples.
Furthermore, the ICAO-ILS will continue to serve for a decade
or more aid many Air Forc- aircraft will continue to carry two
landing systems (ICAO-ILS and Tactical Landing). It is evi-
dent that the ability to optimize each site is essential to
flexibility in choice of landing strips. Co-location of modules
is not prevented and additional savings in equipments can also
be achieved.

a. Airborne Elements (Figure 51)

As noted previously, the numerous steps leading up
to the "Signals-in-Space" standard of frequency, beams, modula-
tion, physical size, etc., have each had an effect on the air-
borne equipments. Although the airborne units must be the most
common, there is little to bias the standards from the airborne
equipment side. The technology for airborne implementation of
the two most likely microwave frequencies is nearly comparable.
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It is important that the ground module choices assure the
maximum usage of common airborne receiving equipment. There
my v •h • %a^ m..*- -- , -Jew %., d... '&,-•c ' b uorne units can still
conform to the standards, but do not find service with the
large variety of ground Oonfigurations Just noted.

Aircraft, such as carrier aircraft, that fly without
flare into arresting cables, might be an example. Although
the ship equipment can be specialized there is little likeli-
hood of a large airlift aircraft utilizing this system. However,
a helicopter may well want to use the system when going from
the ship to shore for transport of supplies or personnel. The
basic modules of the airborne equipments can be varied within
limits. For example, the channelization may be limited to
certain channels in some equipments and fully channelized ill
others, depending on the mission. The most costly elements
in the airborne equipments will be the channelization devices,
receiver, and decoding equipments. The cost of the addition
of DEE can be kept to a minimum if it uses these same elements.
The additional cost is then little more than the airborne trans-
mitter (tube and modulator).

In order to obtain the flexibility of path angle (that
appears essential for a tactical system) a decoding scheme with
a wide range of precisely selectable paths will be necessary
for several applications (Configurations A, B, C, I? J, and L).
This unit is also likely to be suitable for the limited cases
of single paths at fixed angles. The ground units all would
utilize the same beam coding at specific angles so that the
airborne decoder will process all signals on a basic time multi-
plex, or pulse multiplex basis. This feature is one airborne
requirement that must necessarily be met by the standards- or
separate receivers for the separate signals, glide path, local-
izer and DIE will prevail.

It is possible to employ the airborne equipments with-
out a flight path computer so it could be an additional,
optional unit that is employed when needed. There is, also,
the possibility of a simplified (timing of beam passagese
receiver that wofld minimize the decoding requirements consid-
erably.

b. Time Phasing of development steps

It is not essential to complete each step suggested

before statrting the next one. Some of the steps leading up to
the choice of radio frequency may be overlapped. Some prelim.-
inary equipments to aid in the frequency decision may be necessar-N.
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The important point is that the interrelationships of
the first 5 steps must always be borne in mind. After Step V
the aajor project decisions are based on the modular designs.
The examvles herein given are for examples nnly. nineA thathorough synthesis provided in the previous steps will be far
more inclusive than this brief study of the problem.

The point of no return starts to be reached at Step
VI, since the costs of the designs and fabrication of them will
sta-rt to mount.

Figure 52 illustrates one possible time phasing of
the various elements. Before and after the key decision--tue
choice of radio frequency--.parallel efforts may be taken to
shorten the overall time. It is probable that once a tactical
landing system does start to evolve the gross procurements will
be similar to the TACAN program so that it is essential that a
thorough job be done in Steps I through VII.

9. STEPS VIII AND IX--SOLUTIONS TO TACTICAL LANDING NEEDS AND
INTERFACES WITH OTHER USERS

Steps VIII and IX are natural outgrcowths of all the
previous steps and are therefore not-discussed here as separate
items.
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SECTION VIII

CONCLUZIONS AND RECOIMENDATIONS

Recommendations and conclusions often accompany the
different subject matter as it in discussed in the report.
This has the advantage cf justifying the reasons for such
recommendations or coa.clusions without having to search through
the report.

The following are considered the most significant
conclusions and recommendations, but are not representative
of all the detailed ones that will be found by reading the text.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Many Air Force missions, such as the multi-billion dollar
investment now being made to increase airlift capacity by
an order of magnitude• are heavily dependent on a comple-
mentary tactical landing system.

2. The current ICAO/FAA-ILS/GCA program will not meet the needs
of a flexible tactical landing system.

3. The wide variations in Air Force missions and aircraft types
require a new multi-functional tactical landing system pro-
gram that is flexible for rapid siting and operational
utilization without sacrificing reliability or safety.
Microwave techniques appear the most promising.

4. Self-contained systems are inadequate for ILS type landing
guidance because they do not have the required accuracies.
They may, however, serve as terminal aids for intercepting
the coverage diagram of a portable microwave landing system.

5. The current proliferation of tactical landing system devel-
opments is creating confusion and is wasteful of government
and industry efforts, since most of them are incompatible
and are not likely to meet realistic tactical needs.

6. The Air Force will have two landing systems for some time:
Standard ICAO-ILS and a new tactical landing system. A
third or fourth incompatible system should definitely be
avoided.
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7. Testing of tactically suited techniques for relocating the

accidents associated with "duck-under" indicate that a 300-
foot ceiling is a realistically safe visual contact height
with current high-performance jet aircraft. A relocated
GPIP could greatly improve this situation.

8. The FAA-airline plans to use radio altimeters for continua-
tion of guidance beyond heights of 100 to 200 feet will not
be feasible in typical tactical environments or with high-
performance jet aircraft at improved environments.

9. A new modular multi-functional? tactical landing system
suitable for applications ranging from minimum, portable,
bare base installation to a total system suitable for the
most demanding aircraft requiring precision touchdown, long
flare-out trajectories, etc., is feasible with today's tech-
nology.

10. Typical visual lighting aids (3000 feet of approach lights),
essential for the "see-to-land" concepts of CAT I, II, and
III, will not be available at most tactical fields, placing
increased emphasis on the quality, reliability, and safety
of the tactical radio guidance system.

11. No integrated standards or guide lines exist for taotical
landing development, procurements, deployments, flight
inspection or selection of sites. These must be developed
as fully as the civil (counterpoarb) standards typified by
ICAO documentation.

12. A "Signals-in-Space" standard must be developed within tho
Air Force or even within DOD, and is essential for guidance
in selection of tactical landing systems.

13. An organized effort, commensurate with the total problems
does not now exist in the Air Force.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. A project approach is needed rather than the current piece-
meal approach to the overall program for developing a
multifunctional, tactical landing system.

2. Emphasis should be placed on cooperative techniques rather
than on self-contained or radar techniques.

3. Develop as soon as possible a multifunctional tactical
landing system "Signals-in-Space" standard.
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4. Industry and government effort should be directed toward
a modular system standard to provide the maximum cnm nna.I y
of aircraft equipments and to reduce the current prolifera-
tion of diverse tactical landing systems to a minimum.

5. A photo-measurement program should be initiated for deter-
miring the landing profiles of the many varied types of AirI Force aircraft. This is urgently needed as a design input
to determine Guidance System Parameters such as beamwidths,
siting, aim points, flare guidance and the extent modular
design should be carried.

6. Techniques suitable for eliminating the duck-under maneuver
without increasing the landing risk should be tested using
the same type aircraft. The results should be incorporated
in the tactical design parameters.

7. A technical staff should be developed that is capable of
dealing with the total landing problems. The technical
"know-how" needed for guidance decisions (frequencies,
beamwidths, lobing~techniques, etc.), must be as fully devel-
oped as the instrumentation and control "know-how."

8. Sufficient facilities should be established for testing the
guidance program techniques and equipments with the actual
aircraft they are to serve. Supporting elements of air and
ground flight test measurements with appropriate rapid data
processing will also be essential to success in the tactical
landing area.

9. Tests should be conducted under full black-out conditions
with radio guidance that is sufficiently self-assured and
reliable that no-light (night) landings can be made. Tac-
tical landing environments will not be suited to the exten-
sive approach and runway lighting systems now used.

10. A set of operational standards should be proposed for tacti-
cal landing strips describing clearance, length, width,
gradient, touchdown points, etc., for tactical aircraft, so
they can be classified for appropriate modules of the tacti-
cal landing system.

11. The continuation of a cooperative effort with other services
should provide valuable inputs and minimize Tri-Service
incompatibilities as the Air Force Tactical Landing System
develops.
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FLIGHT AtID ENGIN-EERING TEST GROUP 3 uget"

31 ,m•at 19•
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A Study ot OCA Touchdow Poian I 9AvT "

rL LA
0. O* 1 iJ1J t• flywV A ftL, LU "MIIIt N . .I - OWE

1,4 liga testa wereO oondutotd to deterie the distance betaoo GCA touc hdov point

and actual touchdown point for centmry serers flighter-type air-craft when ms, lM an Instrut-

mnt approach to CA .

SWUM

2, The distance from W touchdown and actual touchdown for oentuz7 series fighter

aircraft (F-100, 7-101, 1-102. F-104, and F-106) ves determined fro flight test results.

The results shoved that the distance between OCA touchdown point and actual touchdown point

may be s much a 2,40 feet during normal operations.

CcZ4CWSIOtIS

3. It is concluded that the nwwa, length remaining beyond OCA touchdown point In

effectively reduced by a" meuch as 2,400 feet vhen landing is accomplished from an instru-

sent approach to GCA miniaRm,

7. PLIOT lNOUNS COMPL.YTlO SiXty.Two Flights PLIOG"T HOURS lQ1A3II14O None

S. ROUESTINQ AOV.NCY . .I AIRCRAT IOwTElr 16TI 4i 20. 713?Td'SUt(.oI

i1..Weather Flight Test Breach F-100. 7-101,. 7-102. 7-104, and WWFI - 10

S. TKIT ,1TARIN@ oAT 1.106 WF . 2
1 rch 1960 It. TEST LOCATIO 18) WrA . 5

19. TVC.C. .,Lm ,WSW'f YO OIL ISUED "WZIH - 2
SWA v.p.,•B VV . I

It. PU..HT TEST PI.O ' ORa" CODE EN7T W-r . 1

Capt :. C. a•"Wy WW . 56107 W.ZT - 1
i4. FLIOrT TEST cNGofElit *IPOO COOIK CR7T WA. EWLOSUA

M. NrQUESING AGENCY IICIW-AMPLL3 AGENT 00100 coca ZAT W~j TA~Maorf R,,..: .:.r.a,. .,7,. ....0. 5a3 rew
is. PREPARED IT TITLE 01441 CODE 4ST

D, Harris Project Engineer W7IVV 70187
m. -TITUI Chie* 0f4 IFDE

W. P _Lt Colonel. USAF Flight Tost DrivrLioz WW 58234

tis. C ICA 'CACOCUNNENCE TITLE INd COOS CSI?

Technical Director W' 5325

CS, ToLoEe.. ualOD 1•TL TL
oloisl Comndtr e , .51225
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4, It ie reccmaeaded that the results from these test•. i.e. the &verspe

aircraft be Included In Soction IX of the applieeble Flight Manual.

S~TEST AIRCRAFT

5. Standard F-100. F.01. F-102. F-.04, and F-106 aircraft were utilizod

for the teat. As F-lO5 aircraft was not available during the teat period.

6. The aircraft were operated in the standard configuration. Gross weighta

and center of gravity locatio'n were those normally encountered during instrument

approach conditions.

TST PROCELURES

7. The majority of pilote probably accept at face value the runway length

which is found in publications, sometimes overlooking the fact that the effective

length may be reduced during a low ceiling OCA because of the following factors:

a. Location of GCA touchdown poiut

b. Breakout altitude and technique used in the flare and landing

c. Power used in flare and landing

d. The GCA touchdown point may represent a point where a fighter-type

aircraft Is still twelve (12) feet in tho air because it is predicated on the

height of the radar blip, which will aio acoomodate a C-124 without guiding the

C-124 into the groundl tharefori, extra runway is used to ease a righter-type

aircraft down from this 12-foot height.

e. Higher airspeeds may be required to effect a flare at a certain

glide slope angle and in turn require more runway.

B. The teats were performed as follows:

a. A normal take-off end climb to low approach alti.tde was made.



b, A request "or entry Into OC& yaltern wos made vben normal Iatlng

WWpASUIas Mr.W S ',I•aocs

a. *• 1 eand*4 Instrument approach airspeed amd confirarstion werei u.4

to complete the CA pattern.

d. OGA controlled Slide path and heading were maintained to 0GA miminns

(100 ft), and the pilot then landed on the runvay centerline using VY•R procedures. II
e. The pilot recorded glide path airspeed, power setting, touchdown

airspeed, and fuel remaining.

f. The aircraft was trackad and photographed with photo-grid camera from

a point on GCA glide path prior to established OCA min~imums (100 ft) to touchdown

pO.At.

TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

9. Landing& were made fro OCA by sixteen test pilots during forty-two 3
flights using the 2-1/20 snd 30 glide slope. The pilots were alternated between

the various type aircraft used and the results reflect a cross-section of varying

pilot technique in flare-out and landing.

10. The number of flights and type of aircraft were as follows:

F.100 F-101 F-102 F-104 7-io6

21•/208 6 5 5 .5

U. Results were corrected to a zero wind condition and the average distance

between GCA touchdown point and actual touchdown point are shown in the following

tables -.100 F-101 F-lo2 F-10. r-106

3o0s 2,000 ft 1.700 ft 1.700 ft 2.100 ft 1.900 ft

2-1/26GS 2,400 ft 1,800 ft 1,800 ft 2,200 ft 2,000 ft
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30-.s. 2-1/20.8. I
7-100 1427 Ft 2130 Ft

272.5
2550 26C',

269t

72101 1.50 17500
19"6 1477

F-102 1375 17.55
1.65 2000

203.t 1.7V.

1736
F-104 2089 2485

*2015 2430
2101 2220
2283 2077

1789 1725
Lo106 2046 2150

1980 1933
.852 1450

159. 2500
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Just as an aeronautical engineer designs a successful aircraft by use of
recognized ground rules or by consideration of wings, engines, mission, etc.,
so must the designer of tactical landing systems learn to consider radio
frequencies, beams, modulation techniques, etc.

Distribution of this Abstract is unlimited.
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